
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST DUE: October 7th, 2016

Station: WKPWWOHI
City of License: Ellwood City PA, East Liverpool, OH

Licensee: Forever Media Inc, LLC

The following Issues have been determined to have been of importance and concern 
to listeners within the Station's City of License during the past three months.

A total of 138 issues were found to be significant and, for these Issues, a
Total of (number) (documented) Program Issues Responses were broadcast to inform, 

Explain, promote/advocate a position on or report on these Issues. The Issues in the 
List on this page are listed in an alphabetical sequence for convenience only, not as a 

ranking by importance of any factor. The attached List of Issue
Program Responses is listed in a Time Sequence because of the time-sensitivity 
of the issues, not as a ranking by importance or significance to the listeners of 

the station management.

** Compiled by Public File Issues List on: Friday July 1st, 2016 through Friday September 30th



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/1/16

State police are looking into a tractor accident in Butler County. One person died during 
last night's accident in the 300 block of State Street Extension in Clay Township. The 
victim died after the yard tractor rolled over around 7: 15 p.m.

Pittsburgh is looking at a surplus of 15-million-dollars this year. Controller Michael 
Lamb made the announcement yesterday, saying the city collected nearly 290-
milliondollars in revenue and spent only 193-million as of May.

A Franklin Regional school district teacher is facing charges for allegedly performing a 
lewd act on his back porch. Jeff Blahusch was arrested Tuesday after neighbors allegedly 
filmed his inappropriate act on the deck of his Highmeadow Road home.

Eleven foreign nationals are in Turkish custody in connection with Tuesday's bombing in 
Istanbul. The latest reports of arrests bring the number of detained suspects to 24.

White House spokesman Josh Earnest isn't saying much about the whether a meeting 
between Attorney General Loretta Lynch and former President Bill Clinton was 
appropriate. Earnest told a White House briefing that Lynch's long record of 
independence and integrity speaks for itself.

Bethel Park is not hosting a July 4th firework show this year. Bethel Park previously 
joined with Upper St. Clair for 20 years for the show near South Hills Village Mall. 
Upper St. Clair has a firework display with South Fayette in Fairview Park this year.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/1/16

A budget bill is on Governor Wolfs desk. The House voted in favor of the main 
31billion spending plan yesterday. There is still no official blueprint for how to fund 
the package, but Republican Representative Sue Helm says they know where the money 
is coming from, and just need to get it organized for a vote.

The Senate is advancing legislation that would eliminate the criminal statute of limitations 
for victims of sexual abuse to report the crime. The bill passed the house yesterday and 
would also give victims until the age of 50 to file civil action, instead of 30. It now goes 
back to the House for final approval.

Federal regulators are investigating Tesla after a deadly crash involving one its cars in
"Autopilot" mode. The electric car maker says the National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration told the company yesterday it was opening a preliminary 
investigation.

President Obama's signature is on the Puerto Rico debt relief bill. The plan is designed to 
help ease Puerto Rico's 70-billion-dollars in debt. In signing the bill, the President noted 
that there's still more work to be done to make the island territory's economy stable.

A Washington woman is awaiting sentencing after pleading guilty to embezzlement.



Catherine Linton entered the plea this week in federal court. Linton was the manager of 
Trailblazer Federal Credit Union when she took 478-thousand dollars for her personal 
use.

State police are looking into a tractor accident in Butler County. One person died during 
last night's accident in the 300 block of State Street Extension in Clay Township. The 
victim died after the yard tractor rolled over around 7:15 p.m.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/1/16

More than a dozen people from Westem Pennsylvania are facing charges in a statewide 
insurance fraud investigation. Residents of Allegheny, Beaver, Greene, Washington and 
Westmoreland counties are among 43 Pennsylvanians facing charges including insurance 
fraud and criminal attempt to commit theft by deception. The attorney general's office 
says the total potential fraud involved is over 275-thousand-dollars.

Zika virus prevention tips are now displayed in English and Spanish at Pittsburgh 
International Airport. It's part of a new statewide awareness and prevention campaign. 
The goal is to heighten awareness of the virus and urge residents traveling to Zikaaffected 
areas to take precautions to avoid mosquito bites.

Federal safety regulators are urging owners of more than 300-thousand older model 
Honda and Acura cars to stop driving them immediately. The NHTSA says seven models 
from 2001 to 2003 are at a significantly high risk of experiencing an airbag inflator 
explosion and need to be replaced without delay.

Apple is reportedly in early talks to buyout Jay Z's Tidal music streaming service. People 
familiar with the talks tell the "Wall Street Journal" that Apple is exploring the idea of 
integrating Tidal into its Apple Music service.

A budget bill is on Governor Wolfs desk. The House voted in favor ofthe main 31billion 
spending plan yesterday. There is still no official blueprint for how to fund the package, 
but Republican Representative Sue Helm says they know where the money is coming 
from, and just need to get it organized for a vote.

The Senate is advancing legislation that would eliminate the criminal statute of 
limitations for victims of sexual abuse to report the crime. The bill passed the house 
yesterday and would also give victims until the age of 50 to file civil action, instead of 30. 
It now goes back to the House for final approval.

Some area residents will have to wait a bit longer to celebrate Independence Day. 
Brentwood Borough and Robinson Township canceled their firework shows and have yet 
to announce a make-up date. Latrobe and Shaler will shoot off fireworks tonight. Midland, 
Scott Township and Men-ittstown have also pushed back their shows to later in the week.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/1/16

A 14-year-old boy is dead following an incident in Rankin. Kennir Parr of Swissvale was 
hurt last night in the courtyard of Hawkins Village. He was pronounced dead less than 30 
minutes later at UPMC. An autopsy is scheduled today.

A youth pastor is being investigated following allegations of sexual assault. The First 
Baptist Church of Fairchance fired the suspect over the weekend although he has not been 
formally charged. The alleged incident took place last week when the pastor took his wife 
and four teens to a Christian festival in Huntingdon County. Witnesses claim the girl went 
"missing" at the event and was later seen coming out of the woods with the pastor following 
close behind.

As the countdown to the Games continues, a so-called "super bacteria" is turning up in 
the waters off some of Rio de Janeiro's most scenic beaches. Scientists discovered the 
drug-resistant bacteria just one month before the Summer Olympics open in Rio.

President Obama and Hillary Clinton will be on the campaign trail today. The likely 
Democratic nominee will join the President on Air Force One to travel to Charlotte, 
North Carolina for a 3 pm Eastern time rally.

Connellsville police are looking for the people who vandalized a welcome center along 
the Youghiogheny River Trail. The River Trail Council posted a message on Facebook 
yesterday saying the suspects broke into the red caboose welcome center, broke furniture 
and stole a donation box. They also set picnic tables on fire and stole a fountain.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/5/16

Pennsylvania is one of the worst states for patriotism. In a recent study, WalletHub used 
twelve categories to measure patriotism in the 50 states. The categories included veterans 
per capita, Peace Corps volunteers per capita, percentage of active voters and volunteer 
rates. Pennsylvania was 44th on the list. Virginia is the most patriotic state and New Jersey 
is the least.

Officials are investigating a probable human case of West Nile virus in Pennsylvania. 
The Department of Health says the infection was recently found in an Indiana County 
woman and, if confirmed, will be the first in the state this year.

It's day five of the casino strike in Atlantic City with no end in sight. There were no 
negotiations yesterday and none are scheduled for today. Food servers, bartenders and 
housekeepers walked off the job at the Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort last Friday over 
wages, health benefits and pension plans.

The U.S. now has more oil reserves than Saudi Arabia and Russia. A new study reports 
that, for the first time, American reserves are greater than those of the world's biggest oil 
exporting nations.

Some area residents will have to wait a bit longer to celebrate Independence Day. 
Brentwood Borough and Robinson Township canceled their firework shows and have yet 



to announce a make-up date. Latrobe and Shaler will shoot off fireworks tonight. Midland, 
Scott Township and Merrittstown have also pushed back their shows to later in the week.

A 14-year-old boy is dead following an incident in Rankin. Kennir Parr of Swissvale was 
hurt last night in the courtyard of Hawkins Village. He was pronounced dead less than 30 
minutes later at UPMC. An autopsy is scheduled today.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/5/16

Local sports teams are adding a new seat to their respective venues. The Steelers, 
Penguins and Pirates are adding a Chair of Honor to be left empty to remember soldiers 
missing in action and those that are prisoners of war. Details have not been finalized by 
any of the three teams. Philadelphia professional teams also have the Chair of Honor.

A 28-year-old Rankin man is dead after a shooting in Pittsburgh's Fineview 
neighborhood. WPXI reports James Swanson was shot twice and found in the 17hundred 
block of Belleau Drive. Police responded to the shooting around 1:20 yesterday morning. 
There is an ongoing investigation.

The Mega Millions jackpot stands at 449 million dollars ahead of tonight's big drawing. 
That puts the cash option at more than 310 million bucks. Walking away with all that 
money won't be easy though, the odds of winning the grand prize are roughly one in 259 
million.

The New York energy czar will not be attending wind farm meetings. Richard Kauffman 
says he is going to recuse himself as he has investments with a Goldman Sachs subsidiary 
that owns a stake in the offshore wind energy company that is looking to do business in 
New York.

Officials are investigating a probable human case of West Nile virus in Pennsylvania. 
The Department of Health says the infection was recently found in an Indiana County 
woman and, if confirmed, will be the first in the state this year.

A 14-year-old boy is dead following an incident in Rankin. Kennir Parr of Swissvale was 
hurt last night in the courtyard ofHawkins Village. He was pronounced dead less than 30 
minutes later at UPMC. An autopsy is scheduled today.

A Beaver County church official is accused of stealing hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
Thomas Ross was known as a longtime official at Good Samaritan Parish in Ambridge 
was in court yesterday accused of stealing almost a-quarter-of-a-million-dollars. The 
62year-old was a parish fundraising coordinator for more than 20 years. Yesterday in 
court Ross's attorney worked out a plea deal with the Beaver County District Attorney 
that will involve house arrest and restitution.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/1/16

A child is dead and a relative made the gruesome discovery. The body of the six-year-old 
was found yesterday in Fayette County in a home on Cottage Road in Smock. State Police 
haven't announced a cause of death but a family member found the child hanging in a 
closet.

Pittsburgh Police Chief Cameron McLay is letting residents know it's still safe to be 
outside. McLay spoke yesterday about the downtown shooting after the Fourth of July 
fireworks.

Convicted murderer and double-amputee track star Oscar Pistorius has been sentenced to 
six years in prison. South African prosecutors wanted Pistorius to get at least 15 years for 
shooting his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp in 2013.

A former Virginia National Guardsman is accused of plotting a terrorist attack to support 
ISIS. Mohamed Jalloh was charged in Alexandria, Virginia federal court. Prosecutors say 
the 26-year-old native of Sierra Leone told someone close to him that he wanted to carry 
out an attack like the one that killed 13 people at Fort Hood, Texas in 2009.

Carlow University is holding on to its accreditation. The university announced yesterday 
it will remain accredited by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education until at 
least 2024.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/6/16

'You think I'm playing?' Those are believed to be the last words a woman said before she 
opened fire in a store yesterday as employees dove to the ground to avoid being hit. It 
happened around noon yesterday in McKeesport. Police say 28-year-old Nyesha Simmons 
walked into the Metro PCS store on Fifth Avenue to shoot her ex-boyfriend who worked 
there. Amazingly, no one was hurt.

Han-isburg is easing its penalties when it comes to marijuana. City Council passed a 
measure last night that makes possession and its paraphernalia a summary offense. First 
and second-time offenders face a fine of 75-dollars, but those caught with marijuana a 
third time face criminal charges. The law will go into effect in 90 days.

Chipotle's top marketing executive is out on bail after being arraigned on drug charges. 
Chief Creative and Development Officer Mark Crumpacker is facing seven counts of 
possession of a controlled substance. He was indicted by a grand jury last week after an 
investigation into a Manhattan drug trafficking ring.

A hamburger-making robot is coming to San Francisco. A new startup and restaurant called 
"Momentum Machines" will feature robot grilled-to-order burgers in the South of Market 
neighborhood. The high-tech food-bot is the brainchild of engineers from NASA and 
Tesla.

A Beaver County church official is accused of stealing hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
Thomas Ross was known as a longtime official at Good Samaritan Parish in Ambridge 
was in court yesterday accused of stealing almost a-quaffer-of-a-million-dollars. The 



62year-old was a parish fundraising coordinator for more than 20 years. Yesterday in 
court Ross's attorney worked out a plea deal with the Beaver County District Attorney 
that will involve house arrest and restitution.

A child is dead and a relative made the gruesome discovery. The body of the six-year-old 
was found yesterday in Fayette County in a home on Cottage Road in Smock. State Police 
haven't announced a cause of death but a family member found the child hanging in a closet.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/6/16

Police are saying a candle caused a devastating fire in Butler County on Sunday. Early 
Sunday morning a fire broke out in a home where eight people lived, two teenagers were 
inside at the time. Police said they believe that a candle caught furniture on fire. The home 
is considered a total loss.

Several suspects are facing charges for allegedly trying to scam homeowners in Ross 
Township. Police sent out an alert last week warning residents of the scams, where 
suspects try to get homeowners to buy services from them. In one incident, scammers 
were conducting driveway sealcoating jobs without proper paperwork. In another, several 
people were an-ested after claiming they were from the water department in an attempt to 
get into the home.

One of the biggest lottery jackpots ever is getting bigger. Tuesday's Mega Millions 
jackpot was the seventh largest in U.S. history at 454-million dollars. Nobody matched 
the winning numbers in the multi-state lottery, so the prize money is rolling over to the 
next drawing. Friday's Mega Millions drawing will be for 508-million dollars.

President Obama will announce new steps in the fight against America's opioid and 
heroin epidemic today. The Obama administration is expected to ask Congress for 
onepoint-one billion dollars to fight the epidemic.

A survivor of the Wilkinsburg massacre is in custody. Lamont Powell was arrested for 
failure to appear recently in court in Washington County on unrelated drug charges. 
Those charges are the result of a 2014 traffic stop by state police. Investigators believe 
Powell was the likely target of the mass shooting earlier this year that killed five adults 
and an unborn child.



'You think I'm playing?' Those are believed to be the last words a woman said before she 
opened fire in a store yesterday as employees dove to the ground to avoid being hit. It 
happened around noon yesterday in McKeesport. Police say 28-year-old Nyesha Simmons 
walked into the Metro PCS store on Fifth Avenue to shoot her ex-boyfriend who worked 
there. Amazingly, no one was hurt.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/7/16

Robert Mon-is University has a new dean of the School of Business. Michelle L. Patrick 
from Pennsylvania's West Chester University was named to the position yesterday. She 
will take over effective August 15th. Patrick has been with West Chester since 2013 as 
dean of the College of Business and Public Management. She was the associate dean the 
six years prior.

Registered nurses at Heritage Valley Beaver are planning a one-day strike on July 19th. 
They've rejected the hospital's latest contract offer which the union says included 
increasing health insurance costs by 50-percent or more. A hospital spokesman says the 
strike vote is disappointing and that the proposed contract was negotiated in good faith. 
The last contract for the hospital's 500 nurses expired at the end of June.

A juvenile is at the Shuman Juvenile Detention Center after an incident at a T station in 
the South Hills. Port Authority police arrested the juvenile after the alleged physical and 
sexual assault on Monday night at the McNeilly Station. The ages of the suspect and the 
female victim were not released.

Donald Trump will be in Washington today, meeting privately with Republican 
lawmakers. The meetings come as two Republican senators have reportedly taken their 
names off the GOP candidate's list of possible running mates.

FBI Director James Comey will testify on Capitol Hill today about his recommendation 
on Hillary Clinton's email case. Comey is recommending no criminal charges against 
Clinton for her handling of sensitive emails when she was Secretary of State.

A 44-year-old man is in trouble with the law after a routine traffic stop in Arnold.
Michael Fisher was pulled over yesterday because his window tint was too dark. After 
Fisher said he didn't have insurance, the vehicle was searched. Authorities found about 
four-thousand-dollars in cash along with a handful of different drugs.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/7/16

A bookkeeper is facing charges for allegedly stealing from three Kittanning nonprofits. 
Beverly Steffey was arrested this week and is accused of taking more than 200-thousand 
dollars from the Progressive Workshop, the Allegheny Valley Land Trust and the 
Armstrong County Conservancy. Steffey told police she liked "living above her means.

A former church employee, charged with stealing church money, is making a deal for his 
punishment. Thomas Ross, a longtime official at Good Samaritan Parish in Ambridge, is 
accused of stealing a quaffer-of-a-million dollars from the organization over several years. 
In court Tuesday, attorneys worked out a plea deal for Ross to be on house arrest and make 
restitution.

Homeowners are rushing to refinance their mortgages as interest rates fall to near-record 
lows. Figures from the Mortgage Bankers Association show refinances up 21 -percent.



Total mortgage volume is up 14-percent compared to last week's report.

More than 500-thousand hoverboards are being recalled over reports of batteries catching 
fire. The Consumer Products Safety Commission said ten companies are recalling the 
boards after 99 incidents of the battery packs malfunctioning.

Robert Mon-is University has a new dean ofthe School of Business. Michelle L. Patrick 
from Pennsylvania's West Chester University was named to the position yesterday. She 
will take over effective August 15th. Patrick has been with West Chester since 2013 as 
dean of the College of Business and Public Management. She was the associate dean the 
six years prior.

Registered nurses at Heritage Valley Beaver are planning a one-day strike on July 19th. 
They've rejected the hospital's latest contract offer which the union says included 
increasing health insurance costs by 50-percent or more. A hospital spokesman says the 
strike vote is disappointing and that the proposed contract was negotiated in good faith. 
The last contract for the hospital's 500 nurses expired at the end of June.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/7/16

Cell phone service will be getting better in several Pittsburgh tunnels. AT&T, Sprint, 
TMobile, and Verizon are working to eliminate dropped calls in the Fort Pitt and Squirrel 
1--lill tunnels, and the Liberty Tunnels by the end of September. All four carriers have 
new leases or are working on negotiating to reinstate the service.

A Jackson township man is behind bars for allegedly harassing his ex-girlfriend. Police 
were called to a house on Lindsay Road early yesterday for a report of a trespasser. Derek 
Henderson was banging on the house's doors and windows, even after the victim told him 
to leave. The woman told officers she ended her relationship with Henderson last month.

FBI Director James Comey will be on Capitol Hill today to testify about his 
recommendation on Hillary Clinton's email scandal. Comey has agreed to appear before 
the House Oversight Committee. He is recommending that no criminal charges be filed 
against Clinton in connection with her handling of sensitive emails when she was 
Secretary of State.

Two Baton Rouge police officers are on administrative leave while investigators look into 
the shooting of a black man in a parking lot. East Baton Rouge Parish District Attorney 
Hillar Moore says both officers, Blane Salamoni and Howie Lake the Second, feel they 
were justified in their actions that led to one of them shooting and killing 3 7-year-old 
Alton Sterling Tuesday.

A bookkeeper is facing charges for allegedly stealing from three Kittanning nonprofits. 
Beverly Steffey was atTested this week and is accused of taking more than 200-thousand 
dollars from the Progressive Workshop, the Allegheny Valley Land Trust and the 
Armstrong County Conservancy. Steffey told police she liked "living above her means. 
" A former church employee, charged with stealing church money, is making a deal for 



his punishment. Thomas Ross, a longtime official at Good Samaritan Parish in 
Ambridge, is accused of stealing a quarter-of-a-million dollars from the organization 
over several years. In court Tuesday, attorneys worked out a plea deal for Ross to be on 
house arrest and make restitution.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/8/16

Police are searching for a suspect in New Castle accused of shooting two people. JuJuan 
Jackson shot into the home of his ex-girlfriend yesterday. A 21-year-old man was hit in 
the chest and died at a Youngstown hospital. A woman was shot in the wrist and was 
released from the hospital. Jackson is also accused of attempted homicide involving the 
same family in an other case.

Pittsburgh is getting ready to celebrate a major milestone. The city will continue 
celebrating its 200th birthday this weekend with a parade and concert. The parade is 
Saturday morning in downtown.

New Kensington-Arnold School District has the approval of a Westmoreland County 
judge to sell Greenwald Memorial School to the Catholic Diocese of Greensburg. The 
judge approved the 525-thousand-dollar sale yesterday. The sale is expected to close 
within 45 days.

A fifth officer is dead following an attack on police at the end of a march in Dallas. The 
Dallas Police Association announced the death on Twitter early this morning. Six other 
officers were injured in the attack. Meanwhile, a suspect in the deadly attack on police 
officers in Dallas is dead. Multiple reports say the suspect shot himself during a standoff 
inside a garage.

A Cleveland-area police officer is receiving national attention after her emotional reaction 
on social media over Alton Sterling's death. Nakia Jones posted a seven-minute video on 
her Facebook page calling the officer-involved shooting in Louisiana "murder. "

A former church youth worker is going to prison for having child pornography. Andrew 
Patterson pleaded guilty and received the 12-year sentence yesterday. Patterson worked 
with the Living Waters Family Worship Center in Irwin before his 2014 arrest, when 
police traced the pornography to his computer.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/8/16

A child is in the hospital after almost drowning at a home in Cabot. The three-year-old 
girl was discovered in a children's pool yesterday, behind the family's home on Star Grille 
Road in Winfield Township. A medical helicopter flew the child from the scene.

A common pleas judge is facing DUI charges following a traffic stop in O'Hara. When 
officers asked Christine Ward if she'd had anything to drink Sunday night, she allegedly 
said, "I did. Too much."

President Obama says the nation is mourning with those in Dallas. Addressing the attack 
on law enforcement, Obama said police are part of a tight-knit family that feels this loss 
to their core.



The shooting in Dallas is one of the deadliest attacks on law enforcement in a century. At 
least five officers are dead and several others are reportedly in critical condition after the 
shootings Thursday night.

Police are searching for a suspect in New Castle accused of shooting two people. JuJuan 
Jackson shot into the home of his ex-girlfriend yesterday. A 21 -year-old man was hit in 
the chest and died at a Youngstown hospital. A woman was shot in the wrist and was 
released from the hospital. Jackson is also accused of attempted homicide involving the 
same family in an other case.

Pittsburgh is getting ready to celebrate a major milestone. The city will continue 
celebrating its 200th birthday this weekend with a parade and concert. The parade is 
Saturday morning in downtown.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/8/16

An Ambridge woman is facing charges for allowing her dog to attack a neighbor. 
Shannon Garveys was jogging on 14th Street Wednesday when the dog charged her and 
dragged her to the ground. Garveys had a knife and was able to stab the animal and fight 
it off. Witnesses say the dog's owner saw the attack and didn't even try to help. Garveys 
had surgery for the injuries, which included torn tendons and muscles and an exposed 
shoulder bone. The same dog attacked a man last year.

Police are searching for a suspect in New Castle accused of shooting two people. JuJuan 
Jackson shot into the home ofhis ex-girlfriend yesterday. A 21 -year-old man was hit in 
the chest and died at a Youngstown hospital. A woman was shot in the wrist and was 
released from the hospital. Jackson is also accused of attempted homicide involving the 
same family in an other case.

Downtown Dallas is still considered an active crime scene following last night's attack 
that killed five officers. Three suspects in the shooting are in custody and a fourth has 
reportedly killed himself. One of the suspects had reportedly told officers that the "end is 
coming" and that there are "bombs all over the place. "

The U.S. State Department is reopening an internal investigation into Hillary Clinton's 
use of a private email server when she was secretary of state. A spokesman told "USA 
Today" that since the Department of Justice is finished with its investigation, the State 
Department intends to continue its internal review.

A child is in the hospital after almost drowning at a home in Cabot. The three-year-old 
girl was discovered in a children's pool yesterday, behind the family's home on Star Grille 
Road in Winfield Township. A medical helicopter flew the child from the scene.

A common pleas judge is facing DUI charges following a traffic stop in O'Hara. When 
officers asked Christine Ward if she'd had anything to drink Sunday night, she allegedly 
said, "I did. Too much."

6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/11/16



Residents of Pittsburgh are speaking out about the recent police involved shootings across 
the country. The Pittsburgh police chief estimates 13-hundred people were part of a march 
Saturday that went from Point State Park up Liberty Avenue to Sixth Avenue. About 500 
people returned to Point State Park. Marchers thought about blocking the Parkway East to 
protest the shootings in Louisiana, Minnesota and Dallas.

Officials believe a fire that caused 200-thousand dollars in damage at a chemical plant in 
Washington County was an accident. Fourteen fire departments were called to the fire at 
National Polymer Saturday afternoon.

A teenager is dead after drowning in a pond in Butler County. Destin Badeau's family 
said he was wearing a life vest when he went swimming during a family picnic Saturday 
night. They reported him missing around 9 p.m. and tried to perform CPR when they 
found him, but doctors later pronounced him dead at the hospital.

The number of officers injured in last week's deadly ambush in Dallas appears to be 
higher than previously thought. El Centro College says two of its police officers were 
hurt, which would bring the number of wounded to nine.

President Obama will speak tomorrow at the memorial for the five Dallas police officers 
killed last week. The White House says the President will be joined by Vice President 
Joe Biden, as well as former President George W. Bush and former First Lady Laura 
Bush.

The Director of the Allegheny County Health Department wants all kids under six to be 
tested for elevated levels of lead in their blood. Dr. Karen Hacker said she supports a bill 
in the Pennsylvania Legislature to mandate testing and wants Allegheny County to 
consider mandating it on their own. She said there's a higher risk of lead poisoning in 
Allegheny County because most houses there were built before lead paint was banned.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/11/16

Residents of Pittsburgh are speaking out about the recent police involved shootings across 
the country. The Pittsburgh police chief estimates 13-hundred people were part of a march 
Saturday that went from Point State Park up Liberty Avenue to Sixth Avenue. About 500 
people returned to Point State Park. Marchers thought about blocking the Parkway East to 
protest the shootings in Louisiana, Minnesota and Dallas

A teenager is dead after drowning in a pond in Butler County. Destin Badeau's family 
said he was wearing a life vest when he went swimming during a family picnic Saturday 
night. They reported him missing around 9 p.m. and tried to perform CPR when they 
found him, but doctors later pronounced him dead at the hospital.

A 32-year-old Pittsburgh woman is dead following a trip to Florida to visit her uncle.
Amy Hatfield of Mount Washington was found in Jacksonville. Her uncle, 59-year-old 
Robert Massey, was also found dead Thursday in his mobile home. Hatfield in the mother 
of two.



There was just one winning ticket for Friday's 540-million-dollar Mega Millions jackpot. 
Lottery officials say it was sold at a gas station in Cambridge City, Indiana just east of 
Indianapolis. No word yet from the lucky winner, or winners.

Amazon's second annual Prime Day sale is tomorrow. The online retail giant created the 
sale last year as a sort of halfway-to-Christmas shopping spree for Amazon Prime 
customers.

The Director ofthe Allegheny County Health Department wants all kids under six to be 
tested for elevated levels of lead in their blood. Dr. Karen Hacker said she supports a bill 
in the Pennsylvania Legislature to mandate testing and wants Allegheny County to 
consider mandating it on their own. She said there's a higher risk of lead poisoning in 
Allegheny County because most houses there were built before lead paint was banned.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/11/16

Cancer research is getting a boost thanks to a local non-profit organization's annual 5K 
run. Organizers say Saturday's run raised more than 120-thousand-dollars for Pittsburgh 
Cure Sarcoma. That brings the five-year total to nearly 700-thousand-dollars to battle the 
rare form of cancer. This year's event was held in Allison Park.

Pennsylvania is home to one of the healthiest cities in the U.S. The group 24/7 Wall
Street, in a new study, ranked State College 22nd in the country for its overall health. 
The study found State College residents are among the least likely in the country to die 
before age 75. Various health factors such as adult obesity rate and the percentage of 
adults without health insurance were used to determine the rankings.

Hillary Clinton appears to be courting Bernie Sanders supporters with a new health care 
policy proposal. The likely Democratic presidential nominee's proposal announced 
Saturday would double funding for primary care services at health centers that serve 
populations with limited access to care.

It's a record-setting debut for "The Secret Life of Pets." Universal's animated comedy 
topped the weekend box office grossing over 103-million dollars. It's the biggest opening 
ever for an original animated film.

Residents of Pittsburgh are speaking out about the recent police involved shootings across 
the country. The Pittsburgh police chief estimates 13-hundred people were part of a march 
Saturday that went from Point State Park up Liberty Avenue to Sixth Avenue. About 500 
people returned to Point State Park. Marchers thought about blocking the Parkway East to 
protest the shootings in Louisiana, Minnesota and Dallas

A teenager is dead after drowning in a pond in Butler County. Destin Badeau's family said 
he was wearing a life vest when he went swimming during a family picnic Saturday night. 
They reported him missing around 9 p.m. and tried to perform CPR when they found him, 
but doctors later pronounced him dead at the hospital.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/12/16

An inmate is back in custody after escaping the Sharon Community C01Tection Center. 
State troopers say Cody Allen Kuntz ran out of the building's kitchen door last week can-
ying a trash bag full of clothes. Officers saw the escape on security cameras, and issued 
a warrant for his an-est. Kuntz was found early Monday morning and taken to the Mercer 
County Jail.

The Greater Washington County Food Bank is hosting a grand re-opening at its new site 
on Saturday. They'll be grilling food for lunch after the ribbon cutting at the new 
24thousand square foot warehouse, which used to be the Country Fresh Market on Route 
40. Attendees can take a tour of the new place and volunteer to pack food. The new 
warehouse includes a classroom, which will be used for job fairs and other training.

A technology and photography-lover in McMurray is opening a unique photo studio next 
month. Ken Baumgarten is calling it the 3D StatYou Studio. Using a huge room of screens 
and cameras, he says he can turn a photo of a person or couple into a 3D figurine. He'll 
charge between 60 to 360 dollars, depending on the size.

Dallas is paying its respects to the five police officers killed in an ambush last week. At a 
vigil last night, Police Chief David Brown spoke about the need to be there for the families 
of the fallen.

The country music community is reeling after Craig Morgan lost his son in a water-tubing 
accident. It happened Sunday afternoon in Kentucky Lake in Waverly, Tennessee. 
Nineteen-year-old Jerry Greer's body was recovered yesterday. Between 20 and 30 boats 
were involved in the search. Dickson County sheriffs officials say he was wearing a life 
jacket.

A 46-year-old Uniontown man is going to prison for up to 40 years after killing his 
girlfriend on her way to work. Terry Walker pled no contest in June to third-degree 
murder, and he was sentenced to at least 20 years behind bars yesterday. Walker was 
charged for shooting Mya Ann Grady in the head in February 2015 in Fayette County.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/12/16

Two for-mer college football players will be on probation following sentencing in an 
offcampus beating case. D'Andre Dunkley and Shelby Wilkerson were sentenced to 1 8 
months' probation after pleading guilty to simple assault charges. They are among six 
California University of Pennsylvania football players arrested for beating a man outside 
a restaurant in 2014.

Heinz Field officials are reminding fans not to bring bags or purses to the Guns N' Roses 
show. The NFL's bag policy will be in effect, meaning only small hand-held purse clutches 
will be allowed. Also, a one-gallon Ziploc bag or small, clear plastic bag can be used for 
items. Management says these safety measures will help keep all guests safe at the concert.



The Greenbrier is reopening this week. The place was closed after the flooding and its 
major golf toumament was even cancelled. Greenbrier officials say repairs have been 
made, cleanup is mostly finished and the historic resort is ready to jump back into action.

Electric car maker Tesla Motors is under investigation for failing to disclose a fatal crash 
involving a car in autopilot mode. The "Wall Street Journal" reports that the Securities 
and Exchange Commission is trying to find out if Tesla violated securities law by not 
telling investors in a securities filing about a crash that happened in May.

An inmate is back in custody after escaping the Sharon Community Correction Center. 
State troopers say Cody Allen Kuntz ran out of the building's kitchen door last week 
carrying a trash bag full of clothes. Officers saw the escape on security cameras, and 
issued a warrant for his arrest. Kuntz was found early Monday morning and taken to the 
Mercer County Jail.

The Greater Washington County Food Bank is hosting a grand re-opening at its new site 
on Saturday. They'll be grilling food for lunch after the ribbon cutting at the new 
24thousand square foot warehouse, which used to be the Country Fresh Market on Route 
40. Attendees can take a tour of the new place and volunteer to pack food. The new 
warehouse includes a classroom, which will be used for job fairs and other training.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/12/16

A 57-year-old Irwin man is headed to prison for at least two decades. Lee J. Atwood pled 
guilty yesterday to third-degree murder after shooting a Yukon man in August 2013. 
Police say Atwood confronted the other man about a debt, left after the dispute escalated 
and returned ten minutes later to shoot George R. Williams.

The Pine-Richland School Board is not moving forward with two resolutions to change 
bathroom rules. The resolutions failed yesterday, which means transgender students can 
use the bathroom that matches their gender identity.

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump and Governor Rick Snyder are 
extending their condolences to the victims killed during the shooting at the Ben-ien 
County courthouse. Three people, including the shooter, died yesterday moming in St. 
Joseph.

As Congress takes part in its final week of the summer, health experts fear there will be 
no deal made for Zika virus funding. Dr. Umair Shah with the Harris County, Texas public 
health and environmental services department tells NBC News that he's concerned the 
"goose is cooked."

A 46-year-old Uniontown man is going to prison for up to 40 years after killing his 
girlfriend on her way to work. Terry Walker pled no contest in June to third-degree 
murder, and he was sentenced to at least 20 years behind bars yesterday. Walker was 
charged for shooting Mya Ann Grady in the head in February 2015 in Fayette County.



Two former college football players will be on probation following sentencing in an off
campus beating case. D'Andre Dunkley and Shelby Wilkerson were sentenced to 18 
months' probation after pleading guilty to simple assault charges. They are among six 
California University of Pennsylvania football players arrested for beating a man outside 
a restaurant in 2014.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/13/16

The Blackhawk School District in Beaver County is being audited. The Pennsylvania 
auditor general announced yesterday the district is being reviewed due to financial and 
operational concerns. The audit was moved up a year due to the issues. It began last 
week. The previous audit was done in September 2013.

Heroin use continues to decimate Pennsylvania, including many rural areas. Greene and 
Allegheny counties were ranked fifth and 12th respectively in a DEA report outlining the 
areas with the highest percentage of drug-related overdose deaths. There were 3,383 drug 
overdose deaths in Pennsylvania in 2015, a nearly 24 percent jump over the previous year 
and a new high for the state.

The Allegheny County Board of Health meets today to decide whether to add the human 
papilloma virus to the mandated list of vaccines for adolescents. The new regulation 
would require all students to receive three doses of the HPV vaccine before their 15th 
birthday in order to remain in school.

President Obama says the five police officers killed in Dallas were serving something 
larger than themselves. The officers were killed in a sniper ambush last week.

Baton Rouge police are investigating guns stolen from a pawn shop reportedly to harm 
police. In a press conference yesterday, the Baton Rouge Police Chief said one suspect 
was anested late Saturday night at the scene of the burglary with a firearm and BB gun.

A former Burgettstown police officer is charged with homicide for allegedly shooting the 
father of his daughter's child. James A. Bongiorni tumed himself in yesterday and is in the 
Washington County Jail. His attorney says the shooting was in self-defense. Police say 
Bongiomi killed Brian Wilbert in late April outside his daughter's house

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/13/16

State grant money is going toward building an access road to the Arnold Palmer Regional 
Airport terminal near Latrobe. Westmoreland County Airport Authority officials say 
nearly one-and-a-half-million-dollars is coming through the Commonwealth Financing 
Authority to build a new main entrance. The airport also wants to create a connection to 
the Route 981 traffic roundabout PennDOT is working on.

The City of Greensburg is facing a bill of about a thousand dollars to replace parking 
meters that were stolen this week. City officials say a dozen meters were taken early 
Monday morning, most from parking lots on Maple Avenue, near the YMCA. Parking 
isn't allowed temporarily in the spots with the missing meters.

KeyBank is closing 106 branches as a part of its multi-billion-dollar acquisition of First 
Niagara. KeyBank announced that 70 First Niagara and 36 KeyBanks will be closed in 
New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania as a part of the acquisition of 
the Buffalo-based bank.



A program launched earlier this year by General Motors for drivers working for the 
rideshafing company Lyft is expanding. The Express Drive Service offers short-term 
rentals of GM vehicles for drivers. GM made the announcement earlier this year after 
announcing a 500-million dollar investment in Lyft.

The man arrested this week for allegedly setting four fires in Uniontown is now facing 
several charges. Michael Deeds is accused of arson, criminal attempted homicide and 
reckless endangerment. The charges stem from two fires on Murray Avenue and two 
others on Walnut Street.

Heroin use continues to decimate Pennsylvania, including many rural areas. Greene and 
Allegheny counties were ranked fifth and 12th respectively in a DEA report outlining the 
areas with the highest percentage of drug-related overdose deaths. There were 3,383 drug 
overdose deaths in Pennsylvania in 2015, a nearly 24 percent jump over the previous year 
and a new high for the state.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/13/16

New Castle police are looking for two home invasion suspects. The men apparently 
forced their way into a house Monday and demanded money from a man inside before 
assaulting him. The suspects got away with about 300-dollars in cash and were seen 
leaving in a white Chevy pickup. The victim is reportedly in his 70s and was treated by 
medics at the scene but not taken to the hospital.

The Department of Revenue is sending letters to Pennsylvania taxpayers whose personal 
information was on a stolen laptop. Last month, thieves got away with four department 
auditors' laptops. Officials say one computer did not have data secured, putting nearly 
one-thousand taxpayers at risk. The letters have information on what the department will 
offer, like free credit monitoring services and fraud protection.

Donald Trump will reportedly unveil his vice presidential pick on Friday. NBC News 
reports that the likely Republican nominee and his choice of a running mate will appear 
at an event together that day.

Simply staying hydrated could be the key to losing weight. A new study out of the 
University of Michigan Medical School finds that staying hydrated with water and more 
water-loaded fruits and vegetables can help with weight management, especially for those 
who are overweight.

A mom in Forest Hills said a man tried to lure her son into his car late last week. Her 
four-year-old son was playing in the yard outside the home Friday when a car pulled up 
and a man held a ball out the window trying to get the boy over to the car. The woman 
says she ran over to her son before the suspect took off. Police are searching for the man 
described as a white man with dark hair in an older model dark colored four-door car.



Heroin use continues to decimate Pennsylvania, including many rural areas. Greene and 
Allegheny counties were ranked fifth and 12th respectively in a DEA report outlining the 
areas with the highest percentage of drug-related overdose deaths. There were 3,383 drug 
overdose deaths in Pennsylvania in 2015, a nearly 24 percent jump over the previous year 
and a new high for the state.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/14/16

The Red Cross is helping some Midland residents get back on their feet after a fire burned 
their homes. Nearly ten people are without a home after flames burned them down 
Tuesday night. Firefighters were called to West Midland Avenue after an apartment blaze 
spread to neighboring buildings. The damaged homes are said to be more than 100 years 
old.

Investigators are trying to figure out how long a car was resting at the bottom of the 
Allegheny River. A fisherman found it in Springdale while looking around with his sonar 
machine Tuesday night. Crews pulled it out yesterday and found a wallet inside, but it 
belonged to a man who said he dropped it in the river a year ago. Crews said there was no 
body in the car, and they don't yet know who it belonged to.

Just days after the Environmental Protection Agency said it found high lead levels in 
Pittsburgh water, the Municipal Authority of Westmoreland County is asking volunteers 
to have their water tested. The EPA conducts the tests every three years, and 
Westmoreland County was in the clear during the last go-around.

We should know who Donald Trump wants for his VP tomorrow. Trump has whittled 
down his search to several people, including Indiana Governor Mike Pence, former House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich and New Jersey Governor Chris Christie.

The funeral for a Minnesota man whose police shooting death sparked protests across the 
country is today. A procession for Philando Castile begins this morning in St. Paul from 
a funeral home to the Cathedral of Saint Paul.

A two-year-old child is recovering this morning after being struck by a car in Charleroi. 
Washington County authorities say it happened on Washington Avenue near Eighth 
Street yesterday. The girl's mom says her daughter has broken bones.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/14/16

Pennsylvania lawmakers want college students to be allowed to serve as substitute 
teachers. The General Assembly passed a bill to allow students who are studying 
education to serve as subs for a limited number of days every year. Lawmakers are 
hoping it will help with the state's substitute teacher shortage. The bill now needs 
Governor Wolfs signature to become law.

Police are investigating a shooting near a playground in New Castle Tuesday night. One 
person was shot close to the West North Street Playground near Lowery and West Nonh 
streets around 8:30. A bullet also reportedly hit a nearby house.

Pokemon Go is now the biggest mobile game in U.S. history. Survey Monkey reports the 
reality game attracted almost 21 million users as of Tuesday in the United States. Previous 
record holders were Draw Something with 16 million users and Candy Crush with about 
20 million.



A global oil glut continues, keeping prices down even as demand grows. The
Inter-national Energy Agency said today that the glut is ongoing despite steep declines 
in non-OPEC production.

The Red Cross is helping some Midland residents get back on their feet after a fire burned 
their homes. Nearly ten people are without a home after flames burned them down Tuesday 
night. Firefighters were called to West Midland Avenue after an apartment blaze spread to 
neighboring buildings. The damaged homes are said to be more than 100 years old.

Investigators are trying to figure out how long a car was resting at the bottom of the 
Allegheny River. A fisherman found it in Springdale while looking around with his sonar 
machine Tuesday night. Crews pulled it out yesterday and found a wallet inside, but it 
belonged to a man who said he dropped it in the river a year ago. Crews said there was no 
body in the car, and they don't yet know who it belonged to.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/14/16

Pennsylvania lawmakers want college students to be allowed to serve as substitute 
teachers. The General Assembly passed a bill to allow students who are studying 
education to serve as subs for a limited number of days every year. Lawmakers are 
hoping it will help with the state's substitute teacher shortage. The bill now needs 
Governor Wolfs signature to become law.

Police are investigating a shooting near a playground in New Castle Tuesday night. One 
person was shot close to the West North Street Playground near Lowery and West North 
streets around 8:30. A bullet also reportedly hit a nearby house.

Twitter will be streaming three shows produced by Bloomberg Media that cover the 
economy and market performance. The shows include "Bloomberg West, "What'd You 
Miss?,"and the political program "With All Due Respect. "

The growing threat of the Zika virus is causing anxiety among some lawmakers. Opening 
a Senate hearing, Florida Senator Marco Rubio called it an alarming public health crisis, 
The mosquito-borne virus has been linked to serious birth defects.

The Red Cross is helping some Midland residents get back on their feet after a fire bumed 
their homes. Nearly ten people are without a home after flames burned them down 
Tuesday night. Firefighters were called to West Midland Avenue after an apartment blaze 
spread to neighboring buildings. The damaged homes are said to be more than 100 years 
old.

Investigators are trying to figure out how long a car was resting at the bottom of the 
Allegheny River. A fisherman found it in Springdale while looking around with his sonar 
machine Tuesday night. Crews pulled it out yesterday and found a wallet inside, but it 
belonged to a man who said he dropped it in the river a year ago. Crews said there was



no body in the car, and they don't yet know who it belonged to.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/15/16

Several people are facing serious drug charges after the Dead & Company concert in
Burgettstown. Police arrested at least eight people Wednesday night at First Niagara 
Pavilion, where some former members of The Grateful Dead along with John Mayer 
were playing. One man was found with nearly 100 bags of heroin, cocaine, marijuana 
and oxycodone. Others had psychedelic mushrooms and LSD.

Starting next week, pregnant women in Pennsylvania can get free Zika Virus prevention 
kits. The state Department of Health made the announcement yesterday. The kits will 
include insect repellent and condoms, because Zika spreads through sexual contact. The 
virus can cause severe birth defects. Women can pick the kits up at local health 
departments, community health centers and some nonprofits.

Penn State wants Jerry Sandusky's former charity to fund some of the settlement 
payments to his sexual assault victims. The school filed official documents with the 
Centre County Orphans Court last week, asking for The Second Mile nonprofit to help 
foot the over 90-million dollar bill.

President Obama says the truck attack in France is likely an act of terror. More than 80 
people were killed yesterday after a truck slammed into a crowd in the seaside town of 
Nice [L NEES 1]. The driver was killed by police.

Two California men are in the hospital after falling offa cliff in Encinitas while playing 
Pokemon GO. Local fire officials confirm the two men were playing the wildly popular 
video game when they apparently cut through or went over a fence and fell off the bluffs

Wednesday afternoon.

Tuition is going up again at Pennsylvania colleges and universities. The board of the 
Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education voted yesterday to increase in-state 
tuition by about 180-dollars. Chairwoman Cynthia Shapira, who was just elected chair, 
said universities are still working hard to cut costs but need the extra boost.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/15/16

Several people are facing serious drug charges after the Dead & Company concert in
Burgettstown. Police arrested at least eight people Wednesday night at First Niagara 
Pavilion, where some former members of The Grateful Dead along with John Mayer were 
playing. One man was found with nearly 100 bags of heroin, cocaine, marijuana and 
oxycodone. Others had psychedelic mushrooms and LSD.

Starting next week, pregnant women in Pennsylvania can get free Zika Virus prevention 
kits. The state Department of Health made the announcement yesterday. The kits will 



include insect repellent and condoms, because Zika spreads through sexual contact. The 
virus can cause severe birth defects. Women can pick the kits up at local health

departments, community health centers and some nonprofits.

6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/28/16

Police are investigating a murder-suicide in Darlington Township. Duane and Sonya 
Myers were found dead yesterday by police, who went to their home because Mr. 
Myers did not show up at work. Mr. Myers shot his wife in the back and chest before 
turning the gun on himself. Detectives believe the incident happened early Tuesday 
morning.

Pittsburgh Police Chief Cameron McLay says he didn't break any rules during his speech 
at the Democratic National Convention. McLay spoke to the crowd in Philadelphia on 
Tuesday and said yesterday he didn't support a candidate or endorse any objective while 
on stage.

The trial for the former Franklin Regional High School student, accused of stabbing 21 
people, is being delayed. July selection for Alex Hribal was supposed to start next month 
but officials announced yesterday that the trial will not start until at least October.

President Obama is singing Hillary Clinton's praises, labeling her the most qualified 
person ever to run for president. Hillary Clinton will fonnally accept the Democratic 
presidential nomination tonight at the party's national convention in Philadelphia.

More people are Googling "Donald Trump Treason." Search queries spiked after the 
Republican presidential nominee seemed to invite Russia to hack Hillary Clinton's 
emails.

Police are investigating an incident of vandalism in West Finley Township. Someone 
destroyed 400 trees near Templeton Road sometime over the last few weeks. Damage 
estimates are close to six-thousand dollars.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/28/16

A man is recovering after being shot by a security guard at Ross Park Mall. The guard 
was loading his personal firearm Tuesday night in the mall's security office when it 
accidentally discharged, hitting his friend in the buttocks. The guard is not a mall 
employee and officials say he will no longer be working there.

The owner of a Zelienople bridal shop is facing indecent exposure charges. At least three 
people reported seeing Peter Scolieri standing naked in the display window of One 



Enchanted Evening earlier this month. Scolieri smelled like alcohol when he came out of 
the Main Street store.

Donald Trump is promising to put coal miners back to work. The Republican presidential 
nominee held a rally in Scranton yesterday and told supporters he will "bring back coal." 
Tramp ended his speech by asking people to vote, saying, "We have to win P ennsylvania. 
"

The man who tried to kill President Ronald Reagan in 1981 is being let out of a 
psychiatric hospital. A federal judge ruled that John Hinckley Jr. no longer poses a threat 
to himself or the public. Hinckley will be free to live full-time with his mother in Virginia 
as soon as August 5th. The 61 -year-old will still be under monitoring.

Police are investigating a murder-suicide in Darlington Township. Duane and Sonya 
Myers were found dead yesterday by police, who went to their home because Mr. Myers 
did not show up at work. Mr. Myers shot his wife in the back and chest before turning 
the gun on himself. Detectives believe the incident happened early Tuesday morning.

Pittsburgh Police Chief Cameron McLay says he didn't break any rules during his speech 
at the Democratic National Convention. McLay spoke to the crowd in Philadelphia on 
Tuesday and said yesterday he didn't support a candidate or endorse any objective while 
on stage.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/28/16

The owner of a Zelienople bridal shop is facing indecent exposure charges. At least three 
people reported seeing Peter Scolieri standing naked in the display window of One 
Enchanted Evening earlier this month. Scolieri smelled like alcohol when he came out of 
the Main Street store.

A man is recovering after being shot by a security guard at Ross Park Mall. The guard 
was loading his personal firearm Tuesday night in the mall's security office when it 
accidentally discharged, hitting his friend in the buttocks. The guard is not a mall 
employee and officials say he will no longer be working there.

Earnings are down at AstraZeneca after generic brands of its cholesterol drug, Crestor, hit 
the market. Core earnings at AstraZeneca fell over 30-percent in the second quarter since 
copies of Crestor became available in May.

The Powerball jackpot is soaring after last night's drawing failed to produce a winner. 
Already the eighth largest in the game's history and the 1 1 th-biggest lottery prize ever 
in the U.S., the jackpot now stands at a whopping 478 million dollars.



Police are investigating a murder-suicide in Darlington Township. Duane and Sonya 
Myers were found dead yesterday by police, who went to their home because Mr. Myers 
did not show up at work. Mr. Myers shot his wife in the back and chest before turning 
the gun on himself. Detectives believe the incident happened early Tuesday morning.

Pittsburgh Police Chief Cameron McLay says he didn't break any rules during his speech 
at the Democratic National Convention. McLay spoke to the crowd in Philadelphia on 
Tuesday and said yesterday he didn't support a candidate or endorse any objective while 
on stage.

6 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/29/16

Governor Wolfis calling out Donald Trump. The Pennsylvania Democrat spoke at the 
Democratic National Convention last night, and took Trump's business record to task. 
Wolf said when his company contracted with a vendor, they paid that vendor but Donald 
Trump stiffed hundreds of small businesses.

Four children are hurt after an incident at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center. 
Crews responded to the convention center yesterday aftemoon after an inflatable slide 
deflated. They were taken to Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh ofUPMC with minor 
injuries.

A Canonsburg subcontractor is facing charges for allegedly stealing almost a half-million 
dollars in connection to bridge work in Han-isburg. Andrew Manganas was indicted this 
week and is accused of embezzling the money from employee benefit and pension plans 
through his company, Panthera Painting. The company also released pollutants into the 
Susquehanna River when working on the George Wade Bridge.

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton says this election is a moment of 
reckoning for the U.S. Closing the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia, 
Clinton took direct aim at Republican nominee Donald Trump and his temperament.

A bomb scare in downtown San Rafael ruh-FELL J], California is over, after a Pokemon 
Go player's backpack set off an evacuation yesterday. The emergency ended when a bomb 
squad robot examined the backpack and found that it held the man's clothes and sleeping 
bag.

A woman is recovering after crashing her truck into a Washington, Pa. beer distributor. 
Audra McMahon crossed over all the lanes of traffic on Jefferson Avenue early yesterday 
and slammed into Beck's Tobacco and Beer. Witnesses say she then backed up, drove off 
and abandoned the truck nearby.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/29/16



The Steel Valley school board is getting rid of teaching positions. The board voted 
yesterday to eliminate four and a half positions, but the district is adding other positions. 
Two high school positions, a fifth-grade position at Park Elementary, a special education 
position at Park and a half-time fifth-grade position at Barrett are being eliminated. Two 
half-time positions and a full-time position are being created.

Governor Wolf is calling out Donald Trump. The Pennsylvania Democrat spoke at the 
Democratic National Convention last night, and took Trump's business record to task. 
Wolf said when his company contracted with a vendor, they paid that vendor but Donald 
Trump stiffed hundreds of small businesses.

The nation's trade deficit is a little wider than experts predicted. A Commerce
Depafiment report on international trade in goods shows the deficit grew to 63.3 billion 
dollars in June. That's nearly three-billion more than in May and over two-billion more 
than trade analysts had forecast.

Samsung is having its most profitable quarter in years thanks to the success of its Galaxy 
S7 smafiphones. The company's mobile division posted an operating profit of over 
threepoint-eight billion dollars for the second quarter, a substantial increase over the first 
quarter.

Michael Archbold is no longer the CEO of GNC. The Pittsburgh based company also 
said Archbold is resigning from the board. A GNC director and former chair and CEO of 
PetSmart Robert F. Moran is taking over in the interim. Archbold joined GNC in August 
2014. The company also reported yesterday a 64-million-dollar profit for the second 
quarter, which ended June 30th.

Four children are hurt after an incident at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center. 
Crews responded to the convention center yesterday afternoon after an inflatable slide 
deflated. They were taken to Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh ofUPMC with minor 
injuries.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 7/29/16

Michael Archbold is no longer the CEO of GNC. The Pittsburgh based company also 
said Archbold is resigning from the board. A GNC director and former chair and CEO of 
PetSmart Robert F. Moran is taking over in the interim. Archbold joined GNC in August 
2014. The company also reported yesterday a 64-million-dollar profit for the second 
quarter, which ended June 30th.

The Steel Valley school board is getting rid of teaching positions. The board voted 
yesterday to eliminate four and a half positions, but the district is adding other positions. 
Two high school positions, a fifth-grade position at Park Elementary, a special education 



position at Park and a half-time fifth-grade position at Barrett are being eliminated. Two 
half-time positions and a full-time position are being created.

Experts believe that within the next five years robots will be performing one out of every 
three surgeries in this country. Right now, the company Intuitive Surgical has produced 
about 36-hundred so-called da Vinci robots that perform surgeries in hospitals across the 
world.

Chipotle is moving outside of the burrito. The company said it's going to open its first 
"Tasty Made" burger joint this fall in Lancaster, Ohio. The menu will have only burgers, 
fries, and milkshakes. The bun-ito-chain CEO said early burger restaurants had a focused 
menu and he wanted to create an eatery around the original fast food model.

Governor Wolfis calling out Donald Trump. The Pennsylvania Democrat spoke at the 
Democratic National Convention last night, and took Trump's business record to task. 
Wolf said when his company contracted with a vendor, they paid that vendor but Donald 
Trump stiffed hundreds of small businesses.

Four children are hurt after an incident at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center. 
Crews responded to the convention center yesterday afternoon after an inflatable slide 
deflated. They were taken to Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh of UPMC with minor 
injuries.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/1/16

Pennsylvania's cigarette tax is going up by a dollar a pack today. The per-pack tax is now 
two-dollars-60-cents, which is the 10th highest in the nation. The increase is expected to 
bring in about 430-million dollars. The new budget also puts a 40-percent tax on the 
wholesale price of electronic cigarettes and a 55-cents-per-ounce tax on roll-your-own 
tobacco.

A Connoquenessing Township man is going to prison for sexually assaulting a 14-
yearold girl. Tyler Fusaro-Podobensky pleaded guilty to statutory sexual assault and was 
sentenced earlier this month to nine-to-23 months behind bars. Officials say the assault 
occurred while Fusaro-Podobensky was staying with the victim's family in 2014.

The light rail in the downtown area is back up after a fire shut down service for hours. 
The fire was between the Steel Plaza and First Avenue stations at 12:30 p.m. yesterday. 
Service was suspended for about six hours.

Donald Trump says he has a right to defend himself against the family of a fallen
Muslim-American soldier who spoke out against him at the Democratic National 
Convention. Khizr KIH-ZER ]] Khan, whose son was killed in Iraq in 2004, called out 
Trump on the DNC stage, saying the businessman hasn't sacrificed anything or anyone.

The NTSB is still investigating a hot air balloon accident in central Texas that left 16 
people dead. NTSB board member Robert Sumwalt told reporters yesterday that it looks 
like the balloon hit powerlines.

A man is in custody after a standoff with police in Latrobe. The incident lasted from 7:00
p.m. until 10:30 last night. The man barricaded himself inside the home on Avenue E for 
an undisclosed reason.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/1/16

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton says she wants to "lift up the incomes of 
hard working people, to create an opportunity society." Clinton and her running mate, 
Virginia Senator Tim Kaine, made a stop in Pittsburgh Saturday on their jobs-focused bus 
tour.

Pennsylvania's cigarette tax is going up by a dollar a pack today. The per-pack tax is now 
two-dollars-60-cents, which is the 10th highest in the nation. The increase is expected to 
bring in about 430-million dollars. The new budget also puts a 40-percent tax on the 
wholesale price of electronic cigarettes and a 55-cents-per-ounce tax on roll-your-own 
tobacco.



Someone in New Hampshire is a big winner after Saturday night's Powerball drawing. 
The New Hampshire Lottery says a Powerball ticket worth 487-million dollars was sold 
at Hannaford Grocery in Raymond. The winning ticket is the fifth-largest jackpot in 
Powerball history and the eighth-largest lottery prize in U.S. history.

Ride sharing company Uber is reportedly spending 500-million-dollars on a global 
mapping project. Reports yesterday said the San Francisco based company is trying to 
break away from its dependence on Google Maps and also move forward with driverless 
cars.

A Connoquenessing Township man is going to prison for sexually assaulting a 14-
yearold girl. Tyler Fusaro-Podobensky pleaded guilty to statutory sexual assault and was 
sentenced earlier this month to nine-to-23 months behind bars. Officials say the assault 
occurred while Fusaro-Podobensky was staying with the victim's family in 2014.

The light rail in the downtown area is back up after a fire shut down service for hours. 
The fire was between the Steel Plaza and First Avenue stations at 12:30 p.m. yesterday. 
Service was suspended for about six hours.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/1/16

A Connoquenessing Township man is going to prison for sexually assaulting a 14-
yearold girl. Tyler Fusaro-Podobensky pleaded guilty to statutory sexual assault and was 
sentenced earlier this month to nine-to-23 months behind bars. Officials say the assault 
occurred while Fusaro-Podobensky was staying with the victim's family in 2014.

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton says she wants to "lift up the incomes 
of hard working people, to create an opportunity society." Clinton and her running mate, 
Virginia Senator Tim Kaine, made a stop in Pittsburgh Saturday on their jobs-focused 
bus tour.

Health officials are confirming the first cases of the Zika virus acquired form mosquito 
bites in the U.S. Last week, Florida Governor Rick Scott said four people have been 
infected by local mosquitoes.

Quitting your soda habit by switching to diet drinks may not be a good solution.
Researchers say artificial sweeteners used in diet soda could result in an increased desire 
for high-calorie foods. It can also confuse your body's insulin and glucose levels.

Pennsylvania's cigarette tax is going up by a dollar a pack today. The per-pack tax is now 
two-dollars-60-cents, which is the 10th highest in the nation. The increase is expected to 
bring in about 430-million dollars. The new budget also puts a 40-percent tax on the 
wholesale price of electronic cigarettes and a 55-cents-per-ounce tax on roll-your-own 
tobacco.



The light rail in the downtown area is back up after a fire shut down service for hours. 
The fire was between the Steel Plaza and First Avenue stations at 12:30 p.m. yesterday. 
Service was suspended for about six hours.

6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/2/16

Groups around the country are promoting police and community partnerships. Today is

the 33rd annual National Night Out event, which is held across the U.S. on the first 
Tuesday of August. National Night Out is meant to support crime and drug prevention. 
Pittsburgh neighborhoods celebrate the annual event by keeping porch lights on and 
hosting ice cream socials among other things.

A pilot who was injured when his plane caught fire last week is now dead. Ira Saligman 
died Sunday night at the UPMC burn unit after suffering burns to his body and face in the 
crash at the Allegheny County Airport. The FAA is still investigating the cause of the 
crash.

A man is behind bars for allegedly assaulting his fiancée. Police were called to the parking 
lot of UPMC-Passavant Cranberry Hospital last month for a report of a fight. The victim 
told officers Corey Neely beat her and took all her money. Neely was arrested at the 
hospital.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump says he is afraid November's election 
may be "rigged." Trump made that brief comment at a campaign event in Ohio yesterday 
but did not elaborate.

Hillary Clinton continues to surge in the polls following last week's Democratic National 
Convention. A new CNN/ORC poll found the Democratic nominee got a seven-point boost 
after the gathering in Philadelphia.

A Monongahela man is facing charges after being caught with drugs. Ryan Hodgson was 
arrested Sunday morning after police were called to his home for a report of a woman 
screaming and trying to get in. Officers asked for permission to look around and found 
heroin, cocaine, marijuana and prescription pills in his residence.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/2/16

The Vatican's highest court is upholding a decision to close a church in Monongahela.
The Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh says there's no further appeal to the decision to close 
Saint Anthony Church. It was merged with Saint Damien of Molokai Parish in 2011.
When the parish could no longer afford two buildings, Bishop David Zubik decided in 
2014 to close Saint Anthony and that prompted an appeal by former parishioners.



Groups around the country are promoting police and community partnerships. Today is 
the 33rd annual National Night Out event, which is held across the U.S. on the first 
Tuesday of August. National Night Out is meant to support crime and drug prevention. 
Pittsburgh neighborhoods celebrate the annual event by keeping porch lights on and 
hosting ice cream socials among other things.

President Obama is defending free trade deals, which are under attack on the campaign 
trail. In an interview with the "Straits Times, " Obama said he is committed to pushing 
through the Trans-Pacific Partnership before he leaves office.

Disney may use new technology to track its guests. The "Orlando Sentinel" reports guest 
tracking is already being done by way of such items as radio frequency identification 
bracelets and hotel keys. However, the theme park giant now has a patent for a new 
technology that could track visitors by way of their shoes and feet.

A man is behind bars for allegedly assaulting his fiancée. Police were called to the parking 
lot ofUPMC-Passavant Cranbeny Hospital last month for a report of a fight. The victim 
told officers Corey Neely beat her and took all her money. Neely was arrested at the 
hospital.

A Monongahela man is facing charges after being caught with drugs. Ryan Hodgson was 
arrested Sunday morning after police were called to his home for a report of a woman 
screaming and trying to get in. Officers asked for permission to look around and found 
heroin, cocaine, marijuana and prescription pills in his residence.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/2/16

State Attorney General Kathleen Kane is asking for the criminal charges against her to be 
thrown out. Kane claims the grand jury that investigated her was unconstitutional because 
the lawyer in charge did not have the proper authority. Kane is accused of leaking grand 
jury material and lying about it and is scheduled for trial next week.

A man is in custody for allegedly breaking into a Cranben-y Township home. Police 
received a call from a woman who woke up in the night last week and saw a man with a 
knife in her Bellwood Court bedroom. The woman struggled with the suspect and he took 
off. On the way to the scene, officers saw a man who matched the man's description, and 
arrested Ronald Cooper. Cooper later admitted to the break-in, saying he was having 
financial problems.

Lawyers for the man accused of killing nine worshipers at a South Carolina church are 
trying to get the death penalty off the table. Dylann Roofs legal team filed papers arguing 
the death penalty is unconstitutional because it's an "arbitrary, cruel and unusual 
punishment. "



Brazilian-born model Gisele Bündchen jih-ZELL BUND-shin ]] is set to appear in what 
many say will be a "seductive" portion of Friday's opening ceremony at the Rio 
Olympics.

Officials are confirming that there are now 61 cases of the Zika virus in Pennsylvania.
That number is up from 51 last week. There are also 250 pending test results.

The Vatican's highest court is upholding a decision to close a church in Monongahela.
The Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh says there's no further appeal to the decision to close 
Saint Anthony Church. It was merged with Saint Damien of Molokai Parish in 2011.
When the parish could no longer afford two buildings, Bishop David Zubik decided in 
2014 to close Saint Anthony and that prompted an appeal by former parishioners.



Republican vice presidential candidate Mike Pence is stopping in Pittsburgh tomorrow. 
The Indiana govemor will be at the Heinz History Center at 7 p.m. Free tickets to the 
event are available at DonaldJTrump.com.

Pittsburgh is celebrating a major success with the EQT Pittsburgh Three Rivers Regatta. 
The three-day event came to a close last night, and event chairman John R. Bonassi says 
one-million people came out to enjoy the festivities.

A man is wanted in connection to a shooting in Forward Township. Joshua Wardlaw of 
McKeesport is charged with homicide and other related counts for Saturday's shooting 
near Saloon 136 on Rainbow Run Road. Wardlaw is accused of firing a handgun, killing

Jonathan Minnie and injuring two women.

Former New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani disagrees with any rumors that Donald 
Trump's presidential campaign is in trouble. Giuliani tells ABC's "This Week" that being 
down eight points at this time in the election cycle is no big deal.

The nation's Gulf Coast is bracing for heavy rain and widespread flooding this week. 
Most of the northern Florida Panhandle will deal with showers and thunderstorms that 
could dump up to a foot of rain over the next few days.

Officials are investigating a suspicious fire in Washington, Pa. The blaze started in the 
rear of the home on 3rd Street early Saturday. The residence was empty when the flames 
broke out and no one was hurt.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/8/16

Three people are recovering after a shooting in Union Township. The shots were fired 
from a vehicle Friday night on Sunny Avenue and the bullets entered the victims' car. Two 
men were hit and one is in critical condition. The other is stable and a one-year-old 
suffered minor injuries.

Western Pennsylvania blood banks are in need of donations. The summer months are 
slow and their blood, plasma and platelet supplies are low. All blood types are needed, but 
O-negative, A-negative and B-negative are in highest demand.

The layoff date for employees of Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort is being postponed.
State-mandated notices filed with the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce 
Development show that the layoff date has been changed from after Labor Day weekend 
to October 10th.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/8/16

Despite bad reviews from movie critics -- "Suicide Squad" soared to the top in this week's 
box office race. The Warner Brothers-DC Comics film co-star-ing Will Smith and Margot 
Robbie earned 135-million-dollars in its debut weekend in theaters.

Republican vice presidential candidate Mike Pence is stopping in Pittsburgh tomorrow. 
The Indiana governor will be at the Heinz History Center at 7 p.m. Free tickets to the 
event are available at DonaldJTrump.com.

Pittsburgh is celebrating a major success with the EQT Pittsburgh Three Rivers Regatta. 
The three-day event came to a close last night, and event chairman John R. Bonassi says 
one-million people came out to enjoy the festivities.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/8/16

Jury selection is scheduled to begin today in Attorney General Kathleen Kane's criminal 
case. The Supreme Court denied Kane's request that it intervene Friday, disagreeing with 
her claims that the grand jury that investigated her was unconstitutional. Kane is accused 
of leaking secret grand jury information and then lying about it.

A Waynesburg man is spending time behind bars for growing marijuana on the front 
porch of his house. Kevin Christopher was convicted and sentenced to up to a year in 
prison for the incident, which occurrd when police went to his Greene Street home last 
year and saw the plants growing in tomato pots.

Second quarter figures for productivity and costs lead off the week's economic reports on 
Tuesday, along with small business optimism for June and July's wholesale trade numbers.

Despite solid job growth, the U.S. trade deficit is falling on hard times. The Commerce 
Department says the trade gap spiked close to nine percent in June, making it the highest 
in ten-months.

Republican vice presidential candidate Mike Pence is stopping in Pittsburgh tomorrow. 
The Indiana governor will be at the Heinz History Center at 7 p.m. Free tickets to the 
event are available at DonaldJTrump.com.

Pittsburgh is celebrating a major success with the EQT Pittsburgh Three Rivers Regatta. 
The three-day event came to a close last night, and event chairman John R. Bonassi says 
one-million people came out to enjoy the festivities.

A 19-year-old Montgomery County man is dead following a wreck in Mercer County. 
Scott Loper Junior was traveling east on Interstate 80 near Wolf Creek yesterday afternoon 



when he went off the road. Loper was wearing his seatbelt, but he was partially ejected 
after his Jeep Wrangler rolled several times.

Donald Trump's running mate is scheduled to be in Pittsburgh tonight. Republican vice 
presidential candidate Mike Pence is making an appearance at the Heinz History Center. 
Tickets for the 7 p.m. event are available on Trump's campaign website.

An Armstrong teen is dead after a crash in Indiana County. Authorities believe 17-yearold 
Cody Edward Bleggi was speeding when he crossed the center line on Five Points 
Road and crashed into a pickup truck. He died at the scene last night near Creek Road. 
There will be an autopsy and toxicology tests. No information was released about the 
other driver.

Donald Trump says a group of 50 Republican national security experts who criticized him 
are part of the "failed Washington elite." The letter slammed Trump as lacking the 
character, temperament and values to be commander-in-chief.

The United States is picking up more medals after Day Three of the Summer Olympics. 
Ryan Murphy took the top prize in the 100-meter backstroke, while Michael Phelps 
advanced to Tuesday night's final in the 200-meter butterfly.

Running back James Conner is back with his Pitt teammates. The Panthers held their first 
training camp yesterday in preparation for the season opener September 3rd against 
Villanova. Conner missed most of last season after injuring his knee in the season opener. 
A couple months later Conner was diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma. He was declared 
Cancer free in May.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/9/16

A local musician is dead following complications from an inoperable brain tumor. B.E.
Taylor of Aliquippa died Sunday at the age of 65. Taylor is most known for his 
Christmas tours and a 1984 hit "Vitamin L." He is survived by his wife and three 
children. Taylor was diagnosed in March 2007. There will be a private funeral.

The Allegheny Aquatic Alliance in Freedom is cleaning up the Connoquenessing Creek.
About 250 volunteers will work on a 20-mile stretch of water between Harmony and 
Fombell on August 27th and then again on September 10th. For information go to 
AlleghenyAquaticAlliance.com.

Health officials in Florida are investigating a new case of Zika that is not travel related. 
The new case is in Palm Beach County and it's not yet clear if the person contracted the 
virus from local mosquitoes -- or was bitten during a recent trip to Miami.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/8/16

Walmalt is reportedly buying out online retailer Jet.com. According to Re-Code, the 
price tag will be about three-billion-dollars, which would make the acquisition the largest 
ever for an e-commerce company.

A 19-year-old Montgomery County man is dead following a wreck in Mercer County. 
Scott Loper Junior was traveling east on Interstate 80 near Wolf Creek yesterday afternoon 
when he went off the road. Loper was wearing his seatbelt, but he was partially ejected 
after his Jeep Wrangler rolled several times.

An Armstrong teen is dead after a crash in Indiana County. Authorities believe 17-year
old Cody Edward Bleggi was speeding when he crossed the center line on Five Points 
Road and crashed into a pickup truck. He died at the scene last night near Creek Road. 
There will be an autopsy and toxicology tests. No information was released about the 
other driver.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/9/16

A jury is in place for the criminal trial against Attomey General Kathleen Kane. The 
12member jury will begin hearing the case today in Montgomery County. Kane is accused 
of leaking grand jury information and then lying about it. She is not seeking reelection.

An advisor to three former Pennsylvania governors is facing charges. Former Budget 
Secretary Charles Zogby is accused of assaulting his wife Georgina over the weekend. 
Zogby served under Governors Tom Ridge, Mark Schweiker and Tom Corbett.

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton is facing a lawsuit from the parents of two 
Americans killed in the 2012 Benghazi attack. Larry Klayman ofFreedom Watch
USA filed a lawsuit against Clinton on behalf of parents Patricia Smith and Charles
Woods, claiming Clinton's mishandling of the situation led to the deaths of their sons.
Delta Air Lines officials are telling travelers to check their flight status before heading to 
the airport. Passengers waited through major delays yesterday after all flights around the 
world were grounded for several hours.

A 19-year-old Montgomery County man is dead following a wreck in Mercer County. Scott 
Loper Junior was traveling east on Interstate 80 near Wolf Creek yesterday afternoon when 
he went off the road. Loper was wearing his seatbelt, but he was partially ejected after his 
Jeep Wrangler rolled several times.

An Armstrong teen is dead after a crash in Indiana County. Authorities believe 17-yearold 
Cody Edward Bleggi was speeding when he crossed the center line on Five Points Road 
and crashed into a pickup truck. He died at the scene last night near Creek Road. There 
will be an autopsy and toxicology tests. No information was released about the other 
driver.



An Aliquippa man is facing charges for allegedly molesting a child. The six-year-old girl 
told police Keshmar Sims assaulted her while giving her a bath and showed her a 
pornographic video on his phone. Detectives searched Sims' home last week and found 
the phone as well as several pairs of girl's underwear.

A victim is recovering from an attack from a rabid animal in Allegheny County. The 
county Health Department announced yesterday Lincoln Borough police shot a coyote that 
attacked someone. The animal tested positive for rabies. This was the seventh rabies 
incident this year in Allegheny County.

Indiana Governor Mike Pence continues to campaign for Donald Trump. The Republican 
vice presidential nominee was without his running mate in Pittsburgh yesterday for a rally 
at the Senator John Heinz History Center.

Donald Trump is fending off criticism over his comments about Second Amendment 
people stopping Hillary Clinton. Trump told Fox News "Hannity" that he wasn't urging 
anyone to use violence to stop Clinton from becoming president.

Delta Air Lines continues to recover from Monday's power outage that led to a worldwide 
groundstop. The carrier canceled about 775 flights yesterday as it worked to "reset" and 
get back to normal operations.

Peters Township council is taking a vote to decide whether to use eminent domain to get

the old Rolling Hills Country Club property. A meeting will be held Monday to decide 
the matter. Township Manager Mike Silvestri says they would prefer not to use eminent 
domain and are working with the property owner. The school district would like to use 
some of the land for a new high school.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/10/16

Pokemon Go is gone from all Allegheny Health Network hospitals. The developer has 
complied with a request to remove the hospitals as stops for the reality game. The network 
sent a memo to employees late last month that all its locations were off-limits to Pokemon 
Go players for safety and privacy reasons.

Repairs connected to a natural gas line explosion in Salem are expected to reach upwards 
of 100-million dollars. A spokesman for Spectra Energy announced the estimate last week. 
The line ruptured in April, scorching about 40 acres of land and severely burning one 
person. The cause of the explosion has not been determined but officials say initial tests 
indicate tape coating on the weld joints of the pipeline might have failed.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/8/16

Donald Trump is backing up his plan to fix the economy. The Republican presidential 
nominee tells Fox News' "Fox & Friends" that his daughter Ivanka was very involved in 
helping craft his tax plan, which will help mothers across the country.

Household debt is on the rise. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York says the total 
reached over 12 and a-quarter trillion dollars in the second quarter. That's up 434-billion 
dollars from a year earlier. The New York Fed says the rise was driven by an increase in 
auto loans and credit debt.

An Aliquippa man is facing charges for allegedly molesting a child. The six-year-old girl

told police Keshmar Sims assaulted her while giving her a bath and showed her a 
pomographic video on his phone. Detectives searched Sims' home last week and found 
the phone as well as several pairs of girl's underwear.

A victim is recovering from an attack from a rabid animal in Allegheny County. The county 
Health Department announced yesterday Lincoln Borough police shot a coyote that 
attacked someone. The animal tested positive for rabies. This was the seventh rabies 
incident this year in Allegheny County.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/10/16

Primanti Brothers is now offering delivery from four Pittsburgh locations. Customers can 
use the OrderUp app to have food delivered from the Market Square, East Carson Street,

18th Street and Forbes Avenue stores. Delivery is free with a minimum ten-dollar purchase 
until Sunday.

A victim is recovering from an attack from a rabid animal in Allegheny County. The county 
Health Department announced yesterday Lincoln Borough police shot a coyote that 
attacked someone. The animal tested positive for rabies. This was the seventh rabies 
incident this year in Allegheny County.

Hulu is moving away from free TV and asking users to subscribe to access its content. 
The streaming service announced this week that it plans to transition to a subscription
only model.
Florida's governor says four more people in Miami have become infected with Zika that 
likely came from mosquito bites. Governor Rick Scott said all four cases are located in a 
small area of Miami's Wynwood district.

Pokemon Go is gone from all Allegheny Health Network hospitals. The developer has 
complied with a request to remove the hospitals as stops for the reality game. The network 



sent a memo to employees late last month that all its locations were off-limits to Pokemon 
Go players for safety and privacy reasons.

Repairs connected to a natural gas line explosion in Salem are expected to reach upwards 
of 100-million dollars. A spokesman for Spectra Energy announced the estimate last week. 
The line ruptured in April, scorching about 40 acres of land and severely burning

one person. The cause of the explosion has not been determined but officials say initial tests 
indicate tape coating on the weld joints of the pipeline might have failed.

An Aliquippa man is facing charges for allegedly molesting a child. The six-year-old girl 
told police Keshmar Sims assaulted her while giving her a bath and showed her a



pornographic video on his phone. Detectives searched Sims' home last week and found the 
phone as well as several pairs of girl's underwear.



Authorities are looking into a body found in a shallow grave in Mercer County.
Shenango and Sharon police are investigating the incident. The body was found around 
12:30 Tuesday afternoon on Mercer West Middlesex Road in Shenango Township.

A Unity teenager is dead following an accident on Route 819. Seventeen-year-old Eric 
Sheffler was hit by a vehicle early yesterday at Round Top Circle. Sheffler attended 
classes at the Crossroads School, which is part of the Westmoreland Intermediate Unit.

Two women are facing charges for alleged prostitution in Washington. Olivia Jarrett and 
Latoya Smith were arrested Monday at a Meadowlands Boulevard hotel. Police were 
investigating illegal activity in the township and found offers for sex online.

The 20-year-old man who scaled Trump Tower yesterday afternoon says he wanted to get 
Donald Trump's attention and arrange a "personal meeting" with the GOP presidential 
nominee. The man is being identified as Stephen Rogata, a researcher from Virginia. He's 
now facing reckless endangerment, criminal trespass, and other charges in the case.

The Kansas City waterpark where a child died earlier this week is now open once again.
The Schlitterbahn waterpark re-opened yesterday, but many have mixed feelings about it. 
Caleb Schwab died while riding the Verruckt [[ vurr-rookt ]] water slide Sunday.

The Allegheny Valley School Board is set to vote on adding a new police officer. The 
board is expected to vote on Monday to add the new school police officer. The system 
has applied for a three-year, 60-thousand-dollar grant to help cover the costs.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/11/16

The names ofthe people hit by a car just after the Pirates game last night are being 
released. William and Linda Gallagher are still hospitalized and William is in critical 
condition. According to a criminal complaint filed, 28-year-old Bryant Ellis was driving 
his girlfriend's car when he hit them outside PNC Park. He's now facing several charges.

A former top aide to Pennsylvania Attorney General Kathleen Kane says Kane asked him 
to block an investigation into a grand jury leak. Kane is accused of leaking grand jury 
information to embarrass former state prosecutor Frank Fina, then lying under oath to 
cover it up. Kane's former first deputy Bruce Beemer testified that he had a feeling the 
leak came from the Attorney General's Office. Kane is denying all charges.

Wendy's is reporting its quarterly eamings. The fast food chain saw net income fall about 
ten cents a share in the second quarter. Total sales also fell, more than 20 percent to just 
under 383 million.

Getting regular exercise can help reduce your risk for five common diseases. A new report 
out of the University of Washington finds people who get weekly physical activity lower 
their risk for breast cancer, colon cancer, diabetes, heart disease and stroke.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Authorities are looking into a body found in a shallow grave in Mercer County.
Shenango and Sharon police are investigating the incident. The body was found around 
12:30 Tuesday afternoon on Mercer West Middlesex Road in Shenango Township.

A Unity teenager is dead following an accident on Route 819. Seventeen-year-old Eric 
Sheffler was hit by a vehicle early yesterday at Round Top Circle. Sheffler attended 
classes at the Crossroads School, which is part of the Westmoreland Intermediate Unit.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/11/16

Authorities are looking into a body found in a shallow grave in Mercer County.
Shenango and Sharon police are investigating the incident. The body was found around 
12:30 Tuesday afternoon on Mercer West Middlesex Road in Shenango Township.

Ninety-four state stores are going to be open for the first time this Sunday. The addition 
brings the total number of stores open on Sunday to more than 300 statewide. Liquor 
Control Board officials say Sunday is the second biggest shopping day of the week, so the 
move makes sense.

Investors are looking for a turnaround today after eamings reports took a toll on Wall 
Street Wednesday. The Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 37-points to close the day at 
18-496.

The Apple App Store is on track to vastly increase the number of apps available by 2020. 
The app intelligence firm Sensor Tower predicts Apple will more than double the number 
of available apps in the nest four years.

The names of the people hit by a car just after the Pirates game last night are being 
released. William and Linda Gallagher are still hospitalized and William is in critical 
condition. According to a criminal complaint filed, 28-year-old Bryant Ellis was driving 
his girlfriend's car when he hit them outside PNC Park. He's now facing several charges.

A former top aide to Pennsylvania Attorney General Kathleen Kane says Kane asked him 
to block an investigation into a grand jury leak. Kane is accused of leaking grand jury 
information to embarrass former state prosecutor Frank Fina, then lying under oath to cover 
it up. Kane's former first deputy Bruce Beemer testified that he had a feeling the leak came 
from the Attorney General's Office. Kane is denying all charges.

Fentanyl-laced heroin is being blamed for 26 recent overdoses in Beaver County.
Officials say the incidents were all reported in a five-day span and three were fatal. New 
Sewickley police are working with the FBI and the DEA to try to find out where the 
drugs are coming from.

Officials are investigating after a child fell off a ride at Idlewild and Soak Zone in 
Ligonier. A medical helicopter was called to the park yesterday after the accident on the 



Rollo Coaster ride but witnesses say the three-year-old was conscious. The coaster is 
closed, pending the results of the investigation.

Officials are investigating after two employees were injured in separate incidents at 
Consol Energy's Bailey Mine Complex. One man was flown to the hospital Wednesday 
after a rock fell on his head. The other victim suffered an electrical shock. Neither injury 
was life-threatening.

Donald Trump says he's fine with Americans charged with terrorism to face a military 
court at the Guantanamo Bay detention center in Cuba. The Republican presidential 
nominee told the "Miami Herald" he doesn't like the idea of Americans accused of 
terrorism being tried in U.S. courts.

Authorities are still searching for victims of an explosion and fire at an apartment 
building in Silver Spring, Maryland. Three people are confirmed dead and over 30 are 
injured following the late Wednesday night blast.

A Mt. Pleasant Township man is facing charges for allegedly raping two girls. Steve 
Czako was arrested Tuesday for the assaults, which reportedly began when both girls 
were under the age often and continued for several years. Czako is in Washington 
County jail awaiting a preliminary hearing next week.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/12/16

Attorney General Kathleen Kane's perjury trial is underway and a witness for the 
prosecution claims she lied under oath. Political consultant Josh Morrow testified 
yesterday that he and Kane worked together to leak secret grand jury documents to a 
Philadelphia newspaper, and then cover it up. Morrow says he and Kane blamed Kane's 
former aide for the leak.

Fentanyl-laced heroin is being blamed for 26 recent overdoses in Beaver County.
Officials say the incidents were all reported in a five-day span and three were fatal. New 
Sewickley police are working with the FBI and the DEA to try to find out where the drugs 
are coming from.

The head of Health and Human Services is moving around millions of dollars to boost 
funding to fight the Zika virus. In a letter to House Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi, 
Secretary Sylvia Burwell said that she's shifted 81-million-dollars from other projects to 
keep research for a Zika vaccine alive.

Macy's is closing 100 stores. The retailer announced the move while releasing second 
quarter sales and earnings figures. They beat expectations with earnings of 54 cents a 
share on revenue of over 5.8 billion dollars.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Changes including downsizing are being considered at Pittsburgh International Airport. 
Allegheny County Airport Authority CEO Christina Cassotis estimates that as many as 
25 of the airport's 75 gates routinely go unused. Cassotis says the possible elimination 
of some gates is part of a master plan under consideration to modernize the airport.

Officials are investigating after a child fell off a ride at Idlewild and Soak Zone in
Ligonier. A medical helicopter was called to the park yesterday after the accident on the 
Rollo Coaster ride but witnesses say the three-year-old was conscious. The coaster is 
closed, pending the results of the investigation.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/12/16

A Seneca Valley High School senior is facing charges for allegedly trying to cheat on a 
school drug test. Jacob Shaffer is accused of bringing "clean' urine to the test in May. A 
nurse became suspicious when his sample was the wrong temperature and Shaffer later 
admitted to hiding the urine in his backpack. Police also found a vial with cocaine residue 
in his car.

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton is touting her economic agenda.
Speaking yesterday in Michigan, Clinton said it is focused on helping working families.

Twitter is denying rumors it will shut down next year. The twitterverse lit up yesterday 
with over 100-thousand tweets with the hashtag "SaveTwitter." It's not clear how the 
rumor started, but a spokesman for the microblogging site said there is "absolutely no 
truth to the claims whatsoever. "

A man is being credited for putting out a house fire in Cranberry Township. A grease fire 
started in the Friendship Lane residence earlier this week. A neighbor heard people 
screaming and ran to the home with a fire extinguisher. He was able to put out the blaze 
quickly and limit the damage to the kitchen. No injuries were reported.

The Harmony Business Association is going to hold a "Flea-tique" one Saturday a month. 
The event will take place from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the square at Main and Mercer streets 
and will feature antiques, vintage items and artisans. The Flea-tique will be held this 
Saturday, and then again on September 17th and October 8th. Space is still available for 
vendors.

Police are investigating the discovery of a man's body in Stanton Heights. Firefighters 
were called to a grassy area off Donson Way yesterday morning and discovered a 
burning car. Crews found the body nearby after the flames were out.

Officials are releasing more details about an accident at Idlewild & Soak Zone in



Ligonier. Three-year-old Declan McClain was riding the Rollo Coaster with his 
sevenyear-old brother Thursday when he fell about ten feet. Park officials have not said 
why the child was allowed to ride without an adult, as is required.

A Washington city man is recovering in a Pittsburgh hospital today after a weekend 
shooting. The unidentified man was shot in the stomach on Saturday night in the 700 
block of Fayette Street and airlifted to Pittsburgh.

Police in Milwaukee are trying to get a handle on violent protests. One person is in the 
hospital with a gunshot wound and an officer is injured after a second night of protests in 
the city. People have been protesting since police shot and killed an African-American man 
who ran from an officer after a traffic stop on Saturday.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is expected to give a big speech on 
foreign policy and terrorism today. The afternoon speech is scheduled at Ohio's 
Youngstown State University.

Police are looking for witnesses to a Unity accident. Eric Sheffler was riding a 
skateboard on Route 819 at Round Top Circle last week when he was hit by a minivan 
and killed. Detectives think Sheffler was in the middle of the road.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/15/16

Donald Trump is watching Pennsylvania for voter fraud. The Republican presidential 
nominee held a rally in Altoona Friday and said the only way he can lose the state is if 
cheating goes on. Trump claims he has to "call up law enforcement" and "have the 
sheriffs and the police chiefs and everybody watching. "

Jerry Sandusky is insisting he did not sexually abuse young boys. The fonner assistant 
Penn State football coach took the stand at his appeal hearing Friday and said, "The idea 
is disgusting and dirty to me. I never did that with anybody." Sandusky is trying to have 
his conviction overturned, claiming his former lawyers didn't adequately represent him 
during his 2012 trial.

A manhunt is underway for a suspected cop killer in Georgia. Patrolman Tim Smith was 
shot and killed in Eastman after confronting a suspect late Saturday night. The 3 1 -
yearold received a call about a suspicious person and got out of his car when he took on 
gunfire.

Burger King is putting a mexican twist on its most famous menu item. The fast-food

chain is now the home of the Whopperito. It's perfect for anyone who has ever eaten a 
Whopper and wished it was inside a tortilla, rolled up like a bulTito.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Police are investigating the discovery of a man's body in Stanton Heights. Firefighters 
were called to a grassy area off Donson Way yesterday morning and discovered a burning 
car. Crews found the body nearby after the flames were out.

Officials are releasing more details about an accident at Idlewild & Soak Zone in
Ligonier. Three-year-old Declan McClain was riding the Rollo Coaster with his seven
year-old brother Thursday when he fell about ten feet. Park officials have not said why 
the child was allowed to ride without an adult, as is required.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/15/16

Police are investigating a home invasion robbery in Brownsville. The victim told police 
two armed men forced their way into his High Street residence yesterday morning, tied 
him up with zip ties and stole almost two-thousand dollars and some jewelry.

A man is recovering after being attacked by his pit bull. The dog went after the victim 
early Saturday at their Bell Township home. When police arrived, they shocked and 
maced the animal, but it ran into the woods and was not captured until that night. The 
victim suffered severe lacerations.

Retail sales figures are showing very little signs of life. Figures released Friday showed 
Americans cut back last month on discretionary spending and it caused the biggest fall in 
almost a year.

"Suicide Squad" is still tops at the weekend box office. The comic-book movie brought in 
nearly 44-million-dollars in the its second weekend in theaters to hold down the number 
one slot.

Donald Trump is watching Pennsylvania for voter fraud. The Republican presidential 
nominee held a rally in Altoona Friday and said the only way he can lose the state is if 
cheating goes on. Trump claims he has to "call up law enforcement" and "have the 
sheriffs and the police chiefs and everybody watching. "

Jerry Sandusky is insisting he did not sexually abuse young boys. The former assistant 
Penn State football coach took the stand at his appeal heat-ing Friday and said, "The idea 
is disgusting and dirty to me. I never did that with anybody." Sandusky is trying to have 
his conviction overturned, claiming his former lawyers didn't adequately represent him 
during his 2012 trial.

A jury is convicting Pennsylvania Attorney General Kathleen Kane for leaking grand jury 
information. Kane was found guilty of all nine counts against her, including perjury. She 
was accused of leaking information about a grand jury probe to the media in order to 
embarrass a rival. She was also charged for lying about the leak to cover it up.



A deadly double-shooting in Sharon is still under investigation. One man died and a 
woman was wounded in the late Sunday night incident on New Castle Avenue. Percy 
Godfrey was pronounced dead on the scene in what is being ruled a murder. At last 
check, the unidentified woman who was shot was placed in intensive care.

Crews are looking for a pair of missing fisherman in Westmoreland County. Steven and 
Justin Sieminski went fishing Sunday and did not return as expected. Water rescue teams 
were called in yesterday and were reportedly focusing on the shoreline between the
Tarentum Bridge and the Allegheny River Lock and Dam 4 between Lower Burrell and 
Harrison.

Donald Trump says the policies of President Obama and now-former Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton helped launch ISIS. Campaigning yesterday in Ohio, the Republican 
presidential nominee said Clinton lacks the judgment, stability and moral character to be 
president.

Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton is again challenging Republican rival 
Donald Trump to release his tax retums. At a rally in Pennsylvania, Clinton wondered 
whether Trump has been paying any taxes at all.

The number of drug-related deaths in Washington County is up. According to a new 
report from the Pennsylvania State Coroners Association, the number has more than 
doubled, with 73 in 2015 compared to 33 the previous year. Heroin was involved in 38

of last year's deaths.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/16/16

There's a contract settlement between nurses and a hospital in Beaver County. The 500 
nurses at Heritage Valley Beaver Hospital ratified a new three-year contract on Friday. 
They staged a one-day strike in July and had planned for a three-day strike next week if 
an agreement hadn't been reached.

A jury is convicting Pennsylvania Attorney General Kathleen Kane for leaking grand jury 
information. Kane was found guilty of all nine counts against her, including perjury. She 
was accused of leaking information about a grand jury probe to the media in order to 
embarrass a rival. She was also charged for lying about the leak to cover it up.

There's been a major data breach at 20 U.S. hotels. The hotels include Man-iott, Hyatt,

Intercontinental and Westin and are operated by HEI. The company says it found malware 
on its computer systems designed to collect credit card information when customers paid 
for food, drinks, gift shop items and spa treatments. The breaches occurred from 
December 2015 to June of this year.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Apple's CEO says paying more taxes doesn't make you patriotic. In an interview with 
"The Washington Post," Tim Cook blasted critics who say Apple is dodging taxes by 
sheltering 230 billion dollars in profits abroad where the corporate tax rates are much 
lower.

A deadly double-shooting in Sharon is still under investigation. One man died and a 
woman was wounded in the late Sunday night incident on New Castle Avenue. Percy 
Godfrey was pronounced dead on the scene in what is being ruled a murder. At last 
check, the unidentified woman who was shot was placed in intensive care.

This Thursday is the deadline to donate to the school supply drive for Pittsburgh students. 
Suggested supplies include pens, pencils, notebooks, markers and crayons. Donation 
boxes are located in the lobby of the City-County Building.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/16/16

There's a contract settlement between nurses and a hospital in Beaver County. The 500 
nurses at Heritage Valley Beaver Hospital ratified a new three-year contract on Friday. 
They staged a one-day strike in July and had planned for a three-day strike next week if 
an agreement hadn't been reached.

A Grove City man is facing felony charges for allegedly secretly recording a marriage 
counseling session with his estranged wife. Rebecca Andrejczyk told police she found the 
audio last month while on a computer, which she shares with her husband. Michael 
Andrejczyk was charged last week with illegally intercepting communications. Both Mrs. 
Andrejczyk and the psychologist were unaware of the recording.

The Obama administration is declaring a public health emergency in Puerto Rico as the
Zika virus spreads there. The move was announced Friday by Health and Human 
Services Secretary Sylvia Mathews Burwell. Puerto Rico has seen well over 
tenthousand cases of Zika, including more than a thousand in pregnant women.

Court documents related to Bill Cosby's sexual assault cases will remain public. Monday, 
a federal judge in Philadelphia rejected the comedian's effort to reseal those documents.

A man is facing charges following a traffic stop in Middlesex Township. Police tried to 
pull Joseph Hayden over on Route 8 last week for not wearing proper eye protection on 
his motorcycle. Hayden allegedly refused to stop and a short chase ensued into Butler 
Township, where officers caught up to Hayden at a red light. A subsequent investigation 
found he was wanted on a warrant and when police tried to arrest him, he struggled. A 
search of his bag found drug paraphernalia and brass knuckles.

It's Restaurant Week in Pittsburgh. More than 50 eateries are panicipating in the event, 
which began yesterday and runs through Sunday. Some places will offer a discount while 
The man accused of a deadly double shooting in Sharon is now under arrest. Authorities 



arrested Calvin Non-is yesterday in connection with Sunday night's murder of Percy 
Godfrey and the shooting of Kimberly Odem. Authorities say Norris was also wounded in 
the incident and is now hospitalized.

A woman is dead after being hit by a vehicle in Amstrong County. Twenty-two-year-old 
Annika Storm walked into the eastbound lane of Route 1042 around 4 a.m. The 19-yearold 
driver did not have time to react, but he wasn't injured. Storm was pronounced dead at the 
scene.

The weather is causing electricity problems for thousands of residents in the region. 
Duquesne Light says the storms that blew through the area last night knocked out power 
to approximately nine-thousand customers. Additionally, more than 37-hundred Penn 
Power customers reported down power in Westmoreland County.

Donald Trump is courting the African-American vote. Speaking in Wisconsin, the
Republican presidential candidate said a vote for Democrat Hillary Clinton is a vote for 
"another generation of poverty, high crime and lost opportunities. "

There's a shake-up in Donald Trump's campaign staff after bad polling numbers against 
Democratic opponent Hillary Clinton. Senior adviser Kellyanne Conway will reportedly 
be the new campaign manager. Paul Manafort will be campaign chair while Breitbart 
News co-founder Stephen Bannon will be campaign CEO.

The cost of on-campus parking is about to go up drastically for students at Trinity High
School in Washington County. The school is raising the fee from 35- to 200-dollars. That's 
an increase of more than 560-percent.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/17/16

Kathleen Kane is stepping down. The Pennsylvania attorney general announced 
yesterday that her resignation will take effect at the close of business today. A jury 
convicted Kane of nine criminal charges, including perjury and obstruction ofjustice. 
She'll be sentenced October 24th and could face jail time. The First Deputy Attorney 
General, Bruce Castor, will take over.

The Westmoreland County Housing Authority is getting ready to make public housing 
properties smoke-free. The smoking ban will take effect after the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development publishes the rules this fall. Smoking bans for common areas were 
instituted in 2003.

Louisiana's governor is calling the flooding in his state unprecedented. At a briefing 
yesterday, Governor John Bel Edwards said a dozen parishes are now under a federal 
disaster declaration with more expected to be added to the list.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

We may be sweating now, but the Old Farmer's Almanac is predicting a wicked winter 
for the New York-New Jersey area. It's calling for colder than usual temperatures and 
more snow than usual this coming winter, especially in mid to late January and early to 
mid Februaw.

The search for a missing Han-ison Township father and son is over. Crews found Steven 
and Justin Sieminski's bodies in the Allegheny River yesterday. The pair went fishing 
Sunday night and did not return as expected.

The man accused of a deadly double shooting in Sharon is now under arrest. Authorities 
arrested Calvin Non-is yesterday in connection with Sunday night's murder of Percy 
Godfrey and the shooting of Kimberly Odem. Authorities say Non-is was also wounded 
in the incident and is now hospitalized.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/17/16

Two people are facing charges in connection to a missing sex-trafficking victim. Megan 
Edwards and Daniel King were arrested at a house on Mill Street in Hopewell Township 
yesterday. Detectives say the teenage victim was living with Edwards, and King was 
posting advenisements for her on an escort website. Agents set up an appointment and the 
victim agreed to have sex for money. She was taken into protective custody and King and 
Edwards were arrested.

A man is facing charges for allegedly leading police on a high-speed chase on a dirt bike 
in Butler. Officers spotted Zachary McDonnell driving the bike on Main Street without 
lights over the weekend and soon found out he was also wanted in Butler and Penn 
townships. Police chased McDonnell across the General Butler Bridge and onto Route 8 
south before pulling him over in Penn Township.

Technology powerhouse Cisco Systems reportedly is going to lay off 14-thousand 
workers worldwide. The tech news website CRN reports the layoffs will come in the next 
few weeks as Cisco cuts nearly 20-percent of its workforce.

Spanish language media giant Univision is buying online publisher Gawker. Univision 
picked up Gawker in a bankruptcy auction Tuesday night for a reported 135-million 
dollars.

Kathleen Kane is stepping down. The Pennsylvania attorney general announced 
yesterday that her resignation will take effect at the close of business today. A jury 
convicted Kane ofnine criminal charges, including perjury and obstruction ofjustice. 
She'll be sentenced October 24th and could face jail time. The First Deputy Attorney 
General, Bruce Castor, will take over.

The Westmoreland County Housing Authority is getting ready to make public housing 
properties smoke-free. The smoking ban will take effect after the Department of Housing 



and Urban Development publishes the rules this fall. Smoking bans for common areas were 
instituted in 2003.

Authorities are continuing to keep an eye on the recovering suspect in Sunday's 
doubleshooting in Sharon. Calvin Lamar Non-is is still hospitalized with a stab wound to 
his stomach after an incident that left Percy Lee Godfrey Jr. shot dead and Kimberly 
Odem wounded. It happened Sunday night on New Castle Avenue. Non-is and Odem are 
both recovering at the St. Elizabeth Health Center in Youngstown, Ohio.

National Weather Service is confirming a tornado touched down in Donora yesterday. 
The confirmed EF-Zero tornado hit the ground between 2:41 and 2:43 yesterday 
afternoon. Most of the damage was caused by winds estimated between 60- and 
70miles-per-hour.

Officials are confirming that mosquitoes that could spread the Zika virus have been found 
in western Pennsylvania. The Department of Environmental Protection says the Asian 
Tiger mosquito has been detected in Allegheny, Beaver and Fayette counties.

Jamaican track star Usain Bolt is into the 200-meter final after posting the fastest time in 
the semifinals last night. Bolt is looking to become the first man to win the competition 
in three straight Summer Games.

Best Buy is celebrating 50 years in business with 50 hours of sales. The event kicks off 
tonight at 11 p.m. Eastem. The company is hoping that some deep discounts will bring 
people out to the electronics retailer's brick and mortar locations but if not, the deals are 
available online.

A man is facing charges for allegedly trying to kill a woman in Charleroi. Terry Newton 
hit the victim in the head with a chest freezer and a dehumidifier yesterday on Fallowfield 
Avenue. She was unresponsive when crews arrived and had lost a lot of blood from a 
laceration on her face. The pair was fighting because the victim wouldn't give Newton a 
cigarette.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/18/16

Pittsburgh is getting 18-million-dollars in gambling tax revenue for its pension obligations. 
The board of directors of the state's financial oversight agency, the
Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority, approved the deal recently. The ICA withheld 
the revenue in 2014 and 2015 in an effort to force the city to implement a new accounting 
system. The agreement requires the city to drop a lawsuit against the ICA seeking release 
of the funds.

Walmart is going to start offering free online grocery pickup service at some area stores. 
The service will begin Tuesday and will allow customers to order groceries online and 



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

pick them up at the store without getting out of their vehicles. The program will be 
available at stores in Beaver Falls, Butler, Robinson Township, Tarentum and 
Uniontown. Go to Walmart.com/grocery for more details.

Scientists are testing an experimental morphine alternative. The new compound doesn't 
have a name yet, but researchers say it has the painkilling power of a narcotic without the 
dangerous side effects. Trial results in mice suggest the new drug is less addictive than 
other opiate painkillers.

Your pet could infect you with drug-resistant superbugs. Chinese researchers recently 
tested dogs and cats in a pet shop after a worker at the shop became infected with an 
antibiotic-resistant strain of E. coli. Tests on 39 dogs and 14 cats at the pet shop found 
four dogs and two cats had the drug-resistant gene that was found in the bacteria.

Authorities are continuing to keep an eye on the recovering suspect in Sunday's 
doubleshooting in Sharon. Calvin Lamar Non-is is still hospitalized with a stab wound to 
his stomach after an incident that left Percy Lee Godfrey Jr. shot dead and Kimberly 
Odem wounded. It happened Sunday night on New Castle Avenue. Non-is and Odem are 
both recovering at the St. Elizabeth Health Center in Youngstown, Ohio.

National Weather Service is confirming a tornado touched down in Donora yesterday. 
The confirmed EF-Zero tornado hit the ground between 2:41 and 2:43 yesterday 
afternoon. Most of the damage was caused by winds estimated between 60- and 70miles-
per-hour.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/18/16

Kathleen Kane is no longer in office. The former state attorney general resigned Tuesday 
after being found guilty of leaking grand jury information and lying about it. Kane spent 
her last day at her Scranton office yesterday saying she has no regrets.

Authorities are continuing to keep an eye on the recovering suspect in Sunday's 
doubleshooting in Sharon. Calvin Lamar Non-is is still hospitalized with a stab wound to 
his stomach after an incident that left Percy Lee Godfrey Jr. shot dead and Kimberly 
Odem wounded. It happened Sunday night on New Castle Avenue. Non-is and Odem are 
both recovering at the St. Elizabeth Health Center in Youngstown, Ohio.

Pittsburgh is getting 18-million-dollars in gambling tax revenue for its pension 
obligations. The board of directors ofthe state's financial oversight agency, the
Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority, approved the deal recently. The ICA withheld 
the revenue in 2014 and 2015 in an effort to force the city to implement a new accounting 
system. The agreement requires the city to drop a lawsuit against the ICA seeking release 
of the funds.



The agency that oversees all U.S. federal buildings will issue a notice today declaring that 
transgender people must be allowed to use the bathrooms that match their gender identity.

There's now a cold medicine you pop into a coffee machine. CVS Health's new cold 
medicine is packaged to be inserted into a Keurig coffee machine. The medication has 
the same ingredients as other CVS-brand cold and flu meds.

Walmart is going to staff offering free online grocery pickup service at some area stores. 
The service will begin Tuesday and will allow customers to order groceries online and 
pick them up at the store without getting out of their vehicles. The program will be 
available at stores in Beaver Falls, Butler, Robinson Township, Tarentum and Uniontown. 
Go to Walmart.com/grocery for more details.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Officials are investigating a murder-suicide in Buffalo Township. Lee Ann and Todd 
Negley were found dead in the basement of Mrs. Negley's Chesterfield Estate home 
yesterday morning. Police believe Mr. Negley was supposed to be returning his 
daughters to his ex-wife, but instead shot and killed her and himself. Initial reports 
suggest Mr. Negley snapped because he found out his ex was going to start dating.

The trial of a mother accused of killing her three-year-old daughter is currently on hold. 
Adrienne Williams is suspected of smothering her daughter and dumping her body in a 
wooded area. Jurors were sent home yesterday, and were told to be back at 10 0'clock 
this moming. Judge Anthony Mariani said the recess was necessary to resolve an 
unspecified legal issue.

The coroner is not yet ready to release the cause of death for a Harrison Township father 
and son, whose bodies were recovered from the Allegheny River in Lower Burrell. Steven 
and Justin Sieminski went fishing Sunday night and did not return as planned.

Donald Trump is expected to travel to Louisiana today to tour areas devastated by historic 
flooding. President Obama has declared 20 Louisiana parishes federal disaster areas.

The U.S. Olympic Committee is calling the behavior of four American swimmers at the 
Summer Games unacceptable, and says it doesn't represent the values of Team USA. 
Ryan Lochte and three other swimmers are accused of lying about being robbed at 
gunpoint during the games in Rio de Janeiro.

Producers are holding another open casting call for "Mindhunter, " the new Netflix series 
being filmed in Pittsburgh. Anyone who is interested should go to the Marinella Hume 
Casting booth at the Little Italy Days Festival in Pittsburgh this weekend. Casting officials 
will be there today and tomorrow from 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., and from noon until 8:30 
p.m. on Sunday. They especially need men, no taller than six-feet-three-inches tall, to play 
law enforcement officers.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Police are looking for a man who tried to lure a girl into his vehicle in Apollo. The incident 
happened yesterday at the comer of Armstrong Avenue and North Fourth Street. The 
teenage victim says the suspect pulled up in a silver four-door sedan and asked her name 
and if she needed a ride. He is described as a black male in his 20s, with a foreign accent.

Officials are investigating a murder-suicide in Buffalo Township. Lee Ann and Todd 
Negley were found dead in the basement of Mrs. Negley's Chesterfield Estate home 
yesterday morning. Police believe Mr. Negley was supposed to be retuming his daughters 
to his ex-wife, but instead shot and killed her and himself. Initial reports suggest Mr. 
Negley snapped because he found out his ex was going to start dating.



Brazilian Police are reportedly recommending charges against two U.S. Olympic 
swimmers. Ryan Lochte, Jimmy Feigen and two other swimmers said they were robbed 
at gunpoint during the Summer Games in Rio. Brazilian police, however, say the 
swimmers vandalized a gas station.

There are reports that Hillary Clinton told the FBI that former Secretary of State Colin 
Powell advised her to use a personal email account. The "New York Times" says that's 
what Clinton told agents during a three and-a-half hour interview in early July.

A teenager is recovering following a one-car accident in Adams Township. The 17-yearold 
girl was driving on Stoup Road Wednesday afternoon when she lost control of her vehicle 
and rolled it over. Police think she may have taken a turn too quickly on the rainsoaked 
road.

PennDOT is hiring for the winter. The agency is looking to hire 139 temporary plow 
drivers in the Midstate and about 43 clerical employees, mechanics and welders. 
Officials would like to have the positions filled by November.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

Governor Wolfis working on a replacement for Kathleen Kane. Wolf yesterday 
nominated Kane's top deputy, Bruce Beemer, to the position. Beemer must be approved 
by two-thirds of the state Senate, and would then hold the job until voters select a new 
attorney general in November.

Police are looking for a man who tried to lure a girl into his vehicle in Apollo. The 
incident happened yesterday at the corner of Armstrong Avenue and North Fourth Street. 
The teenage victim says the suspect pulled up in a silver four-door sedan and asked her 
name and if she needed a ride. He is described as a black male in his 20s, with a foreign 
accent.

Pokemon Go is not as huge as it had been, panicularly in the U.S. A new SurveyMonkey

Intelligence report finds nearly 23-percent of users in this country are no longer playing the 
smartphone game. Gossip website Gawker is shutting down in the aftermath of a lawsuit 
over a leaked Hulk Hogan sex tape. The site will end its 14-year run next week. The 
decision comes after Univision bid 135-million-dollars for Gawker Media's six other 
websites, including the popular women's website Jezebel.

Officials are investigating a murder-suicide in Buffalo Township. Lee Ann and Todd 
Negley were found dead in the basement of Mrs. Negley's Chesterfield Estate home 
yesterday morning. Police believe Mr. Negley was supposed to be returning his 
daughters to his ex-wife, but instead shot and killed her and himself. Initial reports 
suggest Mr. Negley snapped because he found out his ex was going to start dating.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

A teenager is recovering following a one-car accident in Adams Township. The 17-
yearold girl was driving on Stoup Road Wednesday afternoon when she lost control of her 
vehicle and rolled it over. Police think she may have taken a turn too quickly on the rainA 
Lawrence County 15-year-old boy is being charged as an adult in connection to a house 
fire. Trenton James Greaves is charged with five counts of attempted homicide for 
allegedly setting his home on fire early Saturday morning in Hickory. Two adults and 
their eleven-year-old daughter were taken to a hospital with serious burns.

Three teenagers are facing charges for allegedly breaking into an Aliquippa home and 
raping a woman. Malakai 1--lelencamp, Michael Guin and Clarence Larue are accused of 
forcing entry into a McMinn Street residence earlier this month and holding a man and 
woman at gunpoint. The teens allegedly demanded money and drugs and two of them are 
accused of sexually assaulting the woman while the third rummaged through the house. 
The trio got away with cash, electronics, jewelry and the victims' car.

Two people are recovering after being exposed to a toxic plant in New Sewickley. The 
men were working on their fence line near Brush Creek earlier this month when they 
came in contact with hogwart, which can cause sensitivity to sun, blisters, a burning 
sensation and even blindness. Hogwart is listed on the Pennsylvania Noxious Weed 
Control List.

President Obama is getting back to work. The First Family arrived back in Washington, 
DC last night following a 16-day vacation in Martha's Vineyard. The President has a busy 
final five months in office, which kicks off tomorrow with a visit to flood-ravaged Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana.

Donald Trump's new campaign manager says his idea to deport illegal immigrants is still 
up in the air. Kellyanne Conway told CNN's "State of the Union" that it's "to be 
determined" what to do with the millions of illegal immigrants in the country.

A 28-year-old Bloomfield man is in custody after a two-hour standoff with a city SWAT 
team. Aaron Hunt threatened his girlfriend yesterday morning following a break-in at her 
residence. She was not harmed, but Hurtt returned to where he lives in the 46-hundred 
block of Carroll Street, where the stalemate took place.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/22/16

Two people are dead following an accident in Ambridge. Police say a man and a woman 
were hit by a passenger train yesterday near the sewage treatment plant on Ohio River 
Boulevard. The train was calTYing 215 people from Washington, DC to Chicago but none 
were injured. Witnesses say the victims tried to beat the train across the tracks.

A Lawrence County 15-year-old boy is being charged as an adult in connection to a house 
fire. Trenton James Greaves is charged with five counts of attempted homicide for 



allegedly setting his home on fire early Saturday morning in Hickory. Two adults and their 
eleven-year-old daughter were taken to a hospital with serious burns.

Gawker.com is gone. Gawker Media says its flagship blog is shutting down today.

Gawker had struggled to stay alive after a 140-million dollar lawsuit loss to Hulk Hogan 
in March. No movie is able to knock "Suicide Squad" off the top of the weekend box 
office. The comic-book flick stayed number one for the third consecutive week, pulling 
in a little more than 20-million-dollars for the weekend and bringing its worldwide total 
to 500-million.

Two people are recovering after being exposed to a toxic plant in New Sewickley. The 
men were working on their fence line near Brush Creek earlier this month when they 
came in contact with hogwart, which can cause sensitivity to sun, blisters, a burning 
sensation and even blindness. Hogwart is listed on the Pennsylvania Noxious Weed 
Control List.

A 28-year-old Bloomfield man is in custody after a two-hour standoff with a city SWAT 
team. Aaron Hurtt threatened his girlfriend yesterday morning following a break-in at her 
residence. She was not harmed, but Hurtt returned to where he lives in the 46-hundred 
block of Carroll Street, where the stalemate took place.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/22/16

There is an increase in unsolved bomb threats in public schools in Pennsylvania over the 
last three years. The Department of Education recently analyzed data from all 500 of the 
state's public school districts and found 132 unsolved bomb threats last year, as opposed 
to 88 the year before.

Police are investigating after three children were found alone in a motel room. Children, 
Youth and Families was called to the Days Inn on Banksville Road yesterday and found 
the kids, who range in age from eight months to three years. Officials believe they had 
been alone for three days.

There's still a flood advisory in effect for much of Baton Rouge and surrounding areas 
where historic flooding has claimed the lives of over a dozen people. The National 
Weather Service extended the alert until at least three pm local time after the area was 
told to brace for as much as five inches of rain yesterday.

Nearly 30-million-dollars in federal reimbursement payments is being pulled from 
Mississippi for retrofitting homes following Hun-icane Katrina. FEMA says the state did 
not provide documentation, overspent and has shown poor oversight over the program.

Two people are dead following an accident in Ambridge. A man and a woman were hit 
by a passenger train yesterday near the sewage treatment plant on Ohio River Boulevard. 



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

The train was carrying 215 people from Washington, DC to Chicago but none were 
injured. Witnesses say the victims tried to beat the train across the tracks.

A Lawrence County 15-year-old boy is being charged as an adult in connection to a 
house fire. Trenton James Greaves is charged with five counts of attempted homicide for 
allegedly setting his home on fire early Saturday morning in Hickory. Two adults and 
their eleven-year-old daughter were taken to a hospital with serious burns.

There's a new police chief in McCandless. The McCandless Council voted 
yesterday to hire David R. DiSanti Senior to replace the retiring Gary Anderson. He's 
leaving November 30th after 19 years as the chief. DiSanti has been the chief in Oakmont 
the last decade. Before taking the position in Oakmont, DiSanti was with the McCandless 
force for nearly 30 years.

A New Eagle woman is suing Ford over a faulty airbag. Gina Thom filed the suit 
yesterday claiming she sustained severe injuries after her truck's airbag failed to deploy 
during an accident. Thom was involved in a head-on collision along Bebout Road in 
Peters Township in December and has undergone numerous surgeries as a result.

Pittsburgh is adding more emergency service workers. Mayor Peduto and the Fraternal 
Association of Professional Paramedics announced yesterday an agreement was made to 
hire more workers and reduce forced overtime.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump appears to be doubling down on his 
immigration policies. At a rally in Ohio, Trump said low income workers and minorities 
are hurt the most when borders aren't under control.

A new survey finds Americans are concerned about their ability to save money. The poll 
from the Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards shows nearly eight in ten people 
are won-ied about having enough to get by financially in the future.

West Greene School District is trying to sell the former Springhill-Freeport Elementary 
School. The district filed a petition with Greene County Court Friday asking to sell the 
property to Springhill Township. The district is required to get court approval for the 
sale.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/23/16

Twenty-three Pennsylvania airports are making safety upgrades thanks to more than 
eight-million dollars in state investments. Six area facilities will share in the funding, 
including Arnold Palmer Regional, Zelienople Municipal, and Butler and Washington 
county airports.



There's a new police chief in McCandless. The McCandless Council voted yesterday to 
hire David R. DiSanti Senior to replace the retiring Gary Anderson. He's leaving 
November 30th after 19 years as the chief. DiSanti has been the chief in Oakmont the 
last decade. Before taking the position in Oakmont, DiSanti was with the McCandless 
force for nearly 30 years.

Colin Powell is denying claims that he urged Hillary Clinton to use a private e-mail account 
while Secretary of State. Reports say Clinton told federal investigators she began using the 
private account at Powell's urging.

Louisiana Govemor John Bel Edwards is asking for volunteers and donations to help 
Baton Rouge recover from damaging floods. Edwards told CNN's "State of the Union" 
that because the flooding wasn't the result of a hun-icane or tropical storm, people around 
the country are just now beginning to realize how much damage took place.

A man is in the hospital after being burned in a fire at his Beaver Falls business. The 
flames broke out yesterday at Pete Brown's Auto Repair on Glendale Road. Officials say 
the ceiling fell on Pete Brown while he was fighting the blaze with a fire extinguisher.

Pittsburgh is adding more emergency service workers. Mayor Peduto and the Fraternal 
Association of Professional Paramedics announced yesterday an agreement was made to 
hire more workers and reduce forced overtime.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/23/16

Pennsylvania has one of the highest numbers of travel-related Zika cases in the United 
States. Officials say only Florida, Texas, California and New York have more. There are 
currently 82 confirmed cases in the Keystone state and 120 pending test results.

Twenty-three Pennsylvania airports are making safety upgrades thanks to more than 
eight-million dollars in state investments. Six area facilities will share in the funding, 
including Arnold Palmer Regional, Zelienople Municipal, and Butler and Washington 
county airports.

Federal regulators are fining Wells Fargo Bank more than three and-a-half million dollars 
for illegal student loan servicing. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau said 
yesterday the bank's loan servicing practices "increased costs and unfairly penalized 
certain student loan borrowers. "

U.S. swimmer Ryan Lochte [[ LOCK-tee ]] is suddenly finding himself without any 
endorsement deals. Sponsorship deals are essential for funding his training. Lochte is at 
the center of an embarrassing incident involving an over exaggerated story about him and 
three other U.S. swimmers being robbed at gunpoint in Rio during the Summer Games.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

There's a new police chief in McCandless. The McCandless Council voted yesterday to 
hire David R. DiSanti Senior to replace the retiring Gary Anderson. He's leaving 
November 30th after 19 years as the chief. DiSanti has been the chief in Oakmont the 
last decade. Before taking the position in Oakmont, DiSanti was with the McCandless 
force for nearly 30 years.

A man is in the hospital after being burned in a fire at his Beaver Falls business. The 
flames broke out yesterday at Pete Brown's Auto Repair on Glendale Road. Officials say 
the ceiling fell on Pete Brown while he was fighting the blaze with a fire extinguisher.

Three teenagers are facing charges in an Aliquippa rape case. The alleged rape happened 
earlier this month when investigators say three men broke into a home, burglarized the 
place, and sexually assaulted a woman at gunpoint. Nineteen-year-old Michael Guin and 
17-year-old Malakai Helencamp recently turned themselves in. Seventeen-year-old 
Matthew Larue was arrested shortly after the attack.

A reward is being offered for information on a missing pig in Aliquippa. The 
sevenmonth-old Vietnamese potbellied pig is a therapy animal at the Beaver Elder Care 
and Rehab Center in Hopewell Township. It disappeared last month and the owners are 
offering 500-dollars for information.

A 46-year-old Clarksville man is dead after a crash in Fredericktown. James Luzier 
crossed the center line and hit a fire hydrant and a tree yesterday on Morey Road. The 
Washington County coroner's office says he wasn't wearing a seatbelt. He was 
pronounced dead at Mon Valley Hospital.

Around 20 people are dead after a magnitude 6.2 earthquake rocked central Italy. The 
quake was centered around a hundred miles northeast of Rome and was followed by a 
series of aftershocks that left buildings collapsed across the region.

Graduate students working at private universities can now unionize. That's due to a ruling 
from the U.S. Labor Board that says those students are covered by the federal labor laws.

Lawmakers are looking to improve the rail service from Pittsburgh to Han-isburg. The 
state House Transportation Committee met yesterday at the David L. Lawrence 
Convention Center to discuss expanding service from Pittsburgh to New York through 
Harrisburg

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/24/16

CeaseFire Pennsylvania is endorsing Democrat Katie McGinty for U.S. Senate. The 
organization, which advocates for tougher gun restrictions, said yesterday that McGinty 
will make gun-violence prevention "a comerstone" of her work. McGinty and 
Republican incumbent Pat Toomey are currently neck-in-neck in the polls.



McDonald's is recalling millions of fitness trackers from Happy Meals after getting 
reports of skin in-itations caused by the bands. The fast-food giant said it would stop 
distributing the fitness bands because of skin rashes and burns that were potentially 
associated with them.

Three teenagers are facing charges in an Aliquippa rape case. The alleged rape happened 
earlier this month when investigators say three men broke into a home, burglarized the 
place, and sexually assaulted a woman at gunpoint. Nineteen-year-old Michael Guin and 
17-year-old Malakai Helencamp recently turned themselves in. Seventeen-year-old 
Matthew Larue was arrested shortly after the attack.

"Hunger Games" star Jennifer Lawrence tops "Forbes" list as the world's highest-paid 
actress for the second straight year. The 26-year-old Lawrence earned about 46-
milliondollars in 2016.

Two state lawmakers are working on legislation that would freeze tuition at
Pennsylvania's 14 state-owned universities. Representatives Nick Miccarelli and Kevin 
Boyle say the bill would limit universities to an annual tuition increase of two percent for 
five years.

A reward is being offered for information on a missing pig in Aliquippa. The 
sevenmonth-old Vietnamese potbellied pig is a therapy animal at the Beaver Elder Care 
and Rehab Center in Hopewell Township. It disappeared last month and the owners are 
offering 500-dollars for information.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/24/16

Pennsylvania is ranked 39th among the states in a national survey of economic 
performance. Goveming Magazine used six factors to compile the rankings. Those 
factors include the current unemployment rate, year-to-date job growth and personal 
income per capita. The survey ranks Massachusetts first and West Virginia last.

Two state lawmakers are working on legislation that would freeze tuition at
Pennsylvania's 14 state-owned universities. Representatives Nick Miccarelli and Kevin 
Boyle say the bill would limit universities to an annual tuition increase of two percent for 
five years.

If you are unhappy with your job in your 20s and 30s, you should prepare for health issues 
in your 40s. Work happiness can have a large impact on physical and mental health later 
in life.

Amazon is reportedly lowering the price on its music streaming service to stay competitive 
with Spotify and Apple Music. A report on the "Recode" news site says the new Amazon 
subscription rate would allow users of its Echo speaker to stream unlimited music for as 
low as four dollars a month.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/19/16

CeaseFire Pennsylvania is endorsing Democrat Katie McGinty for U.S. Senate. The 
organization, which advocates for tougher gun restrictions, said yesterday that McGinty 
will make gun-violence prevention "a cornerstone" of her work. McGinty and 
Republican incumbent Pat Toomey are currently neck-in-neck in the polls.

Three teenagers are facing charges in an Aliquippa rape case. The alleged rape happened 
earlier this month when investigators say three men broke into a home, burglarized the 
place, and sexually assaulted a woman at gunpoint. Nineteen-year-old Michael Guin and 
17-year-old Malakai Helencamp recently turned themselves in. Seventeen-year-old 
Matthew Larue was arrested shortly after the attack.



A reward is being offered for information on a missing pig in Aliquippa. The 
sevenmonth-old Vietnamese potbellied pig is a therapy animal at the Beaver Elder Care 
and Rehab Center in Hopewell Township. It disappeared last month and the owners are 
offering 500-dollars for information.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/25/16

The founder and former CEO of the Pennsylvania Cyber-Chaffer School in Midland, is 
pleading guilty to tax fraud. Nicholas Trombetta admitted yesterday to siphoning more 
than eight-million dollars from the school. He allegedly used the money to buy a vacation 
home, houses for his girlfriend and mother and other personal items. He faces up to five 
years in prison.

There's a new policy in place for transgender students of Westmoreland County 
Community College. The frustees approved the policy yesterday to allow transgender 
students to use their preferred name at the bathroom that matches their gender identity.

The Greater Latrobe School Board is also making a change to its nondiscrimination 
policy. The board voted this week to add gender identity among the items already 
including race, religion and creed. The change was approved six-two.

Donald Trump says Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton will put donors and 
special interests ahead of the American people. The GOP nominee told a rally in 
Mississippi that Clinton wants to, quote, "sell out American security to the Clinton 
Foundation, " in exchange for cash.

Governor Mike Pence is back in Indiana after yesterday's tornado outbreak. Pence headed 
back last night after being briefed on the storms while campaigning in North Carolina.

Police are looking for a woman who allegedly tried to lure two girls in East Finley
Township. A ten-year-old told police she was in her front yard on Pleasant Grove Road 
Saturday when a woman pulled up in a gray, four-door vehicle and stared at her. The 
suspect came back the next day and motioned the girl to come to her car, but she ran 
inside. The woman then drove down the road a bit and motioned to an eight-year-old on 
a bicycle, who also took off.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/25/16

Jackson Township is getting a new retail center. The project along Route 19 at Jackson's 
Pointe got final approval from township supervisors last week. The 12-thousand-
squarefoot building will house a restaurant and retail stores, plus there are plans to add on 
to the building.

The founder and former CEO of the Pennsylvania Cyber-Charter School in Midland, is 
pleading guilty to tax fraud. Nicholas Trombetta admitted yesterday to siphoning more 
than eight-million dollars from the school. He allegedly used the money to buy a 
vacation home, houses for his girlfriend and mother and other personal items. He faces 
up to five years in prison.



Ford is recalling about 91 -thousand vehicles to fix a fuel pump problem. The automaker 
said it will replace a faulty control module that could cause cars to stall without waming. 
The recall includes some 2013-2015 model year Ford Taurus sedans, Ford Flex crossover 
vehicles, Lincoln MKS sedans and Lincoln SUVs.

Friday is National Dog Day. Along with celebrating man's best friend, the American
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is encouraging people to adopt a dog.

Officials are investigating an accident involving a school bus in Ambridge. The bus 
collided with another vehicle yesterday in front of the Laughlin Memorial Library on 1 1 
th Street. Medics were called to the scene but it's not clear if there were students on the bus. 
Witnesses say the injuries did not appear to be serious.

Police are looking for a woman who allegedly tried to lure two girls in East Finley
Township. A ten-year-old told police she was in her front yard on Pleasant Grove Road 
Saturday when a woman pulled up in a gray, four-door vehicle and stared at her. The 
suspect came back the next day and motioned the girl to come to her car, but she ran 
inside. The woman then drove down the road a bit and motioned to an eight-year-old on a 
bicycle, who also took off.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/25/16

Walmart is now offering free curbside grocery service in Pittsburgh. Customers can order 
groceries online and then drive to participating stores where employees will load their car 
with their order. The retail giant doesn't charge a fee for the curbside pickup service, but 
you do have to order by 10 a.m. for same day pickup.

Jackson Township is getting a new retail center. The project along Route 19 at Jackson's 
Pointe got final approval from township supervisors last week. The 12-thousand-
squarefoot building will house a restaurant and retail stores, plus there are plans to add on 
to the building.

Anybody in the market for a used car is being urged to watch out for flood damaged cars 
from Louisiana. The Better Business Bureau says there are signs, like rust or a musty 
odor. They can often be found in the trunk, the interior or the engine compartment.

Uber is offering its drivers retirement plans, as the ride-hailing company and drivers keep 
fighting in court. Uber announced yesterday that drivers in Boston, Chicago, New Jersey, 
and Seattle will be able to join retirement plans through an automated investment service.

The founder and former CEO of the Pennsylvania Cyber-Charter School in Midland, is 
pleading guilty to tax fraud. Nicholas Trombetta admitted yesterday to siphoning more 
than eight-million dollars from the school. He allegedly used the money to buy a 
vacation home, houses for his girlfriend and mother and other personal items. He faces 
up to five years in prison.



Officials are investigating an accident involving a school bus in Ambridge. The bus 
collided with another vehicle yesterday in front of the Laughlin Memorial Library on 1 1 
th Street. Medics were called to the scene but it's not clear if there were students on the 
bus. Witnesses say the injuries did not appear to be serious.

6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/26/16

A woman is facing charges after passing out and leaving her six-year-old son alone. 
Angela Bartling was found unresponsive in a yard in Ambridge last month. A subsequent 
investigation found Bartling had overdosed on heroin, while her son was alone in their 
Harmony Township apartment. Heroin needles and crack pipes were later found mixed in 
with the child's crayons. Bartling has since been evicted from the apartment and the child 
is in foster care.

Police are investigating a shooting at a Rostraver Township convenience store. The 
suspect reportedly entered CoGo's on Route 51 early yesterday morning and opened fire, 
hitting the manager in the shoulder. He's expected to recover. The suspect is described as 
a short white man with a thin build.

The former financial administrator of Noah's Ark Preschool in Washington, Pa is facing 
charges for stealing from the organization. An inspection of financial records recently 
found that Leslie Monahan allegedly wrote 257 checks to herself and then deposited the 
money into her personal bank account. The total amount taken is believed to be over 165-
thousand dollars. Monahan, who worked for the school from 2012 through 2016, was 
arraigned Wednesday.

Donald Trump is no longer "softening" his position on immigration. The Republican 
presidential candidate told CNN he does not support a pathway for illegal immigrants 
living in the U.S to become legal.

Brazilian police are charging American swimmer Ryan Lochte [C LOCK-tee ]] for lying 
about getting robbed during the Rio Olympics.

Southwest Airlines is considering new destinations in the future. The CEO told reporters 
yesterday the airline is looking into six new destinations from Pittsburgh International 
Airport. The exact timetable and locations were not announced. Southwest started with 
four destinations in 2005 and has grown to 16.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/26/16

Pennsylvania's prescription-drug monitoring system is scheduled to be online. It requires 
pharmacies to report all narcotics dispensed within 72-hours. Additionally, doctors and 
dentists are required to check the data base on every initial prescription and monitor 
medications already prescribed to a patient by other practitioners. The ultimate goal is to 
slow the rate of addiction to prescribed painkillers and heroin.



Southwest Airlines is considering new destinations in the future. The CEO told reporters 
yesterday the airline is looking into six new destinations from Pittsburgh Intemational 
Airport. The exact timetable and locations were not announced. Southwest started with 
four destinations in 2005 and has grown to 16.

Apple says its most recent patch is fixing a security flaw that allowed a prominent United 
Arab Emirates activist's phone to be targeted. Human rights defender Ahmed Mansoor got 
a text message that told him to click on a web link, but instead he forwarded it to 
researchers at Citizen Lab.

Amazon.com is extending the reach of its Amazon Automotive store. The company 
announced the launch of Amazon Vehicles, which will help users research automobiles, 
parts and accessories. Amazon said users can find specs, reviews and pictures on a great 
number of car models.

A woman is facing charges after passing out and leaving her six-year-old son alone. 
Angela Bartling was found unresponsive in a yard in Ambridge last month. A subsequent 
investigation found Bartling had overdosed on heroin, while her son was alone in their 
Harmony Township apartment. Heroin needles and crack pipes were later found mixed in 
with the child's crayons. Bartling has since been evicted from the apartment and the child 
is in foster care.

The former financial administrator ofNoah's Ark Preschool in Washington, Pa is facing 
charges for stealing from the organization. An inspection of financial records recently 
found that Leslie Monahan allegedly wrote 257 checks to herself and then deposited the 
money into her personal bank account. The total amount taken is believed to be over 165-
thousand dollars. Monahan, who worked for the school from 2012 through 2016, was 
arraigned Wednesday.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/26/16

A man is facing charges for allegedly pulling a knife on his brother during a domestic 
dispute in Cranberry Township. Police were called to the Robinhood Drive home earlier 
this week for a report of a fight. Officers found the siblings had gotten into a physical 
altercation, and one grabbed a kitchen knife and held it to his brother's neck. No injuries 
were reported but the suspect was anested for simple assault.

A Mount Lebanon man is in hot water after allegedly sexually victimizing a sleeping 
passenger on a flight from Las Vegas to Pittsburgh. Wei-Ming Shi is accused of reaching 
up the woman's skirt while she was sleeping. Shi waved his right to a preliminary hearing 
and will be going to trial.

The head of the company that makes EpiPens is defending drug prices after accusations 
ofprice gouging. Mylan CEO Heather Bresch told CNBC yesterday that she's quote, 
"running a business. "



Being overweight may put you at risk for eight different types of cancer. A new study found 
overweight individuals had about two times the risk of liver cancer and seven times the risk 
for uterine cancer. Researchers say excess body fat can also lead to pancreatic, gall bladder, 
ovarian, gastric, thyroid, blood, and even brain cancer.

Pennsylvania's prescription-drug monitoring system is scheduled to be online. It requires 
pharmacies to report all narcotics dispensed within 72-hours. Additionally, doctors and 
dentists are required to check the data base on every initial prescription and monitor 
medications already prescribed to a patient by other practitioners. The ultimate goal is to 
slow the rate of addiction to prescribed painkillers and heroin.

Southwest Airlines is considering new destinations in the future. The CEO told reporters 
yesterday the airline is looking into six new destinations from Pittsburgh International 
Airport. The exact timetable and locations were not announced. Southwest started with 
four destinations in 2005 and has grown to 16.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/29/16

A basketball coach is facing charges for allegedly having sex with teenage girls. Two 
victims told police they met up with Ralph Ruprecht at an apartment in the Strip District 
with the intention of having sex. The girls claim when they got there, Ruprecht forced 
them to have sex with other men too. Ruprecht, who was a basketball coach with Little 
Bridger Basketball in Ambridge, was arrested Friday.

Thousands ofpeople are without power in southwestern Pennsylvania. Duquesne Light 
reports nearly 32-hundred customers in the Pittsburgh metropolitan area were affected as 
of early this morning. Penn Power was reporting more than two-thousand customers 
affected in Westmoreland County alone. Allegheny, Fayette and Washington counties 
had more than 12-hundred customers without power.

A man is facing charges in connection to a shooting death in Washington County.
Kristopher Lott was arrested Friday and charged with homicide for allegedly killing Ryan 
Ramirez. His body was found Thursday in a wooded area in Hanover Township. Ramirez 
had been reported missing and was last seen on Monday. Reports indicate Ramirez was 
dating Lott's ex-girlfriend.

Donald Trump is going to make a big immigration speech this week. The Republican 
presidential nominee announced on Twitter that his "major speech" on illegal 
immigration will take place Wednesday in Arizona.

New federal drone regulations go into effect today. There are now nationwide licensing

requirements for drone pilots and a ban on nighttime operations. Commercial drones 
must weight less than 55 pounds and can fly up to a maximum of 400 feet at no more 
than 100 miles-per-hour.

DNA evidence from cigarette butts and beer cans is being credited for helping catch two 
armed robbery suspects in Monongahela Township. Brennan Aldrich and Johnathan Price 
were charged last week for the crime, which occurred in September. Police say Aldrich 
and Price reportedly stole 119-thousand dollars and some guns from the victims' home 
after having some drinks there.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/29/16

DNA evidence from cigarette butts and beer cans is being credited for helping catch two 
armed robbery suspects in Monongahela Township. Brennan Aldrich and Johnathan 
Price were charged last week for the crime, which occurred in September. Police say 
Aldrich and Price reportedly stole 119-thousand dollars and some guns from the victims' 
home after having some drinks there.



A basketball coach is facing charges for allegedly having sex with teenage girls. Two 
victims told police they met up with Ralph Ruprecht at an apartment in the Strip District 
with the intention of having sex. The girls claim when they got there, Ruprecht forced 
them to have sex with other men too. Ruprecht, who was a basketball coach with Little 
Bridger Basketball in Ambridge, was arrested Friday.

Two brothers are facing murder charges in the shooting death NBA star Dwyane Wade's 
cousin. Police in Chicago say they've arrested Darwin and Derren Sorrells in the shooting 
death of 32-year-old Nykea Aldridge.

Crew members are out of isolation where they've spent a year on a mock mission to 
Mars. The six crew members have been living in a habitat in the rocky slopes of Mauna 
Loa, Hawaii.

Thousands ofpeople are without power in southwestern Pennsylvania. Duquesne Light 
reports nearly 32-hundred customers in the Pittsburgh metropolitan area were affected as 
of early this morning. Penn Power was reporting more than two-thousand customers 
affected in Westmoreland County alone. Allegheny, Fayette and Washington counties had 
more than 12-hundred customers without power.

A man is facing charges in connection to a shooting death in Washington County.
Kristopher Lott was arrested Friday and charged with homicide for allegedly killing Ryan 
Ramirez. His body was found Thursday in a wooded area in Hanover Township. Ramirez 
had been reported missing and was last seen on Monday. Reports indicate Ramirez was 
dating Lott's ex-girlfriend.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/29/16

A woman is awaiting sentencing after being convicted of killing her three-year-old 
daughter. Adrienne Williams was found guilty of third-degree murder on Friday after 
four days ofjury deliberations. Prosecutors say Williams asphyxiated the little girl and 
then left her body in a Swissvale ravine last summer.

A basketball coach is facing charges for allegedly having sex with teenage girls. Two 
victims told police they met up with Ralph Ruprecht at an apartment in the Strip District 
with the intention of having sex. The girls claim when they got there, Ruprecht forced 
them to have sex with other men too. Ruprecht, who was a basketball coach with Little 
Bridger Basketball in Ambridge, was arrested Friday.

The company that makes the lifesaving allergy treatment EpiPen says it will offer a 
generic version for half price. Mylan said today it will sell the generic version for 
50percent of the list price of the brand-name EpiPen.



TV footage shows a man dressed as Zorro getting searched after a false report of a 
shooting at Los Angeles International Airport. The report sent people scrambling out of 
the airport last night.

A man is facing charges in connection to a shooting death in Washington County.
Kristopher Lott was arrested Friday and charged with homicide for allegedly killing Ryan

Ramirez. His body was found Thursday in a wooded area in Hanover Township.
Ramirez had been reported missing and was last seen on Monday. Reports indicate

Ramirez was dating Lott's ex-girlfriend.

A missing pig is back with its owners. The Vietnamese potbellied pig, which is a therapy 
animal at Beaver Elder Care and Rehab Center in Hopewell Township, disappeared in July. 
It was recently found under a construction trailer in Hopewell Township, dusty but 
unharmed.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/30/16

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is coming back to Pittsburgh. Trump 
will be the keynote speaker at the Shale Insight Conference at the convention center on 
September 22nd. Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton was also invited to the event but 
could not attend.

Kraft Heinz has a smaller head count in Pittsburgh. The senior VP of corporate and 
govemment affairs told the "Business Times" yesterday cuts were made in Pittsburgh. The 
exact amount was not mentioned, but they're part of the company's 200 cuts that have been 
made across the company.

Donald Trump is set to make a pair of big speeches this week. The Republican nominee 
will be in Arizona tomorrow to lay out his plan for immigration.

Hillary Clinton aide Huma Abedin HOO-muh AH-buh-deen ] ] is separating from her 
husband Anthony Weiner WEE-ner ]] after Weiner was caught sexting with another 
woman. The photos include a shot of him in his underwear with his four-year-old son 
curled up next to him.

Connellsville is under a state of emergency due to severe flooding. The mayor made the 
announcement late Sunday after the area was pounded with rain. Connellsville Council 
imposed a curfew on city streets through 7:30 this morning to prevent looting. 
Connellsville School District will be closed today and tomorrow for cleanup.

The for-mer Cecil police chief is going to prison. John Pushak was sentenced yesterday to 
three-to-12 months on theft charges. Prosecutors say he used police funds to gamble at 
local casinos. Pushak was also ordered to forfeit his pension and pay restitution.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/30/16

Operating revenue is up and operating income is down for UPMC. The healthcare 
organization reported yesterday nearly 13-billion dollars in revenue for the 2016 fiscal 
year and 310-million in income. The numbers are for the year that ended June 30th. 
UPMC was at 12-billion and 384-million in 2015. The release indicates the reason for 
the high operating income is due to a more than 230-million-dollar gain from the IPO of 
Evolent Health.

A Stowe Township man is recovering following a medical emergency during a police 
standoff. Officers were serving a warrant on the suspect yesterday when he ban-icaded 
himself inside a West Eleventh Street home. A SWAT team was called and when they 
entered the building, the suspect was having a medical emergency. He was reportedly 
wanted on a probation violation.



The millions of dollars raised for the victims of the Orlando night club shooting in June 
just doesn't seem to be enough. So far around 23 million dollars has been collected by the 
OneOrlando Fund for both the survivors of the shooting and the families of the 49 killed.

The fund has helped cover bills and expenses.

Apple's annual iPhone event is scheduled for September 7th. The company is expected to 
unveil new iPhones and updates to Apple Watches. Some models of the new iPhone are 
expected to be similar to last year's model, with a few changes and upgrades. There are 
reports that the camera could be a big focus of the event. The event will be held at Bill 
Graham Civic Center in San Francisco at 10 a.m. Pacific Time on the 7th.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is coming back to Pittsburgh. Trump will 
be the keynote speaker at the Shale Insight Conference at the convention center on 
September 22nd. Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton was also invited to the event but 
could not attend.

Kraft Heinz has a smaller head count in Pittsburgh. The senior VP of corporate and 
govemment affairs told the "Business Times" yesterday cuts were made in Pittsburgh. The 
exact amount was not mentioned, but theyre part of the company's 200 cuts that have been 
made across the company.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/30/16

A pedestrian is dead after a crash in Lawrence County. The driver thought it was a deer he 
hit late Friday night. Bruce G. Willis Jr. was killed on State Route 18 near Chapin Road.

Operating revenue is up and operating income is down for UPMC. The healthcare 
organization reported yesterday nearly 13-billion dollars in revenue for the 2016 fiscal 
year and 310-million in income. The numbers are for the year that ended June 30th. 
UPMC was at 12-billion and 384-million in 2015. The release indicates the reason for the 
high operating income is due to a more than 230-million-dollar gain from the IPO of 
Evolent Health.

IKEA is fighting a Philadelphia judge's order to turn over internal documents it gave to 
federal safety regulators regarding a massive recall of dressers. The recall was prompted 
by the deaths of six toddlers.

Apple says it will appeal a decision made today by the European Commission that could 
cost the company 14-and-a-half-billion dollars. The Commission ruled that Ireland's tax 
dealings with the California tech giant were illegal.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is coming back to Pittsburgh. Trump 
will be the keynote speaker at the Shale Insight Conference at the convention center on 



September 22nd. Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton was also invited to the event but 
could not attend.

Kraft Heinz has a smaller head count in Pittsburgh. The senior VP of corporate and 
government affairs told the "Business Times" yesterday cuts were made in Pittsburgh. 
The exact amount was not mentioned, but they're part of the company's 200 cuts that 
have 6 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/31/16

A Butler County man is going to pay a 500-dollar fine for killing another man with his 
car. John Turcic told police he was distracted, had taken an antidepressant and had a glass 
of vodka before the 2014 accident that killed William Kvindis in Adams Township. 
Turcic hit Kvindis and sent him 16 feet into the air in the Adams Shoppes parking lot. He 
was originally charged with homicide by vehicle while driving drunk but the charges 
were dropped last week after he pleaded guilty to careless driving.

A woman abducted by her husband is dead in Washington County. State police officers 
announced late last night they found the body of 48-year-old Tierne Ewing. Officers were 
at a barn in West Finley near the West Virginia border, which is near where their car had 
been found earlier yesterday. The husband was found & taken to the hospital.

The unemployment rate in the Pittsburgh region is on the rise. The state Department of 
Labor and Industry announced yesterday the regional rate for July was five-point-
sevenpercent, which is up two tenths of a percent from June. The statewide jobless rate is 
fivepoint-six-percent. Fayette County was just over eight-percent while Butler was just 
over five-percent.

The FBI is planning to release its report on the Hillary Clinton email investigation. 
According to multiple reports, that release could happen as soon as today.

Commercial flights from the U.S. to Cuba start today for the first time in over 50 years.

JetBlue's regular flight to Cuba from Fort Lauderdale, Florida will carry U.S.
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx, JetBlue CEO Robin Hayes, news reporters and 
photographers.

Senator Tim Kaine of Virginia is coming back to the Keystone State. The Democratic 
vice presidential nominee will be in Pittsburgh for the Labor Day parade. Kaine and 
Hillary Clinton will campaign together in Cleveland on Monday as well.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/31/16

Bruce Beemer is now the acting state attorney general. Lawmakers unanimously voted 
Beemer in yesterday. He'll hold the position until a new attorney general is elected in 
November, and will then go back to his previous position as inspector general.



A Butler County man is going to pay a 500-dollar fine for killing another man with his car. 
John Turcic told police he was distracted, had taken an antidepressant and had a glass of 
vodka before the 2014 accident that killed William Kvindis in Adams Township. Turcic 
hit Kvindis and sent him 16 feet into the air in the Adams Shoppes parking lot. He was 
originally charged with homicide by vehicle while driving drunk but the charges were 
dropped last week after he pleaded guilty to careless driving.

If you have ever wanted your home to smell like Donald Trump, now it can. A St. Louis 
based company has started to sell handmade "Anti-Trump Trump-scented candles." J-D 
and Kate Industries says the candle is a "phenomenal deal. Just phenomenal."

The number of people who have contracted hepatitis A from a Virginia smoothie chain is 
now up to 40. State health officials say the virus originated from a batch of frozen 
strawberries used at Tropical Smoothie Cafes across the state. The number of infected 
customers was 28 last week and officials say the number could keep going up as hepatitis 
A symptoms take up to 50 days to emerge.

The unemployment rate in the Pittsburgh region is on the rise. The state Department of 
Labor and Industry announced yesterday the regional rate for July was five-point-
sevenpercent, which is up two tenths of a percent from June. The statewide jobless rate is 
fivepoint-six-percent. Fayette County was just over eight-percent while Butler was just 
over five-percent.

Senator Tim Kaine of Virginia is coming back to the Keystone State. The Democratic 
vice presidential nominee will be in Pittsburgh for the Labor Day parade. Kaine and 
Hillary Clinton will campaign together in Cleveland on Monday as well.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 8/31/16

Cleanup is continuing after massive flooding in Fayette County. Officials say at least 30 
homes in Connellsville are uninhabitable and there are dozens more in Bullskin. Both 
areas also have road damage. The Red Cross began taking applications for assistance 
yesterday at the Connellsville Township Volunteer Fire Department.

Pennsylvania is getting more facilities to help treat opioid addiction. Governor Tom Wolf 
announced yesterday that there will be 25 additional centers in the state by the first of the 
year, including in Fayette and Westmoreland counties. Wolf said, "With these additional 
locations, my administration is continuing its commitment to expanding highquality 
treatment across Pennsylvania. "

We're at the mid-way point of the trading week on Wall Street and just days ahead of 
Friday's key jobs report. Stocks opened mixed yesterday as investors are also weighing 
an EU decision that could cost Apple 14-and-a-half-billion dollars in unpaid taxes.

The ADP private payrolls report for August leads off today's major economic reports. 
Economists expect to see 175-thousand private sector jobs created this month.



A Butler County man is going to pay a 500-dollar fine for killing another man with his 
car. John Turcic told police he was distracted, had taken an antidepressant and had a glass 
of vodka before the 2014 accident that killed William Kvindis in Adams Township. 
Turcic hit Kvindis and sent him 16 feet into the air in the Adams Shoppes parking lot. He 
was originally charged with homicide by vehicle while driving drunk but the charges were 
dropped last week after he pleaded guilty to careless driving.

The unemployment rate in the Pittsburgh region is on the rise. The state Department of
Labor and Industry announced yesterday the regional rate for July was five-point-seven
percent, which is up two tenths of a percent from June. The statewide jobless rate is 
fivepoint-six-percent. Fayette County was just over eight-percent while Butler was just 
over five-percent.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/1/16

A man who allegedly overdosed on drugs while working at Glade Run Lutheran Services 
is facing charges. Paul Ream Jr. was found face down in a puddle of water in the bathroom 
of the Butler facility last month. He was in possession of seven empty heroin bags, two 
hypodermic needles and various pills. Ream was supposed to be monitoring five children 
under 18 during sleep hours.

The man accused of abducting and murdering his wife is brain dead. Tierne Ewing was 
found dead of a gunshot wound Tuesday night in a barn in West Finley Township. Kevin 
Ewing was alive but suffered a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head. Mrs. Ewing had 
a protection from abuse order against her husband, who will be kept on a ventilator while 
organ donation is arranged.

Teachers at Highlands School District have a new contract in place. The school board 
voted yesterday to approve the new five-year contract, which was accepted by the 
district's nearly 200 teachers. Teachers will receive average annual raises of 
threepercent. Students return to classes on Tuesday.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump is not backing away from his pledge to 
build a great wall along the southem border. At a rally in Phoenix yesterday, Trump put

the border wall at the top of a long list of immigration reform proposals.

Tropical weather is creating a big threat in different parts of the country. The biggest 
worry is in Florida, where Tropical Storm Hermine her-MEEN ]] is expected to 
strengthen into a hurricane by the time it hiTs the coast.

Three people are in custody after a heroin bust on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Police 
stopped a vehicle for a tinted window violation early Monday in Mt. Pleasant Township 
and noticed it had a strong odor of marijuana. The driver agreed to a search and officers 
found a hidden compartment with more than two pounds of raw heroin worth 
700thousand dollars.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/1/16

A man who allegedly overdosed on drugs while working at Glade Run Lutheran Services 
is facing charges. Paul Ream Jr. was found face down in a puddle of water in the bathroom 
of the Butler facility last month. He was in possession of seven empty heroin bags, two 
hypodermic needles and various pills. Ream was supposed to be monitoring five children 
under 18 during sleep hours.

Two men are facing charges and police are looking for a third in connection to multiple 
vehicle break-ins and credit card thefts in Butler County. The suspects recently used the 
stolen cards to make purchases at a Target in Findlay Township and Best Buy stores in 



North Fayette and Cranberry townships. The men bought five computers worth more 
than 15-thousand dollars. Two of the suspects were arrested after police used a GPS to 
track their rented vehicle.

The Ebola virus has the ability to linger for a year or more in the semen of some men. 
Researchers with the Liberian Ministry of Health discovered that Ebola survivors can be a 
source for re-starting outbreaks of the deadly virus.

Samsung says it is delaying delivery of shipments of its Galaxy Note 7 smartphone to 
conduct additional quality control testing. The new phone was launched in South Korea 
and other markets earlier this month, and some local media reported the phone's battery 
exploded.

The man accused of abducting and murdering his wife is brain dead. Tierne Ewing was 
found dead of a gunshot wound Tuesday night in a barn in West Finley Township. Kevin 
Ewing was alive but suffered a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head. Mrs. Ewing had 
a protection from abuse order against her husband, who will be kept on a ventilator while 
organ donation is arranged.

Three people are in custody after a heroin bust on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Police 
stopped a vehicle for a tinted window violation early Monday in Mt. Pleasant Township 
and noticed it had a strong odor of marijuana. The driver agreed to a search and officers 
found a hidden compartment with more than two pounds of raw heroin worth 
700thousand dollars.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/1/16

More information is being released on Tim Kaine's Labor Day visit to Pittsburgh, The 
Democratic vice presidential candidate will visit the city on Monday before joining 
running mate Hillary Clinton in Cleveland. Kaine will be part of the speaking program at 
the Pittsburgh parade.

Southern Airways is adding new flights from Pittsburgh. The Memphis-based regional 
carrier will connect Pittsburgh to DuBois, Johnstown and Morgantown, West Virginia in 
late October. The flights will be on nine-seat planes. The services will give Southern ten 
cities with service to Pittsburgh.

Eight more airlines will soon be flying commercially to Cuba. The U.S. government has 
granted the airlines permission to begin scheduling commercial flights to Havana as early 
as this fall. The airlines include American, Delta and United Continental Holdings.

Google is joining the ride-sharing business. The Silicon Valley giant will be offering ride-
shares staffing this fall in the San Francisco area. The on-demand car service will be 
based on the Waze app.



A man who allegedly overdosed on drugs while working at Glade Run Lutheran Services 
is facing charges. Paul Ream Jr. was found face down in a puddle of water in the bathroom 
of the Butler facility last month. He was in possession of seven empty heroin bags, two 
hypodermic needles and various pills. Ream was supposed to be monitoring five children 
under 18 during sleep hours.

Two men are facing charges and police are looking for a third in connection to multiple 
vehicle break-ins and credit card thefts in Butler County. The suspects recently used the 
stolen cards to make purchases at a Target in Findlay Township and Best Buy stores in 
North Fayette and Cranberry townships. The men bought five computers worth more than 
15-thousand dollars. Two of the suspects were arrested after police used a GPS to track 
their rented vehicle.



Attorney General Bruce Beemer is cleaning house. Beemer fired former Attorney 
General Kathleen Kane's driver and chief of staff yesterday. A spokesperson for the 
office would not say why the two were let go.

Vice President Joe Biden is joining vice presidential candidate Tim Kaine in Pittsburgh 
on Labor Day. Biden and Kaine will speak at the city's Labor Day parade, and are 
expected to detail Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton's economic plan for 
America if she is elected.

The University ofPittsburgh is awarding grants to help prevent the Zika virus. The 
university announced yesterday it will distribute 400-thousand-dollars for six grants to 
researchers looking to prevent infections and diagnose the virus. Half the grants went to 
researchers from Pitt while the other three went to researchers from Brazil.

The first hurricane to hit Florida in over a decade is now pounding the coast after making 
landfall with 80-mile-an-hour winds and torrential rain. The National Hurricane Center has 
issued a flood advisory for the nonhern Gulf Coast, saying Hun-icane Hermine could cause 
nine feet of flooding in some areas as rising waters move inland.

We'll soon know who Hillary Clinton met with while serving as secretary of state. The 
State Department has reversed course and will now release the records in mid-October, 
before election day.

A hungry beaver is being blamed for a brief power outage in the Slippery Rock area. The 
beaver chewed through a tree and officials were afraid it would fall on a transmission line, 
so West Penn Power cut service last night while crews made proactive repairs. About ten-
thousand customers were affected for a short time.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

A child is dead following an accident in Lower Burrell. Six-year-old Isaac Thomas suffered 
severe head injuries when his mother swerved to avoid a deer on Spooky Hollow Road 
yesterday morning and hit a tree. Officials with the Burrell School District will have a crisis 
team on hand to support students. Thomas' mother suffered leg injuries.

Inmates at SCI Pittsburgh are being given bottled water after higher than acceptable 
levels of Legionella were recently found in the facility. The bacteria was discovered in a 
water cooling tower and in the medical building.

The nation's unemployment lines are a little longer. Data from the Labor Department 
shows 263-thousand Americans filed first-time claims for jobless benefits last week. 
That's two-thousand more than the week before.

If you love Entenmann's brownies and muffins you should be aware of a recall. Parent 
company Bimbo Bakeries has issued a recall for several products because pieces of 
plastic have been found inside and sickened at least one person. The recalled products 



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

include Entenmann's five-pack Little Bites Fudge Brownies, five and ten-packs of 
Chocolate Chip Muffins and the muffin Variety Pack.

Attorney General Bruce Beemer is cleaning house. Beemer fired fonner Attorney 
General Kathleen Kane's driver and chief of staff yesterday. A spokesperson for the 
office would not say why the two were let go.

A hungry beaver is being blamed for a brief power outage in the Slippery Rock area. The 
beaver chewed through a tree and officials were afraid it would fall on a transmission line, 
so West Penn Power cut service last night while crews made proactive repairs. About ten-
thousand customers were affected for a short time.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

Hillary Clinton's lead over Donald Trump in Pennsylvania is shrinking according to a 
new Franklin & Marshall College poll. The survey of 496 likely voters shows Clinton's 
ahead 47-to-40 percent, that's down from a 49-to-38 percent lead right after the 
Democratic National Convention.

Several area colleges are urging students to get the meningitis B vaccine. The B vaccine,

approved by the federal government last year, is different from the vaccine college students 
already get which protects them against meningitis A, C, W and Y.

Hermine [[ her-MEEN ]] is no longer a hurricane this morning, but it's still causing quite 
a mess after making landfall in Florida ovemight. Several areas along the northern Gulf 
coast are already reporting close to half a foot of rain after Hermine became the first hun-
icane to hit the state in more than ten years.

American voters feel the U.S. is less safe today than it was before 9-11. A Fox News poll 
of randomly-chosen voters nationwide found that 80-percent think a major terrorist attack 
is likely in the near future.

A child is dead following an accident in Lower Burrell. Six-year-old Isaac Thomas 
suffered severe head injuries when his mother swerved to avoid a deer on Spooky Hollow 
Road yesterday morning and hit a tree. Officials with the Burrell School District will have 
a crisis team on hand to support students. Thomas' mother suffered leg injuries.

Inmates at SCI Pittsburgh are being given bottled water after higher than acceptable levels 
of Legionella were recently found in the facility. The bacteria was discovered in a water 
cooling tower and in the medical building.

Senator Tim Kaine of Virginia and Vice President Joe Biden continue supporting Hillary
Clinton's plan to better the economy. At yesterday's Labor Day Parade in Pittsburgh, 
Kaine said Clinton's plan would add more than ten-million jobs to the economy. Kaine 



and Biden also campaigned for Katie McGinty, who is running to represent the state in 
the U.S. Senate.

Students of Pittsburgh Public Schools will get a couple extra hours of sleep after an 
extended holiday weekend. The district will run on a two-hour delay today as a result of 
the closure of the Liberty Bridge. The bridge caught fire last week and was already under 
construction. Staff should still an-ive at their normal time.

Greensburg is putting together its application for a major grant campaign. The city is 
hoping to land more than 270-thousand-dollars in federal grants to improve infrastructure. 
Greensburg is still waiting for this year's funding of 274-thousand-dollars.

Hermine [[ her-MEEN ]] is still causing some problems in the Northeast. The posttropical 
storm is drifting in the Atlantic Ocean but still producing near hurricane-strength winds.

Congress is returning to Washington, DC today with some major issues to work out. 
Members have to act quick if they want to pass legislation that would prevent a government 
shutdown. Both chambers will have less than 20 days to complete their work before taking 
off for their month-long election season recess.

A 27-year-old Confluence woman is dead after a crash in Fayette County. Tamara A. 
Shumaker went off Route 281 in Henry Clay Township and overturned. She was 
pronounced dead at the scene after her car went airborne early yesterday morning.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/5/16

A man is dead following a tractor accident in Daugherty Township. The victim was 
riding down a hill on Tulip Drive towing a mower yesterday when the tractor rolled 
sideways. The vehicle went into the woods and the man was pinned against a tree. It 
took emergency crews an hour to free him but he did not survive.

The Fox Chapel Area School Board is preparing for a meeting to interview candidates to 
join the board. The deadline to submit resumes is tomorrow. The board will hold the 
interviews prior to the board's meeting on September 12th. Chip Burke resigned last month 
due to his move from the district.

Democrat presidential nominee Hillary Clinton says labor unions are an example of 
working together to make the country better. Battling through a coughing attack at a Labor 
Day festival in Cleveland yesterday, Clinton told supporters that labor unions fight for 
each other, for fair wages and better working conditions.

Apple is expected to announce its new iPhone 7 and maybe a new Apple Watch 2 this 
week at a special event in San Francisco. There are also rumors flying about the 
possibility of a new MacBook Pro.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

A man is facing charges after allegedly taking a bulldozer on a joyride in Zelienople. Police 
found Alex Meza in the driver's seat of the equipment last month in a parking lot at West 
New Castle and South Clay streets. Officers say he seemed intoxicated and told them he 
was just taking it for a ride. Damages to the equipment and property totaled more than five-
thousand dollars.

Students of Pittsburgh Public Schools will get a couple extra hours of sleep after an 
extended holiday weekend. The district will run on a two-hour delay today as a result of 
the closure of the Liberty Bridge. The bridge caught fire last week and was already under 
construction. Staff should still arrive at their normal time.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/5/16

A man is dead following a tractor accident in Daugherty Township. The victim was 
riding down a hill on Tulip Drive towing a mower yesterday when the tractor rolled 
sideways. The vehicle went into the woods and the man was pinned against a tree. It 
took emergency crews an hour to free him but he did not survive.

The Fox Chapel Area School Board is preparing for a meeting to interview candidates to 
join the board. The deadline to submit resumes is tomorrow. The board will hold the 
interviews prior to the board's meeting on September 12th. Chip Burke resigned last 
month due to his move from the district.

Wall Street kicks off an abbreviated trading week this morning. The markets were dark 
yesterday in honor of Labor Day. The markets finished the Friday session with solid 
gains after a weak unemployment report led to speculation interest rates will be held 
steady.

Starbucks is marking its unofficial start of Fall today. The coffee giant will begin selling 
its popular seasonal drinks, including the Pumpkin Spice Latte. It's the 13th straight year 
the "PSL" will be available.

A man is facing charges after allegedly taking a bulldozer on a joyride in Zelienople. Police 
found Alex Meza in the driver's seat of the equipment last month in a parking lot at West 
New Castle and South Clay streets. Officers say he seemed intoxicated and told them he 
was just taking it for a ride. Damages to the equipment and property totaled more than five-
thousand dollars.

Students of Pittsburgh Public Schools will get a couple extra hours of sleep after an 
extended holiday weekend. The district will run on a two-hour delay today as a result of 
the closure of the Liberty Bridge. The bridge caught fire last week and was already under 
construction. Staff should still arrive at their normal time.

The contractor of the Liberty Bridge project could be facing major fines. The state 
Department of Transportation's contract with Joseph B. Fay Company has fines built in 



that reach more than 200-thousand-dollars per day after the recent fire. The bridge closed 
Friday after it caught fire from a welder's torch.

ITT Technical Institutes in Pittsburgh and across the country are closing. The college 
announced that it would be closing all 130 for-profit schools across the country, including 
one in the Pittsburgh area. Over eight-thousand employees will lose their jobs and the 
school says they will focus on helping the unexpectedly displaced students with their 
records and future educational options.

Presidential nominees Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump will take questions in a first-
ofits-kind Commander-in-Chiefforum tonight. The one-hour event will be moderated by 
"Today" co-host Matt Lauer and will air on NBC and MSNBC.

Parts of the Southwest are bracing for stormy weather as Hun-icane Newton approaches. 
The tropical system may not be at hun•icane strength by the time it reaches the U.S., but 
it's done its fair share of damage already.

Officials are investigating a house fire in Slippery Rock. The flames erupted at the 
Stroughton Beach Road home Monday while the owner was out, but 30 rabbits and a dog 
were trapped inside. Neighbors ran to the property and pulled the animals out. The home 
was destroyed.

Police are investigating a death in Union Township. Ryan Rogal's body was found in the 
woods behind State Route 88 in Finleyville Monday. The coroner says the death is not 
suspicious and appears to have been a drug overdose.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/7/16

Two juveniles who ran away from a behavioral program are back in custody. Chloe
Lawrence and Brodric McIntosh disappeared during a trip to Kotecki Park in Lower 
Bun-ell Sunday. The runaways, who are in the Family Services Adolescent Behavioral 
Program, were found unharmed.

An apparent suicide in Waynesburg is being checked out. Witnesses saw Holly Ann 
Matusik lay down in the middle of Interstate 79 early Monday. She was hit by several 
vehicles and died of multiple blunt force trauma.

Car loans are now a trillion-dollar business in the U.S. The Experian Automotive credit 
bureau, one of the nation's largest, reports loans for new and used vehicles passed 
onetrillion dollars during the second quarter of this year.

Industry experts are claiming the company that makes the EpiPen pays no more than 
30dollars per device. Medical consultant Kevin Deane told NBC News the base 
components -- plastic cap, tube and needle -- for the EpiPen might cost between twoand 
four-dollars.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

ITT Technical Institutes in Pittsburgh and across the country are closing. The college 
announced that it would be closing all 130 for-profit schools across the country, including 
one in the Pittsburgh area. Over eight-thousand employees will lose their jobs and the 
school says they will focus on helping the unexpectedly displaced students with their 
records and future educational options.

Officials are investigating a house fire in Slippery Rock. The flames erupted at the 
Stroughton Beach Road home Monday while the owner was out, but 30 rabbits and a dog 
were trapped inside. Neighbors ran to the property and pulled the animals out. The home 
was destroyed.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/7/16

A Pennsylvania chocolate company is voluntarily recalling 41 products due to possible 
salmonella contamination. The Asher's Chocolates recall covers wrapped chocolates, 
chocolate bars and chocolate covered pretzels sold nationally.

An apparent suicide in Waynesburg is being checked out. Witnesses saw Holly Ann 
Matusik lay down in the middle of Interstate 79 early Monday. She was hit by several 
vehicles and died of multiple blunt force trauma.

A new study says America's steep decline in union membership is driving down wages for 
non-union workers. The study by the liberal-leaning Economic Policy Institute says the 
average pay of men who are not union members would have been more than 27hundred 
dollars a year higher in 2013 if the percentage of union membership had been the same as 
in 1979.

The Environmental Protection Agency will shut down some oil and gas drilling wastewater 
wells in Oklahoma after this weekend's strong earthquake. Saltwater injected into the 
disposal wells has been linked to a rise in earthquakes in Oklahoma over the past few years.

ITT Technical Institutes in Pittsburgh and across the country are closing. The college 
announced that it would be closing all 130 for-profit schools across the country, including 
one in the Pittsburgh area. Over eight-thousand employees will lose theirjobs and the 
school says they will focus on helping the unexpectedly displaced students with their 
records and future educational options.

Officials are investigating a house fire in Slippery Rock. The flames erupted at the 
Stroughton Beach Road home Monday while the owner was out, but 30 rabbits and a dog 
were trapped inside. Neighbors ran to the property and pulled the animals out. The home 
was destroyed.

A Midland man is facing charges for allegedly using marijuana with his son. Police 
received a call from a woman who said Brian Benson was smoking with the eight-
yearold. The victim told police he tried the marijuana with his dad and it made him feel 
funny. Benson denies the allegations.



A woman is facing charges for allegedly breaking into a house and taking a bath. Robin 
Theiss was arrested in the Cecil Township residence on Monday. The homeowner called

police after he heard water running in the bathroom and found that the door was locked. 
She is also accused of breaking into another home and eating food out of the refrigerator.

Pennsylvania has a new voter registration text messaging service. The Pennsylvania 
Department of State launched "2Vote" yesterday. Eligible citizens can text "PA" to 
"2Vote" for direct access to the online voter registration application and other voting 
information.

Hillary Clinton says there's no evidence that her email system was hacked when she 
was secretary of state. The Democratic presidential candidate made the comment during 
the first ever Commander in Chief forum last night in New York.

The Green Party presidential candidate is wanted in North Dakota on criminal charges. 
Jill Stein and her running mate Ajamu Baraka were charged yesterday with criminal 
trespass and criminal mischief. The charges stem from their visit to a Dakota Access 
Pipeline protest site.

Work on Washington City Mission's new Veterans' Center is underway. Groundbreaking 
ceremonies were held yesterday for the 22-bed facility, which will be near the police station 
on Strawbeny Avenue. The center will have programs geared to helping veterans

deal with post-traumatic stress, drug and alcohol issues, and independent living.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/8/16

The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, and the husband of a transplant patient who 
died after a mold outbreak at the facility, are settling their lawsuit. Officials announced 
yesterday that Shelby Slagle's husband will receive over one-million dollars in the 
agreement. Slagle died in 2015 after a heart transplant.

A Midland man is facing charges for allegedly using marijuana with his son. Police 
received a call from a woman who said Brian Benson was smoking with the eight-
yearold. The victim told police he tried the marijuana with his dad and it made him feel 
funny. Benson denies the allegations.

Boeing received two-billion-dollars in performance bonuses from the Pentagon for a 
missile defense system that failed more than half the time in flight tests. Boeing is the 
prime contractor for the Ground-based Midcourse Defense system, or GMD.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

Visitors to Walt Disney World in Orlando as young as three will have to get their finger 
scanned before they can enter the park. Disney says the new policy will help cut down on 
ticket fraud. The park has already been scanning guests ages 10 and up.

Officials are investigating a service garage in Adams Township. A man told police he 
recently dropped off a car at Lube Pro on Route 228 and when he picked it up ten days 
later, it had 850 new miles on it. The victim claims the vehicle also smelled like cigarette 
smoke. The owner of the facility is also accused of operating an unlicensed car dealership.

Pennsylvania has a new voter registration text messaging service. The Pennsylvania 
Department of State launched "2Vote" yesterday. Eligible citizens can text "PA" to 
"2Vote" for direct access to the online voter registration application and other voting 
information.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/8/16

A Fort Cherry Spanish teacher is heading to trial for allegedly giving a student alcohol 
and raping him. David Cook was held for court yesterday after the victim testified that 
Cook gave him vodka at a house party in McDonald last year. The teen claims Cook 
performed sexual acts on him while he was fading in and out of consciousness.

Perry Township supervisors are trying to get surveillance cameras to catch the people 
who have been dumping garbage along Maplewood Road. Officials discussed the issue 
at Tuesday's supervisors' meeting and claim dumping and ATV riding are "regularly 
occur-ing problems" in the area.

Apple will start taking orders for the new iPhone 7 tomorrow. CEO Tim Cook gave the 
world its first look at Apple's flagship product at a special event in San Francisco 
yesterday.

The makers ofPokemon Go are finally coming out with their wearable device. The 
developer, Niantic Labs, says the Pokemon Go Plus will be released on September 16th. 
The 35-dollar Bluetooth sensor is worn on the wrist and vibrates when Pokemon and 
Pokestops are nearby.

Charleroi is hosting a program aimed at helping small businesses. The University of 
Pittsburgh "Planning for Profits" series kicks off today and involves more than 25 business 
owners in the Mon Valley. Charleroi is one ofjust five communities nationwide getting the 
program, which is part of a Small Business Administration pilot.

A Greensburg Salem Elementary teacher is on house arrest. Brian Minick of Mt. Pleasant 
pled guilty yesterday to drunken driving and huffing from an aerosol can in his car. He was 
sentenced yesterday to six months on house arrest and five years on probation. Minick will 
be allowed to leave his home for work. He is currently suspended without pay.



For-mer President Bill Clinton is in Pittsburgh. He will speak at an organizing event 
today at Homewood Coliseum. Doors open at quarter after 10:00 for the 1 1 a.m. 
event. Clinton will campaign for his wife and Democratic presidential nominee Hillary 
Clinton.

A 15-year-old boy may be facing charges for allegedly making a false bomb threat at 
Seneca Valley Inter-mediate High School in Jackson Township. The school was 
evacuated Wednesday after a note was discovered in a bathroom saying the building 
would blow up at noon. A subsequent investigation matched the handwriting on the note 
to the student who reported finding it.

A teenager is recovering after being shot outside a North Side high school. The 17-yearold 
was shot in the hip yesterday morning on the comer of Baytree Street and Perrysville 
Avenue, across from Perry Traditional Academy. Three boys ran from the scene, but were 
caught a short time later. A fourth was also questioned. The victim is in serious condition.

The House is scheduled to vote today on a bill allowing families of 9-11 victims to sue 
Saudi Arabia. The House is expected to approve the measure the Senate passed 
unanimously in May. President Obama is expected to veto the bill.

President Obama says any provocative actions by North Korea will have serious 
consequences. Obama issued the statement after North Korea conducted its fifth nuclear 
test. White House press secretary Josh Earnest says Obama was briefed on Air Force One 
about seismic activity reported near North Korea's nuclear test site.

The parents of a Penn-Trafford Middle School student are suing the district's bus company 
and a driver. The suit claims the child was shocked in April when the driver told him to 
remove a live power line that had fallen on the bus on Route 130 in Harrison City. After 
the shock, the driver allegedly ordered the other students to turn off their cellphones so 
they would not report the injury.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/9/16

The Community College of Allegheny County is going to transfer credits for students 
displaced by the nationwide closure of I-T-T Technical Schools. CCAC administrators 
say there are similarities between the schools' courses and want students to know they'll 
transfer most credits for those wishing to continue their educations.

Former President Bill Clinton is in Pittsburgh. He will speak at an organizing event today 
at Homewood Coliseum. Doors open at quarter after 10:00 for the 1 1 a.m. event. Clinton 
will campaign for his wife and Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton.

The Affordable Care Act is pushing the number of uninsured Americans to a record low 
rate. A National Health Interview Survey released this week finds that as of the first 
quarter of this year, one-point-three-million fewer people than in 2015 lack health 
insurance.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/2/16

Dell is planning to cut up to three-thousand jobs after completing its purchase of data 
storage company EMC Corporation. Most of the layoffs will happen in the U.S. Dell 
employs about 140-thousand workers following its 60-billion-dollar merger with EMC.

A teenager is recovering after being shot outside a North Side high school. The 17-yearold 
was shot in the hip yesterday morning on the comer of Baytree Street and Perrysville 
Avenue, across from Perry Traditional Academy. Three boys ran from the scene, but were 
caught a short time later. A fourth was also questioned. The victim is in serious condition.

A 15-year-old boy may be facing charges for allegedly making a false bomb threat at 
Seneca Valley Intermediate High School in Jackson Township. The school was evacuated 
Wednesday after a note was discovered in a bathroom saying the building would blow up 
at noon. A subsequent investigation matched the handwriting on the note to the student 
who reported finding it.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/9/16

There's a new police-response policy in place in Pittsburgh. Officers will now respond to 
all calls of simple assault, harassment or terroristic threats in person. The change was made 
yesterday by Public Safety Director Wendell Hissrich after a closed-door city council 
meeting. Police Chief Cameron McLay had ordered last month to allow the bureau to 
refuse to send officers to certain calls depending on the circumstances.

A Mercer County teen is charged for allegedly driving into a pedestrian on purpose.
Diego Romero was arrested and booked into the Allegheny County Jail on Wednesday. 
The 17-year-old is charged with attempted homicide among other things for last month's 
incident on Heths Avenue. The victim suffered from a broken leg and other injuries.

More than five-thousand Wells Fargo employees are out of a job and the company is out 
190-million-dollars. Wells Fargo has fired 53-hundred workers in the wake of agreeing to 
pay 185-million-dollars in fines over the creation of millions of unauthorized bank and 
credit card accounts.

Apple expects heavy demand for its new iPhone 7 to cause supply issues when people 
starting placing their orders today. The iPhone 7 retails for 649 dollars and will start 
shipping on September 16th.

The Community College of Allegheny County is going to transfer credits for students 
displaced by the nationwide closure ofI-T-T Technical Schools. CCAC administrators 
say there are similarities between the schools' courses and want students to know they'll 
transfer most credits for those wishing to continue their educations.

Former President Bill Clinton is in Pittsburgh. He will speak at an organizing event today 
at Homewood Coliseum. Doors open at quarter after 10:00 for the 1 1 a.m. event.



Clinton will campaign for his wife and Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/12/16

Local women are stumping for Donald Trump. State Senator Kim Ward of Westmoreland 
County was among the five western Pennsylvania women picked to campaign for Trump 
Saturday. Others include Butler County Commissioner Kimberly Geyer and Fayette 
County Commissioner Angela Zimmerlink. None of the women were from Allegheny 
County. The Women for Trump Statewide Leadership Team has 46 members.

New York Governor Andrew Cuomo is signing legislation that would extend the period 
for workers and volunteers hoping to get lost wages and medical benefits stemming from 
their involvement in the rescue, recovery and cleanup at Ground Zero.

Three people from a Canonsburg church group are dead following an accident in West 
Virginia. Rhoda Malone, Breanna Africa and Faith Dowler were killed Friday when a 
box truck crossed the median and hit the Champion Christian Center van. Five others 
were also injured. The group was on its way to a church event in Clarksburg.

Residents of western Pennsylvania continue to remember the victims of the September 1 
Ith attacks. Hundreds of people were in Stonycreek yesterday to honor the heroes on United 
Flight 93, which was likely headed to Washington to continue the terror attacks 15 years 
ago.

Dozens of people are in trouble with the law for underage drinking and fake ID's. State 
police say they gave out 34 citations in Heinz Field parking lots Saturday for the PittPenn 
State football game. Six of the 11 vendors that were reviewed inside the stadium sold 
alcohol to underage customers.

Hillary Clinton won't be campaigning today as she recovers from pneumonia. The 
Democratic presidential nominee was diagnosed Friday, and revealed the news yesterday. 
Clinton was seen stumbling as she left a 9-11 memorial ceremony early.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/12/16

The Liberty Bridge is not going to be open for at least another week. PennDOT announced 
Friday that the span will remain closed until the 19th of this month, unless more delays 
crop up. It was originally set to reopen today, but some of the parts will not be here until 
later this week.

Authorities are investigating the death of a 13-year-old girl in Clarion County. Shevy 
Lynn McGiffin was found near the Clarion River yesterday afternoon. She had been 
missing since Friday. She left her home on Fratemity Drive to go to the store.

Local women are stumping for Donald Trump. State Senator Kim Ward of Westmoreland 
County was among the five western Pennsylvania women picked to campaign for Trump 
Saturday. Others include Butler County Commissioner Kimberly Geyer and Fayette 



County Commissioner Angela Zimmerlink. None of the women were from Allegheny 
County. The Women for Trump Statewide Leadership Team has 46 members.

Donald Trump's camp is planning to stay quiet about Hillary Clinton's health status. 
Multiple outlets report that the Trump campaign has advised surrogates to keep 
comments to themselves. When asked by reporters yesterday about Clinton's health 
episode outside a 9-11 memorial event, Trump remarked that he knew nothing about it.

One person is dead and five are injured after a shooting in Birmingham, Alabama. The 
shooting took place last night in a public housing community just about an hour after a 
peace rally was held. Witnesses say nearly 60 shots were fired.

Three people from a Canonsburg church group are dead following an accident in West 
Virginia. Rhoda Malone, Breanna Africa and Faith Dowler were killed Friday when a 
box truck crossed the median and hit the Champion Christian Center van. Five others 
were also injured. The group was on its way to a church event in Clarksburg.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/12/16

Local women are stumping for Donald Trump. State Senator Kim Ward of Westmoreland 
County was among the five western Pennsylvania women picked to campaign for Tmmp 
Saturday. Others include Butler County Commissioner Kimberly Geyer and Fayette 
County Commissioner Angela Zimmerlink. None of the women were from Allegheny 
County. The Women for Trump Statewide Leadership Team has 46 members.

Three people from a Canonsburg church group are dead following an accident in West 
Virginia. Rhoda Malone, Breanna Africa and Faith Dowler were killed Friday when a 
box truck crossed the median and hit the Champion Christian Center van. Five others 
were also injured. The group was on its way to a church event in Clarksburg.

New York Governor Andrew Cuomo is signing legislation that would extend the period 
for workers and volunteers hoping to get lost wages and medical benefits stemming from 
their involvement in the rescue, recovery and cleanup at Ground Zero.

Hillary Clinton won't be campaigning today as she recovers from pneumonia. The 
Democratic presidential nominee was diagnosed Friday, and revealed the news yesterday. 
Clinton was seen stumbling as she left a 9-11 memorial ceremony early.

Residents of western Pennsylvania continue to remember the victims of the September 1 
Ith attacks. Hundreds of people were in Stonycreek yesterday to honor the heroes on United 
Flight 93, which was likely headed to Washington to continue the terror attacks 15 years 
ago.

Dozens of people are in trouble with the law for underage drinking and fake ID's. State 
police say they gave out 34 citations in Heinz Field parking lots Saturday for the PittPenn 



State football game. Six of the 1 1 vendors that were reviewed inside the stadium sold 
alcohol to underage customers.

6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/13/16

Two men are facing charges in connection to a suspected drug overdose death in Butler
County. Eugene Smith was arrested last week and is accused of selling heroin to
Elizabeth Arblaster, who later died in Adams Township. Police got a warrant, searched 
Smith's apartment and arrested him and one other man, but did not say what evidence was 
found.

Transit employees are not in favor of a contract between the union and Port Authority of 
Allegheny County. Members of Local 85 of the Amalgamated Transit Union rejected the 
deal yesterday. The Port Authority announced last week it had reached an agreement with 
the union on a new, four-year contract.

There's a new city council member in Latrobe. Christine Weller was named to the board 
yesterday by a five-one vote. The seat was opened with the resignation of Trisha 
Caldwell-Cravener in August. Her term ends in December 2017.

Hillary Clinton will be off the campaign trail once again today. The Democratic 
presidential nominee continues to recover from pneumonia. In an interview with CNN 
Clinton acknowledged she didn't follow her doctor's advice to rest after being diagnosed 
with the illness on Friday.

Donald Trump is slamming Hillary Clinton for calling his supporters "a basket of 
deplorables" at a recent fundraiser. Speaking in North Carolina, the Republican 
presidential nominee said voters should get leadership that honors, cherishes and defends 
them.

Faculty members at Pennsylvania's 14-state-owned universities are ready to strike if 
necessary. The union members voted to authorize a strike yesterday after working 
without a contract for more than a year. A strike will be a last resort and a date won't be 
set until after negotiations next week.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/13/16

Faculty members at Pennsylvania's 14-state-owned universities are ready to strike if 
necessary. The union members voted to authorize a strike yesterday after working without 
a contract for more than a year. A strike will be a last resort and a date won't be set until 
after negotiations next week.

Two men are facing charges in connection to a suspected drug overdose death in Butler
County. Eugene Smith was arrested last week and is accused of selling heroin to



Elizabeth Arblaster, who later died in Adams Township. Police got a warrant, searched 
Smith's apartment and an-ested him and one other man, but did not say what evidence 
was found.

Transit employees are not in favor of a contract between the union and Port Authority of
Allegheny County. Members of Local 85 of the Amalgamated Transit Union rejected the 
deal yesterday. The Port Authority announced last week it had reached an agreement with 
the union on a new, four-year contract.

Target is hiring 70-thousand workers for the holiday season. It's the same number of 
temporary workers the retail chain hired last year to work from Thanksgiving to 
Christmas. The company is expecting a decrease in sales this year.

The winner of a 487-million-dollar Powerball Jackpot is going to remain anonymous. A 
lawyer for the person who bought the ticket in New Hampshire for the July 30th drawing, 
says the winner has set up a trust and opted for the lump sum payment of more than 
256million-dollars after taxes. Some of the money is going charities.

There's a new city council member in Latrobe. Christine Weller was named to the board 
yesterday by a five-one vote. The seat was opened with the resignation of Trisha 
Caldwell-Cravener in August. Her term ends in December 2017.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/13/16

Faculty members at Pennsylvania's 14-state-owned universities are ready to strike if 
necessary. The union members voted to authorize a strike yesterday after working 
without a contract for more than a year. A strike will be a last resort and a date won't be 
set until after negotiations next week.

An infamous bicyclist in Westmoreland County is behind bars again. David Smith is 
known for obstructing traffic and becoming irate with drivers. He was recently riding his 
bike and darting in front of cars, including an unmarked police car. He was already facing 
charges of riding his bike in the middle of the road and yelling obscenities. He will be 
held in custody while he awaits trial.

Congress is getting tough with Wells Fargo over the bank's aggressive sales tactics. The 
Senate Banking Committee is scheduling a hearing next week to look into the practices 
that led to a 185-million dollar settlement.

Facebook is now allowing users to purchase items without ever leaving the Messenger 
app. Facebook's head of Messenger David Marcus announced Monday that Facebook is 
allowing brands and companies to sell products within the Messenger app by adding 
payment services.



Donald Trump is setting up a campaign office in Canonsburg. Donald Trump Jr. will be 
on hand tomorrow for the opening of the new office at the Waynesburg University building 
in the Southpointe area. There is also a Trump office at Jonnet Building in Monroeville.

Downtown West Newton is having its first Simeral Square Brew and Food Fest this 
weekend. The event will start at 5 0'clock Saturday evening and will feature craft beers 
from Bloom Brew. There will also be music an Oktoberfest-themed foods. Tickets,

which can be purchased at Bloom Brew or at Gary's Chuck Wagon, are 12-dollars and 
include three drink tickets. All proceeds will benefit Downtown West Newton Inc.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/14/16

Police are investigating a report that a parent pulled out a gun at a youth football game.
Officers were called to the Rochester School District's football field Sunday after the 
man displayed the gun during an altercation behind the bleachers. It is not known if any 
of the fifth-and-sixth grade players saw the gun. Anyone with information is asked to 
call police.

Corrosion is to blame for the natural gas pipeline explosion in Salem Township. Spectra 
Energy announced yesterday the pipeline had lost about 30-percent of its steel wall four 
years earlier, causing the April explosion. The discovery has led to a change in the 
company's standards. They went from once every five years to an inspection every three 
to four years.

California University of Pennsylvania is reaching out to students left in a lurch by the 
closure of ITT Technical Institute. The school recently announced it will waive 
application fees and streamline admissions for former ITT students who enroll in the 
Finish Line degree completion program. Officials say Cal U will "work very closely with 
every individual student to determine which credits will transfer. "

Donald Trump is laying out his plans for child care if elected, including tax breaks for 
parents. Speaking at a rally in Aston, Pennsylvania, the Republican presidential nominee 
said he would allow parents to set up tax-free dependent child care savings accounts.

A move is underway in the House to impeach the IRS commissioner. Louisiana 
Republican John Fleming started the process yesterday, giving House lawmakers two 
days to vote on the impeachment of IRS Commissioner John Koskinen.

Senate candidate Katie McGinty's legal team is in court. McGinty's lawyers are arguing 
that she should not have to turn over thousands of emails to the Republican Party of 
Pennsylvania. The emails in question are from McGinty's time as chief of staff for 
Governor Wolf. McGinty's attorneys say the GOP's request is too broad.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/14/16

Senate candidate Katie McGinty's legal team is in court. McGinty's lawyers are arguing 
that she should not have to turn over thousands of emails to the Republican Party of 
Pennsylvania. The emails in question are from McGinty's time as chief of staff for 
Governor Wolf. McGinty's attorneys say the GOP's request is too broad.

California University of Pennsylvania is reaching out to students left in a lurch by the 
closure of ITT Technical Institute. The school recently announced it will waive application 
fees and streamline admissions for former ITT students who enroll in the Finish Line 
degree completion program. Officials say Cal U will "work very closely with every 
individual student to determine which credits will transfer. "



Black and Decker is issuing a recall for more than a half-million electric blowers. There 
have been reports of the fan covers suddenly coming off and fingers getting cut. The 
blowers are the three-in-one blower/vacuum mulchers with model numbers B-V-
56hundred, B-V-6-thousand and B-V-66-hundred.

The nation's small business owners are a little won-ied about the future. The small 
business optimism index for August dipped slightly. The monthly survey measures small 
business owners' feelings about expanding in the coming months.

Police are investigating a report that a parent pulled out a gun at a youth football game. 
Officers were called to the Rochester School District's football field Sunday after the 
man displayed the gun during an altercation behind the bleachers. It is not known if any 
of the fifth-and-sixth grade players saw the gun. Anyone with information is asked to 
call police.

Corrosion is to blame for the natural gas pipeline explosion in Salem Township. Spectra 
Energy announced yesterday the pipeline had lost about 30-percent of its steel wall four 
years earlier, causing the April explosion. The discovery has led to a change in the 
company's standards. They went from once every five years to an inspection every three 
to four years.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/14/16

The Claysville Welcome Center on Interstate 70 East is expected to reopen sometime today 
following a tanker truck leak. The truck reportedly leaked about five-gallons of corrosive 
acid yesterday in the rest area. Staff and visitors were evacuated and one person was taken 
to the hospital for evaluation.

North Belle Vernon is raising money for the victims of the Connellsville flood. Borough 
officials have organized a Scarecrow Festival in the community park on October 8th. The 
event will be held from 6:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. and will include a showing of "The Wizard 
of Oz," food vendors, games and activities, plus a scarecrow decorating contest. Proceeds 
will go to recovery efforts in Connellsville.

Import and expon prices for August will be out today. Prices in both directions have been 
showing life recently, but trade experts see that ending, at least for one month.

The CEO of Wells Fargo says the bank is working to end the kind of bad behavior that 
led to thousands of employees secretly creating accounts for customers in order to meet 
sales targets.

Corrosion is to blame for the natural gas pipeline explosion in Salem Township. Spectra 
Energy announced yesterday the pipeline had lost about 30-percent of its steel wall four 
years earlier, causing the April explosion. The discovery has led to a change in the 



company's standards. They went from once every five years to an inspection every three 
to four years.

A teenage boy is recovering after being shot in downtown Pittsburgh. The victim was

shot in the chest outside the Wood Street T station during rush hour yesterday. He is in 
stable condition. A 16-year-old has been arrested in connection to the incident.



UPS is looking to fill thousands of seasonal and permanent jobs in Western Pennsylvania. 
The company is hiring about 95-thousand people nationwide in advance of the holiday 
shipping season and will need workers in Allegheny, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, Washington 
and Westmoreland counties.

There's a new Trump-Pence campaign office in Canonsburg. Donald Trump Junior was 
in town to campaign for his father, Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump. 
There were a few hundred people on hand for the event.

The Pittsburgh police union has no confidence in its police chief. The union voted 
yesterday, saying it has no confidence in Police Chief Cameron McLay. There were more 
than 450 members that voted, and over 420 came back with a no confidence vote.

Hillary Clinton gets back on the campaign trail today after a bout with pneumonia. The 
Democratic presidential nominee has been resting since nearly collapsing after leaving a 
9-11 event early on Sunday.

Donald Trump is revealing some of his personal health information. Trump talked about 
a recent physical exam on the syndicated "Dr. Oz Show," which will air today. He handed 
Dr. Oz a one-page summary of the physical and his health history.

Self-driving Uber vehicles are here in Pittsburgh. Mayor Bill Peduto took a ride in one 
yesterday along with Camegie Mellon President Subra Suresh. Two Carnegie Mellon 
grads were in the driver and passenger seats to make sure things went as planned. The 
mayor's ride started at Fourth Avenue and Grant Street.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

In Butler County, two suspected drug dealers are facing charges after a string of 
overdoses. Michael Burrows was arrested after he was allegedly found with drugs 
identical to some found near the body of at least one victim. Eugene Smith was also 
an-ested in connection to drug overdoses.

 UPS is looking to fill thousands of seasonal and permanent jobs in Western Pennsylvania. 
The company is hiring about 95-thousand people nationwide in advance of the holiday 
shipping season and will need workers in Allegheny, Beaver, Butler, Fayette, Washington 
and Westmoreland counties.

Volkswagen's future in the U.S. remains unclear following the emissions cheating 
scandal. The head ofVW's North American operations was quoted as saying this week 
that the company could decide to end all U.S. diesel sales.

Twitter is continuing its push into the video market with the launch of a new streaming 
app. The company said the app is for Apple TV and Amazon TV and Microsoft's Xbox 



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

One gaming console and will be available for users without a Twitter account or pay-TV 
subscription.

The Pittsburgh police union has no confidence in its police chief. The union voted 
yesterday, saying it has no confidence in Police Chief Cameron McLay. There were more 
than 450 members that voted, and over 420 came back with a no confidence vote.

Self-driving Uber vehicles are here in Pittsburgh. Mayor Bill Peduto took a ride in one 
yesterday along with Carnegie Mellon President Subra Suresh. Two Carnegie Mellon 
grads were in the driver and passenger seats to make sure things went as planned. The 
mayor's ride started at Fourth Avenue and Grant Street.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

A South Connellsville woman is facing charges after disrupting a public meeting. 
Patricia Grubbs allegedly became disorderly at Monday's council meeting when she was 
told it was not the proper time for her to present an issue. Witnesses say Grubbs 
threatened to harm at least one council member.

Officials are trying to figure out how a giant cobra got into a man's yard in Mather. The 
seven-foot-long snake was discovered in the weeds at the Seventh Street home on Sunday. 
An officer from the Pennsylvania Game Commission drove from Ligonier to capture the 
reptile.

Wells Fargo is being investigated by federal prosecutors. The investigation is in its early 
stages, but the bank has been issued a subpoena. The investigation comes following news 
that the company paid 185-million-dollars in fines last week after employees were caught 
opening sham credit card, debit card and other accounts to meet sale goals.

Apple says initial quantities of the iPhone 7 Plus are sold out globally. The company says 
the larger size of the new iPhone is sold out in all shades, and the smaller iPhone 7 has 
sold out in the jet black color. The new iPhones are set to arrive in stores Friday.

A Monongahela man is recovering after being attacked in his home while playing his 
Xbox. The victim told police he was lying on a couch in his Second Street residence 
recently when the suspects attacked him from behind, and began kicking him with 
steeltoed boots. Police arrested Kyle Finley the next day and he admitted that he and 
Zachary Anthony beat up the victim.

The Ligonier Valley superintendent says there are some "disturbing" results from the 
2015 Pennsylvania Youth Survey. Christine Oldham said Monday that the survey, which 
questioned sixth, eighth, tenth and 12th-graders, indicates 17 percent have considered 
suicide. It also found that 15 percent have planned it and ten percent have attempted it.



Three brothers all in their 50s are dead after a house fire in Lawrence County. It was 
intentionally set at their home on Circle Drive in Shenango Township & is being 
investigated as an arson. The brothers were all pronounced dead at the scene.

A Pennsylvania Turnpike bypass near Greensburg is getting some help for 
modifications. Governor Wolf approved the Transportation Infrastructure Investment 
Funds yesterday, which will give the Amos K. Hutchinson Bypass more than a million-
dollars to update the toll plaza and off-ramp.

Former Penn State football coach Joe Paterno will be honored during Saturday's game 
against Temple. It marks the 50th anniversary of his first game with the Nittany Lions, a 
15-7 win over Maryland on September 1 7th, 1966.

After battling pneumonia, Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton is back on the 
campaign trail. Campaigning in North Carolina, Clinton said it's great to be back.

We're getting some new information about a campaign contribution from Donald Trump 
to Florida Republican Attorney General Pam Bondi. Critics of Trump and Bondi say the 
check Trump sent three years ago was a bribe to get Bondi not to investigate fraud claims 
against Trump University.

Smith Township Police want the public to know that a report of an attempted child luring 
is false. The story began circulating earlier this month after a female told police she saw 
two men in a white van at the Atlasburg Professional building on Route 18. The girl 
claimed she heard one of the men say, "She's too old," but police say the van never stopped 
and there was no attempt to engage the girl.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/16/16

A Zelienople man is heading to trial for an alleged drunken hit-and-run. Benjamin Logan's 
case was held for court yesterday. He is accused of rear-ending a truck on Route 19 in July 
and then driving off at speeds of more than 100 miles-an-hour. He hit another vehicle in a 
construction zone before he was stopped.

Three brothers all in their 50s are dead after a house fire in Lawrence County. It was 
intentionally set at their home on Circle Drive in Shenango Township & is being 
investigated as an arson. The brothers were all pronounced dead at the scene.

First-time claims for unemployment benefits are up slightly. The report by the Labor 
Department shows 260-thousand Americans filing initial jobless claims last week, a 
thousand more than the week before.

Apples latest offering, the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus are set to arrive in stores today. But 
whether you can actually get your hands on one is a different story. The aluminum and 



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

glass water resistant smart phone boasts 12 megapixel cameras with newly designed 
sensors and a smart image processor.

A Pennsylvania Turnpike bypass near Greensburg is getting some help for modifications. 
Governor Wolf approved the Transportation Infrastructure Investment Funds yesterday, 
which will give the Amos K. Hutchinson Bypass more than a million-dollars to update 
the toll plaza and off-ramp.

Former Penn State football coach Joe Paterno will be honored during Saturday's game 
against Temple. It marks the 50th anniversary of his first game with the Nittany Lions, a 
15-7 win over Maryland on September 17th, 1966.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/16/16

Officials are investigating a small fire in the field house on Seneca Valley High School's 
secondary campus. It appears the flames broke out in a fluorescent light fixture in the 
ceiling, causing minor damage Wednesday night. The fire was extinguished before crews 
even arrived.

A Zelienople man is heading to trial for an alleged drunken hit-and-run. Benjamin Logan's 
case was held for court yesterday. He is accused of rear-ending a truck on Route 19 in July 
and then driving off at speeds ofmore than 100 miles-an-hour. He hit another vehicle in a 
construction zone before he was stopped.

Democrats and Republicans are sponsoring bills requiring drugmakers to justify big price 
hikes. Arizona Republican John McCain and Wisconsin Democrat Tammy Baldwin 
introduced a bill in the Senate yesterday, while Illinois Democrat Jan Schakowsky 
introduced an identical bill in the House.

Samsung and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission are working together on the 
recall of the Galaxy Note 7. The CPSC announced the recall because of the threat of 
batteries exploding or catching fire.

Three brothers all in their 50s are dead after a house fire in Lawrence County. It was 
intentionally set at their home on Circle Drive in Shenango Township & is being 
investigated as an arson. The brothers were all pronounced dead at the scene.

A Pennsylvania Turnpike bypass near Greensburg is getting some help for modifications. 
Governor Wolf approved the Transportation Infrastructure Investment Funds yesterday, 
which will give the Amos K. Hutchinson Bypass more than a million-dollars to update the 
toll plaza and off-ramp

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh says it is cooperating with a grand jury 
request for information. Bishop David Zubik released a statement Friday saying in part, 



"In the ongoing need to protect children from abuse, I welcome the opportunity to work 
closely with the State Attorney General's Office. "

Revenue is down at the Meadows Racetrack and Casino. The Pennsylvania Gaming 
Control Board says revenue dropped 47-percent at the facility in August as compared to 
last year. Lady Luck Casino in Nemacolin saw a 30-percent dip and the Rivers Casino in 
Pittsburgh was also down 18-percent.

Donald Trump is coming to Pittsburgh. The Republican presidential nominee will be at 
the David L. Lawrence Convention Center Thursday for the annual Shale Insight 
conference.

Officials in New Jersey are investigating after a suspicious device exploded as a police 
robot attempted to disarm it. Elizabeth Mayor Chris Bollwage says a homeless man 
digging through the garbage at the train station discovered the suspicious backpack.

Five people are in custody in connection with Saturday night's bombing in New York
City. Various reports say the five were stopped while driving in Brooklyn late Sunday. 
Saturday's bombing in Manhattan's Chelsea neighborhood left more than two dozen 
injured.

A suspicious package is being blamed for an evacuation at the Fayette County
Courthouse. The parcel was delivered to the District Attorney's Office last week but was

addressed to someone who does not work there. A subsequent investigation found the box 
contained a piece of equipment used for investigations, but police did not elaborate.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/19/16

A man is facing up to 40 years in prison in connection to a drunk driving accident that 
killed a Ligonier Township police officer. Clair Fink pleaded guilty to third-degree murder 
Friday. Fink crashed his car and left the scene after hitting Eric Eslary's vehicle head-on, 
killing him and injuring his K-9 partner. Fink's blood-alcohol-level was almost two-and-
a-halftimes the legal limit at the time of the accident last year.

Donald Trump is coming to Pittsburgh. The Republican presidential nominee will be at 
the David L. Lawrence Convention Center Thursday for the annual Shale Insight 
conference.

A Miami neighborhood is expected to get a clean bill of health this moming when Florida 
officials declare it free of the Zika virus. That should be a real economic shot in the arm 
for a popular tourist area known as Wynwood.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

The co-founder of the ride-sharing service Lyft says most of its cars will be driving 
themselves in five years. The president of Lyft John Zimmer made the bold statement in a 
lengthy blog post yesterday.

The Roman Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh says it is cooperating with a grand jury 
request for information. Bishop David Zubik released a statement Friday saying in part, 
"In the ongoing need to protect children from abuse, I welcome the opportunity to work 
closely with the State Attorney General's Office. "

Revenue is down at the Meadows Racetrack and Casino. The Pennsylvania Gaming 
Control Board says revenue dropped 47-percent at the facility in August as compared to 
last year. Lady Luck Casino in Nemacolin saw a 30-percent dip and the Rivers Casino in 
Pittsburgh was also down 18-percent

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/19/16

A bicyclist is recovering after being hit by a car in Butler. Sara McCollums was airlifted 
to Allegheny General Hospital for surgery after the Saturday morning accident. Officials 
say she suffered multiple broken bones and bleeding on the brain.

Repairs on the Liberty Bridge are not going as expected. The Department of 
Transportation announced Friday that the span is going to remain closed until further 
notice. The work is taking longer than expected because of the safety measures needed.

Inflation is rising more than expected. Statistics released Friday showed a larger than 
expected jump of two-tenths-of-a-percent in consumer confidence. The August spike 
came due to higher rents and rising costs for medical care and prescription drugs.

"Sully" continues to fly high at the box office. The Clint Eastwood-directed film biography 
about airline pilot Chesley Sullenberger and The Miracle on the Hudson is the top movie 
in the nation for the second straight week.

Donald Trump is coming to Pittsburgh. The Republican presidential nominee will be at 
the David L. Lawrence Convention Center Thursday for the annual Shale Insight 
conference.

Revenue is down at the Meadows Racetrack and Casino. The Pennsylvania Gaming 
Control Board says revenue dropped 47-percent at the facility in August as compared to 
last year. Lady Luck Casino in Nemacolin saw a 30-percent dip and the Rivers Casino in 
Pittsburgh was also down 18-percent

The National Weather Service says there's no indication that a tornado touched down near 
Slippery Rock. A funnel cloud was reported Saturday but officials said, "Based on damage 
surveys by emergency management, there was no confirmed touchdown. "



A man is facing charges for allegedly trying to sell a submachine gun to a state trooper. 
Donald Soyka was anested early Saturday and is accused of offering to sell or trade the 
weapon in the Canonsburg Online Yard Sale Facebook group. The officer set up a fake 
profile to contact Soyka and they agreed on a price of 475-dollars.

A transgender student wants answers from the Norwin school board. Liam Lindsay 
addressed the board members last night about the district's bathroom policy. Lindsay says 
he was told to use the private restroom in the nurse's office instead of the public bathrooms.

The suspect in this weekend's bombings in New York City and New Jersey is being 
charged with trying to kill police officers. Ahmad Khan Rahami was captured yesterday 
after a gunfight with police in Linden, New Jersey in which he and two officers were 
wounded.

A new report finds that more than 800 immigrants with questionable backgrounds were 
mistakenly granted U.S. citizenship. The report from the Homeland Security Department 
said the individuals had been slated for deportation under other identities.

A 28-year-old Lincoln-Lemington man is guilty of killing a security guard at a 
Homewood bar. Harvey Scott pled guilty to third-degree murder and other charges 
yesterday. He was sentenced to ten to 20 years behind bars. Deion Nesbitt was a security 
guard at the Rendezvous Phase Three bar.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/20/16

A transgender student wants answers from the Norwin school board. Liam Lindsay 
addressed the board members last night about the district's bathroom policy. Lindsay says 
he was told to use the private restroom in the nurse's office instead of the public 
bathrooms.

The National Weather Service says there's no indication that a tornado touched down near 
Slippery Rock. A funnel cloud was reported Saturday but officials said, "Based on damage 
surveys by emergency management, there was no confimed touchdown. "

The Primetime Emmy Awards show is setting a new record for the lowest ratings 
in its history. Nielsen reports that around 11-point-3 million people watched the 68th 
annual show on ABC. Just three years ago, 17-point-six million people tuned in.

Samsung Electronics says an external heat source, not its recalled batteries, appears to be 
the cause of two smart phone fires in China. The South Korea-based company and its 
battery supplier Amperex Technology are investigating the reports, which surfaced over 
the weekend.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

A man is facing charges for allegedly trying to sell a submachine gun to a state trooper. 
Donald Soyka was an-ested early Saturday and is accused of offering to sell or trade the 
weapon in the Canonsburg Online Yard Sale Facebook group. The officer set up a fake 
profile to contact Soyka and they agreed on a price of 475-dollars.

A 28-year-old Lincoln-Lemington man is guilty of killing a security guard at a Homewood 
bar. Harvey Scott pled guilty to third-degree murder and other charges yesterday. He was 
sentenced to ten to 20 years behind bars. Deion Nesbitt was a security guard at the 
Rendezvous Phase Three bar.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/19/16

The Greensburg diocese is cooperating with a grand jury subpoena in connection to sex 
abuse allegations. A statement was recently posted on the Diocese's website saying, 
"Diocese of Greensburg takes the protection of all children and young people seriously.

TheFirst Niagara Bank branch in Uniontown is changing to a KeyBank branch. Officials 
at the South Beeson Boulevard location say there will be little difference for customers 
when the switch happens next month. Credit cards, debit cards and checks from First 
Niagara Bank will all still be valid.

The Fed's policy-marking arm opens its two-day meeting today. Investors are curious to 
see if the Federal Open Market Committee will raise interest rates or leave them where 
they are until its next meeting in November.

Sin City is also America's most fun city. Las Vegas topped the list put together by 
WalletHub of the best cities to visit to have a good time. The personal-finance website 
compared the 150 largest cities to determine which offered the greatest number and 
variety of fun activities at a reasonable price.

A fall Career Expo is being held in North Strabane Township. About 35 vendors will 
participate in tomorrow's event at the DoubleTree hotel on Racetrack Road. Attendees 
are encouraged to bring résumés to the free gathering, which will take place between 1 
1 :30 tomorrow morning and 4 0'clock tomorrow afternoon.

A 77-year-old man from Penn Hills is facing at least 30 years for sex crimes he committed 
against children. Joseph Campinelli was found guilty on several counts. Three girls, who 
were 13 at the time of the incidents, said Campinelli committed multiple crimes against 
them. He's scheduled for sentencing in late November.

The Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board has a new executive director. Charlie Mooney, the 
current chief operating officer, was appointed to the position yesterday. Mooney, who will 
take over in November when John Metzger retires, will implement the Act 39 state liquor 
law reform.



Pittsburgh is honoring the firefighters who worked on the Liberty Bridge blaze. The city 
council declared yesterday Pittsburgh Bureau of Fire Day for the crew's work earlier this 
month. The bridge is still closed for structural issues after the fire damaged a steel cord.

A South Huntingdon landfill is facing a major fine. MAX Environmental Technologies 
was fined about 68-thousand-dollars for violating an ordinance that prohibits noxious 
odors. The company has 30 days to appeal the ruling in Westmoreland County Court.

Federal prosecutors are filing charges against a man suspected of setting off a bomb in 
Manhattan and leaving pipe bombs in New Jersey. Charges filed against Ahmad Khan 
Rahami include using a weapon of mass destruction and bombing public places.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump will be at a black church in Cleveland 
tonight to take part in a town hall-style meeting. It will air during Sean Hannity's show 
on the Fox News Channel.

The Gateway School Board is appealing a judge's ruling to not allow the district to have 
an armed police force. Gateway petitioned to employ its own officers, but the judge ruled 
against the idea last week. The board voted eight-one yesterday for the appeal.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/21/16

A new poll finds Democrat Katie McGinty is ahead of incumbent Republican Pat 
Toomey in Pennsylvania's U.S. Senate race. The Muhlenberg College/Morning Call poll 
gives McGinty 43-percent among likely voters with 38-percent supporting Toomey.

Kellogg's is voluntarily recalling ten thousand cases of Eggo Nutri-Grain Whole Wheat 
Waffles due to health concerns. The product was distributed in 25 states including

Pennsylvania. The waffles may potentially be contaminated with Listeria which can be 
deadly for young children, the elderly and those with weakened immune systems.

The average price of gas in the Keystone State is two-cents higher than a week ago. 
PennsylvaniaGasPrices.com reports it's two-dollars-33-cents a gallon. The national 
average is two-dollars-21 -cents a gallon.

Macy's plans to hire fewer workers this holiday season. Macy's Incorporated said it plans 
to hire 83-thousand temporary workers to fill jobs at its Macy's and Bloomingdale 
department stores for the holiday period. That's two percent less than last year.

A lot of people who bought Samsung's now-recalled Galaxy Note 7 smartphones say



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

they'd rather have a refund, than a new Note 7. More than a third of the people surveyed 
online this past weekend say they'll try to get refunds instead of replacements from 
Samsung.

The Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board has a new executive director. Charlie Mooney, the 
current chief operating officer, was appointed to the position yesterday. Mooney, who will 
take over in November when John Metzger retires, will implement the Act 39 state liquor 
law reform.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/21/16

The Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board has a new executive director. Charlie Mooney, 
the current chief operating officer, was appointed to the position yesterday. Mooney, who 
will take over in November when John Metzger retires, will implement the Act 39 state 
liquor law reform.

A new poll finds Democrat Katie McGinty is ahead of incumbent Republican Pat Toomey 
in Pennsylvania's U.S. Senate race. The Muhlenberg College/Morning Call poll gives 
McGinty 43-percent among likely voters with 3 8-percent suppofiing Toomey.

The Federal Open Market Committee winds up two days of meetings today with an 
announcement on interest rates. The Fed's policy-making arm hasn't raised rates since 
December, and that was the first increase in a decade.

Wells Fargo CEO John Stumpf is formally apologizing for the scandal over the opening 
of fake accounts at the nation's third largest bank. Testifying yesterday before the Senate 
Banking Committee, Stumpf told the panel he accepts full responsibility for the unethical 
conduct of employees.

Kellogg's is voluntarily recalling ten thousand cases of Eggo Nutri-Grain Whole Wheat 
Waffles due to health concerns. The product was distributed in 25 states including 
Pennsylvania. The waffles may potentially be contaminated with Listeria which can be 
deadly for young children, the elderly and those with weakened immune systems.

The average price of gas in the Keystone State is two-cents higher than a week ago. 
PennsylvaniaGasPrices.com reports it's two-dollars-33-cents a gallon. The national 
average is two-dollars-21-cents a gallon

More than 75 people are facing drug-related charges in Western Pennsylvania. State 
Attorney General Bluce Beemer says as a result of several investigations over the last six 
months various quantities of heroin, cocaine, crack cocaine, prescription pills and other 
drugs, have been seized. Most of the suspects were primarily in Beaver County, but also 
in Allegheny and Butler counties.



Streets are closing in downtown Pittsburgh to handle the visit from Donald Trump. The 
Republican presidential nominee is speaking today at the convention center for the Shale 
Insight conference. Tenth Street will be blocked offunderneath the convention center.

A Washington County emergency medical technician is facing charges for allegedly 
molesting children. Andrew Demeri was arrested Tuesday and is accused of raping 
multiple victims in McKeesport, Pitcairn and Westmoreland County. Police do not think 
any of the assaults happened while Demeri was working.

Charlotte remains on edge after a second night of protests over a deadly police shooting. 
One person was shot by a civilian during the protests and is now on life support. A 
number of police officers were also injured, and protesters turned to looting and 
vandalism.

Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump says he's very troubled by the recent 
police shooting in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Speaking at a black church in Cleveland, Trump 
praised police, but said it appeared the African-American driver was complying with 
officers when he was shot and killed.

North Huntingdon is in need of a new police chief. Andrew Lisiecki was fired yesterday 
by a four-three vote. Commissioner Darryl Bertani initiated the motion because he didn't 
believe Lisiecki was the best person for the job. Lisiecki was hired in May 2012. Albert 
Carson will serve as the acting chief.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/22/16

Police are going to have access to riot gear during Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump's visit today. Trump is speaking at the Marcellus Shale conference at the 
David L. Lawrence Convention Center. Mayor Peduto thinks the riot gear will incite 
people but multiple officers were injured during a Trump rally in April and many 
complained that they did not have the appropriate gear.

Two women are facing charges for having sex with a 15-year-old boy in Derry Township. 
Tonia Simms and Melissa Weaver were arraigned Tuesday after the victim reported the 
incident to police. The boy told officers Simms and Weaver invited him to Simms' 
apartment for a pizza party, gave him alcohol and then took him into the bedroom for "a 
threesome." Both women have since admitted the incident.

Disgraced former Congressman Anthony Weiner is accused in a new sexting scandal.

The "Daily Mail" reports Weiner can-ied on a months-long online sexual relationship 
with a 15-year-old girl. It says the teen claims Weiner asked her to dress up in 
"schoolgirl" outfits and engage in "rape fantasies. "



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

Donald Trump says he's going to win back Ohio in November. Campaigning in Toledo, 
Trump said he will replace a "failed and corrupt establishment" in Washington, DC while 
also blaming weekend attacks in New York, New Jersey and Minnesota on an open 
immigration system.

More than 75 people are facing drug-related charges in Western Pennsylvania. State 
Attorney General Bruce Beemer says as a result of several investigations over the last six 
months various quantities of heroin, cocaine, crack cocaine, prescription pills and other 
drugs, have been seized. Most of the suspects were primarily in Beaver County, but also 
in Allegheny and Butler counties.

Four people are recovering following a school bus accident in Summit Township. Three 
Summit Township Elementary students and the bus driver were taken to the hospital 
yesterday after a collision on Bonniebrook Road. About 20 students were on the bus at 
the time.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/22/16

Officials are investigating after a five-year-old was left with a stranger half-a-mile from 
her home. The child's grandfather says the little girl's Baden Academy bus driver did not 
know where she lived, and stopped a woman walking along the road to see if she could 
help. The woman did not know the child but the driver left her there anyway. Baden 
Academy's chief executive officer, Lauren Bensink, says the safety of the students is of 
the utmost importance and promises to work closely with their bus companies to ensure 
safe transportation.

Police are going to have access to riot gear during Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump's visit today. Trump is speaking at the Marcellus Shale conference at the 
David L. Lawrence Convention Center. Mayor Peduto thinks the riot gear will incite 
people but multiple officers were injured during a Trump rally in April and many 
complained that they did not have the appropriate gear.

Mortgage applications are falling as interest rates rise. A report from the Mortgage 
Bankers Association shows the overall application index fell seven-point-three percent 
last week.

Chipotle [[ chih-POHT-lay ]] is launching a new marketing campaign highlighting the 
safety of its food. The restaurant chain is looking to bring back customers scared away by 
a string of food-related illnesses in 14 states.

More than 75 people are facing drug-related charges in Western Pennsylvania. State 
Attorney General Bruce Beemer says as a result of several investigations over the last six 
months various quantities of heroin, cocaine, crack cocaine, prescription pills and other
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drugs, have been seized. Most of the suspects were primarily in Beaver County, but also 
in Allegheny and Butler counties.

Four people are recovering following a school bus accident in Summit Township. Three 
Summit Township Elementary students and the bus driver were taken to the hospital 
yesterday after a collision on Bonniebrook Road. About 20 students were on the bus at 
the time.



David Keibler is the new principal in the Leechburg Area School District. His appointment 
was approved eight-zero Wednesday night. He has been a principal in South Butler School 
District for four years. He is expected to take over in his new role within two months.

Two men are behind bars for allegedly stealing from construction sites in Peters, South
Fayette and Cecil townships. Richard Neill and John Ivashchenko were alTaigned Tuesday 
and are accused of taking 100-thousand-dollars worth of tools and appliances. A search of 
Neill's house turned up many of the stolen items.

Greene County is going to demolish four old bridges. Commissioners are advertising for 
bids to remove the spans, all of which have been closed for at least ten years. The affected 
bridges are on Routes 479 and 568 in Franklin Township, Route 659 in Morgan 
Township and Route 684 in Cumberland Township.

Attorneys for the family of the man killed by police in Charlotte say the family still has 
questions after seeing the video of his shooting. Attorney Justin Bamberg said it's 
impossible to tell from the videos if Scott was can-ying anything in his hands when he 
was shot Tuesday.

The wife of the New York bombing suspect is back in the U.S. Federal authorities say 
Asia Rahami flew to the U.S. after voluntarily giving a statement to FBI agents in the 
United Arab Emirates earlier this week.

Construction on Liberty Bridge is moving along. A jacking system was put in place 
yesterday to straighten and lengthen a support beam. The chord became damaged during

a fire earlier this month. A date hasn't been set for the bridge to reopen.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/23/16

There is a cancer-causing chemical in the tap water in Western Pennsylvania. A study 
has been going on for a few years and the findings released this week show dangerous 
levels of chromium-six in almost every water system in the region. The Environmental 
Working Group report says folks are taking a risk every time they turn on the faucet.

Port Authority switches up its schedules a few times a year and the next adjusted schedule 
will go into effect Sunday. More than 30 bus and light rail schedules will be changed, but 
paper schedules are available at the Downtown Service Center, downtown light rail 
stations, and at various locations throughout Allegheny County.

Fewer Americans are buying pre-owned homes. The National Association of Realtors 
said today sales of existing condos, co-ops and single-family homes slipped nine-
tenthspercent in August to an annual rate of about five-point-three-million units.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

Doctors say a new strain of antibiotic-resistant gonorrhea has shown up in Hawaii. The 
gonorrhea super strain was found as part of routine monitoring in seven out of 25 people. 
The seven were cured by the standard treatment, but doctors say the bacteria showed first 
signs of evolving resistance.

David Keibler is the new principal in the Leechburg Area School District. His appointment 
was approved eight-zero Wednesday night. He has been a principal in South Butler School 
District for four years. He is expected to take over in his new role within two months.

Two men are behind bars for allegedly stealing from construction sites in Peters, South
Fayette and Cecil townships. Richard Neill and John Ivashchenko were arraigned 
Tuesday and are accused of taking 100-thousand-dollars worth of tools and appliances. 
A search ofNeill's house turned up many ofthe stolen items

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/23/16

The Butler County Prison is adding an inmate addiction treatment center. Officials made 
the announcement this week at the county prison board meeting. The switch is expected to 
save about 170-thousand dollars a year, which is what the prison cun-ently pays the Ellen 
O'Brien Gaiser Addiction Center for treatment services.

Police are looking for the man who robbed a Dollar Tree in Aliquippa. Officers say the 
suspect displayed a gun and demanded money at the Brodhead Road store Wednesday. 
After getting some cash, he tried to carjack a woman on Wood Street. No injuries were 
reported.

The Wisconsin teenager who decided to stop being treated for a brutal disease is dead. 
Fourteen-year-old Jerika Bolen died Thursday at a hospice in Appleton. The girl had an 
incurable, progressive condition called spinal muscular atrophy, or SMA. She was in 
constant pain, never walked, and could move only her hands and head.

Police in New York are investigating a bomb scare at West Point. It happened yesterday 
when a man told West Point officials that he had a bomb in his car, forcing the evacuation 
of the Visitors Control Center outside the military academy.

There is a cancer-causing chemical in the tap water in Western Pennsylvania. A study 
has been going on for a few years and the findings released this week show dangerous 
levels of chromium-six in almost every water system in the region. The Environmental 
Working Group report says folks are taking a risk every time they turn on the faucet.

Port Authority switches up its schedules a few times a year and the next adjusted schedule 
will go into effect Sunday. More than 30 bus and light rail schedules will be changed, but 
paper schedules are available at the Downtown Service Center, downtown light rail 
stations, and at various locations throughout Allegheny County.



Golf legend Amold Palmer is dead. He passed away yesterday in Pittsburgh after turning 
87 earlier this month. The Latrobe native had been in the hospital since Thursday. Palmer 
had been the chairman of the Westmoreland County Airport Authority, and he led a 
meeting in June. The airport in Unity Township was named Arnold Palmer Regional 
Airport in 1999 to honor The King. He was scheduled to have heart surgery today at UPMC 
Shadyside.

Faculty at Pennsylvania's 14 state-owned universities are preparing to strike if a new 
contract isn't agreed upon. The president of the union that represents the faculty 
announced Friday they will go on strike October 19th. California University, Indiana 
University and Slippery Rock are pan of the 14 colleges. The union is also filing an 
unfair labor charge against the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education.

Pittsburgh Mayor Bill Peduto has the city's operating budget in mind for next year. He 
submitted the nearly 540-million-dollar budget for 2017 on Friday to the 
Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority.

Anticipation is building ahead of tonight's first presidential debate between Hillary 
Clinton and Donald Trump. All eyes will be on New York's Hofstra University, as polls 
show an increasingly tight race between the two.

The jury selection process in the federal death penalty trial of Dylann Roof is set to begin. 
He's accused of gunning down nine black parishioners at a Bible study at Emanuel AME 
Church in Charleston, South Carolina in June of 2015.

A 22-year-old man is dead following a wreck in Washington County. Jacob A. Klinger 
of Eighty Four was headed east on Route 40 in North Bethlehem early Friday morning 
when he went off the road. The crash happened west of Route 40's intersection with 
Valleyview Road around 2:30 a.m.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/26/16

Golf legend Arnold Palmer passed away yesterday in Pittsburgh after turning 87 earlier 
this month. The Latrobe native had been in the hospital since Thursday & was scheduled 
to have heart surgery today at UPMC Shadyside. The airport in Unity Township was 
named Arnold Palmer Regional Airport in 1999 to honor The King.

A Sheetz employee is being credited for saving a woman in Butler Township. Police say 
the woman overdosed at the Pittsburgh Road store Friday. The employee saw her pass out 
near a gas pump and did CPR until paramedics got there. She was revived with an anti-
overdose drug but officials say the employee most likely saved her life.

The city of Charlotte is looking to get back to normal after days ofprotests following the 
police killing of a black man. The city is no longer under a midnight curfew that was 
imposed after protests turned violent.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

Investigators in Washington state are still searching for a motive in the mall shooting 
that left five people dead. Police say they've interviewed suspected shooter Arcan Cetin 
[[ AR-can seh-TEEN ]] and that any motive is still under investigation.

Faculty at Pennsylvania's 14 state-owned universities are preparing to strike if a new 
contract isn't agreed upon. The president of the union that represents the faculty 
announced Friday they will go on strike October 19th. California University, Indiana 
University and Slippery Rock are part of the 14 colleges. The union is also filing an 
unfair labor charge against the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education.

A 22-year-old man is dead following a wreck in Washington County. Jacob A. Klinger 
of Eighty Four was headed east on Route 40 in North Bethlehem early Friday morning 
when he went off the road. The crash happened west of Route 40's intersection with 
Valleyview Road around 2:30 a.m.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/26/16

The world is mourning the loss of Arnold Palmer. The golf icon passed away in
Pittsburgh at the age of 87 due to complications from heart problems. Known as "The 
King", Palmer captured seven major championships during his legendary career.

A man is facing charges following a huge drug bust in Derry Township. Salvador 
Lucena-Rosa was pulled over on Route 22 last week for tailgating. Officers say he was 
cooperative and allowed them to search the vehicle, where they found 250-thousand 
dollars-worth of heroin in a hidden compartment. They also found more than 
200thousand dollars in cash.

Two former Wells Fargo employees are suing the bank that fired them in a sweeping 
fraud scandal. Federal regulators fined the bank 185-million dollars earlier this month 
because employees opened more than two-million new accounts that customers never 
authorized.

Twitter may be up for sale. A CNBC report Friday cited sources as saying the company is 
in talks with several potential buyers and an offer made be made soon.

Braddock Mayor John Fetterman will be at the first presidential debate. He will be joined 
by his wife, Gisele, and former assistant secretary in the Department of Veterans Affairs 
Pam lovino, who is also from the Pittsburgh area. Those who can't attend in New York can 
take part in watch parties in the Pittsburgh region.

A Sheetz employee is being credited for saving a woman in Butler Township. Police say 
the woman overdosed at the Pittsburgh Road store Friday. The employee saw her pass out 
near a gas pump and did CPR until paramedics got there. She was revived with an anti-
overdose drug but officials say the employee most likely saved her life.



Two students are recovering after a school bus accident in North Sewickley Township. 
Witnesses say a car hit the Riverside Beaver County bus on Route 288 yesterday. The 
driver of the car and two students were taken to the hospital with minor injuries.

Rice Energy is making a major acquisition. The Canonsburg-based company announced 
yesterday it plans to add Vantage Energy for nearly three-billion-dollars. The transaction 
would include 85-thousand Marcellus acres in Greene County among other things. 
Colorado-based Vantage is one of the top 25 natural gas drillers in Pennsylvania.

Jury deliberations are set to start for a man charged in connection to the death of his mother 
and stepfather. Frederick Harris the Third is charged with two counts of homicide and abuse 
of a corpse for allegedly dismembering his family members in December 2014.

The first presidential debate is creating plenty of buzz after Donald Trump and Hillary 
Clinton went at it. The two clashed over the economy and foreign policy and interrupted 
each other several times.

Not everyone was welcome at last night's presidential debate at New York's Hofstra 
University. The Green Party's presidential candidate Jill Stein was escorted off campus by 
police. Nearly two-dozen others were arrested while protesting Stein's exclusion from the 
debate.

Penn Hills is in need of a new business manager. The school board approved the 
resignation of Robert Geletko, who last week accepted an offer to join the Connellsville 
Area School District. He will stay on until November 25th in Penn Hills.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/27/16

A memorial service for Arnold Palmer is being planned at Saint Vincent College. The 
event will take place a week from today at 11 a.m. His family will have a private funeral 
this week. Fans are being asked to pay their respects at the Winnie Palmer Nature Reserve 
on the Saint Vincent campus. Palmer died Sunday at the age of 87.

Two students are recovering after a school bus accident in North Sewickley Township. 
Witnesses say a car hit the Riverside Beaver County bus on Route 288 yesterday. The 
driver of the car and two students were taken to the hospital with minor injuries.

Donald Trump ripped the Federal Reserve and Fed Chair Janet Yellen during the first 
presidential debate. The Republican nominee's criticism of Yellen and the Fed's low 
interest rates isn't new, but he did it on a much bigger stage last night.

That bird on the Twitter logo might soon get a pair of mouse ears. Disney is said to be 
preparing to make a bid to buy the company.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

Rice Energy is making a major acquisition. The Canonsburg-based company announced 
yesterday it plans to add Vantage Energy for nearly three-billion-dollars. The transaction 
would include 85-thousand Marcellus acres in Greene County among other things, 
Colorado-based Vantage is one of the top 25 natural gas drillers in Pennsylvania.

Red Line between Fallowfield and Potomac in Pittsburgh's Beechview neighborhood is 
operating again. The Port Authority closed the line in March to replace nearly a mile of 
track and street pavement along Broadway Avenue. Service was restored Sunday.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/27/16

A man is facing charges for allegedly hiding a gun in the bushes of Concord Elementary
School in Carrick. The nine-millimeter handgun was loaded when it was found on
Sunday. Police were at the scene for a car accident, when a witness told them Lamont 
Benton, who was involved in the wreck, hid something in the shrubs. The weapon was 
stolen from Stowe Township.

A Brownsville man is facing charges for allegedly assaulting another man with a rock. 
Kevin Williamson was charged last week for the attack, which occurred earlier this 
month on Clover Street. The victim needed staples to close the wound on his head.

Jobs and the economy are in the spotlight as the presidential campaign heats up. During 
the first presidential debate at New York's Hofstra University, Democrat Hillary Clinton 
said the U.S. economy must work for everyone and not just those at the top.

There may be a thrilling way to help solve kidney stones. Researchers at Michigan State 
University conducted a study that shows riding roller coasters and other thrill rides seems 
to help knock kidney stones out. Bungee jumping had a similar effect.

Police are investigating a hit-and-run accident in South Franklin Township. A man was hit 
by a pickup truck Sunday on Route 18. The vehicle left before police arrived.

A memorial service for Arnold Palmer is being planned at Saint Vincent College. The 
event will take place a week from today at 1 1 a.m. His family will have a private funeral 
this week. Fans are being asked to pay their respects at the Winnie Palmer Nature Reserve 
on the Saint Vincent campus. Palmer died Sunday at the age of 87.

The unemployment rate in the Pittsburgh area is on the rise. The jobless rate increased 
two-tenths of a percent to just under six-percent from July to August. Allegheny County 
was at five-and-a-half-percent while Fayette County was the highest in the area at 
eightand-a-half-percent. Butler County was the lowest in August at five-point-three-
percent.



A man is being treated after his car went under a tractor-trailer Tuesday morning. The crash 
happened in Scott Township around 6:30 near Route 956 and Route 19. The trailer 
disengaged from the truck and went into the opposite lane. That's when the car hit it and 
went undemeath. The man in the car was trapped before being flown to the hospital.

People are already violating the weight limit for the recently reopened Liberty BHdge. 
The bridge reopened Monday and there are already reports of vehicles surpassing the 
nine-ton weight limit.

American presidents are remembering former Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres 
sheh-MOAN PEHR-ez J]. Peres died at the age of 93 after suffering a stroke earlier this 
month.

First Lady Michelle Obama will campaign for Hillary Clinton today. Obama will appear 
in both Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in an effort to encourage Pennsylvanians to get out 
and vote for the Democratic nominee.

Timothy Glasspool is back as the superintendent of Plum schools. The Plum school board 
reinstated Glasspool yesterday. Levin Legal Group released its findings yesterday after a 
grand jury criticized how administrators handled sexual abuse allegations on students by 
teachers.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/28/16

First Lady Michelle Obama will campaign for Hillary Clinton today. Obama will appear 
in both Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in an effort to encourage Pennsylvanians to get out 
and vote for the Democratic nominee.

Students in Pennsylvania could be forced to take a citizenship test in order to get their high 
school diploma. A proposal was debated in Harrisburg, that would require students to pass 
a U.S. citizenship exam in order to graduate from high school. Fifteen states have already 
adopted the civics test requirement.

Home prices are continuing to rise overall in big U.S. cities, but growth has been slowing. 
The latest S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller 20-city index shows prices jumped five percent in 
July from a year earlier. But they were almost unchanged from June.

The world's largest casino and gaming conference is underway in "Sin City." The Global 
Gaming Expo is expected to draw more than 25-thousand professionals in the casino 
industry.

The unemployment rate in the Pittsburgh area is on the rise. The jobless rate increased 
two-tenths of a percent to just under six-percent from July to August. Allegheny County 
was at five-and-a-half-percent while Fayette County was the highest in the area at 
eightand-a-half-percent. Butler County was the lowest in August at five-point-three-
percent.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

A man is being treated after his car went under a tractor-trailer Tuesday moming. The 
crash happened in Scott Township around 6:30 near Route 956 and Route 19. The trailer 
disengaged from the truck and went into the opposite lane. That's when the car hit it and 
went underneath. The man in the car was trapped before being flown to the hospital.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/28/16

Students in Pennsylvania could be forced to take a citizenship test in order to get their 
high school diploma. A proposal was debated in Han-isburg, that would require students 
to pass a U.S. citizenship exam in order to graduate from high school. Fifteen states have 
already adopted the civics test requirement.

The unemployment rate in the Pittsburgh area is on the rise. The jobless rate increased 
two-tenths of a percent to just under six-percent from July to August. Allegheny County 
was at five-and-a-half-percent while Fayette County was the highest in the area at eight
and-a-half-percent. Butler County was the lowest in August at five-point-three-percent.

Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen testifies on Capitol Hill today. Yellen's remarks before 
the House Financial Services are expected to focus on financial regulation

Hillary Clinton's online betting odds are improving after her debate with Donald Trump. 
The Democratic presidential nominee's stock rose two-cents on one popular wagering 
site.

First Lady Michelle Obama will campaign for Hillary Clinton today. Obama will appear 
in both Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in an effort to encourage Pennsylvanians to get out 
and vote for the Democratic nominee.

A man is being treated after his car went under a tractor-trailer Tuesday moming. The crash 
happened in Scott Township around 6:30 near Route 956 and Route 19. The trailer 
disengaged from the truck and went into the opposite lane. That's when the car hit it and 
went undemeath. The man in the car was trapped before being flown to the hospital.

A Beaver County 911 dispatcher is facing charges after overdosing in her home while her 
children were there. Brittany Trainer was found passed out in her Pulaski Township 
residence earlier this month. She's facing child endangerment charges but because of the 
overdose immunity law she will not be charged for the drugs. She has also been suspended 
without pay.

The "Pittsburgh Tribune-Review" newspaper is doing away with its print edition. The 
business will cease printing on November 30th and offer an online-only publication. 
Officials also announced yesterday that the move will require 106 layoffs.



Governor Wolfis urging lawmakers to act on the state's opioid and heroin crisis. In a joint 
address to the House and Senate yesterday Wolf said, "In the past year alone, we lost over 
35-hundred Pennsylvanians - a thousand more lives taken than the year before."

OPEC members may be cutting production for the first time in eight years and that could 
lead to higher oil prices and a modest recovery for the oil and gas indust1Y.

A lot of excitement is building ahead of Google's big event in San Francisco next week. 
The tech giant is expected to reveal new phones aimed at consumers. The devices are 
thought to be able to power a new viltual reality platform and possibly other smart-home 
devices.

Two men are in custody following a police chase in South Strabane Township. Officers 
say one of the men tried to steal something from the Kohl's store at Strabane Square 
Tuesday and the other was waiting in a car in the parking lot. Officers confronted the 
driver, who ran from the vehicle but was quickly arrested.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/29/16

Nearly 133-thousand pounds of fully cooked chicken nuggets is being recalled by Tyson 
Foods. The nuggets may be contaminated with pieces of hard plastic. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture says 20-pound cases were shipped for institutional use in 
Pennsylvania. Five-pound bags were shipped to retail stores nationwide.

A Beaver County 911 dispatcher is facing charges after overdosing in her home while her 
children were there. Brittany Trainer was found passed out in her Pulaski Township 
residence earlier this month. She's facing child endangerment charges but because of the 
overdose immunity law she will not be charged for the drugs. She has also been suspended 
without pay.

There will not be a government shutdown at the end of the week. The House and Senate 
passed a temporary spending bill which continues federal government funding for ten 
weeks.

The CEO of Wells Fargo Bank is going back before Congress today. John Stumpfis 
scheduled to testify before the House Financial Services Committee, after getting grilled 
by the Senate Banking Committee last week.

The Worsley's building in Butler is being torn down. The store has been a Main Street 
staple for 87 years, but was condemned in March after a fire. Mayor Tom Donaldson says 
it would have cost millions to rehab the building. Demolition will begin in the next few 
weeks.

The "Pittsburgh Tribune-Review" newspaper is doing away with its print edition. The 
business will cease printing on November 30th and offer an online-only publication. 
Officials also announced yesterday that the move will require 106 layoffs.



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/29/16

Two men are facing charges following a fight at a youth football game in Rochester 
Township. Police were called to the Rochester Area High School football field earlier 
this month for a report of an altercation between a parent and a coach. Witnesses say 
Jared Wright, who appeared to be drunk, shoved and threatened the Little Rams coach. 
Another parent then allegedly got involved and threatened Wright with a gun.

Nearly 133 -thousand pounds of fully cooked chicken nuggets is being recalled by Tyson 
Foods. The nuggets may be contaminated with pieces of hard plastic. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture says 20-pound cases were shipped for institutional use in 
Pennsylvania. Five-pound bags were shipped to retail stores nationwide.

The Zika virus may be transmitted through tears or sweat. Doctors in Salt Lake City have 
reported a unique case in which a 38-year-old man contracted the virus while caring for an 
elderly man who died from complications related to Zika.

Spotify is reportedly looking to buy out its rival music streaming service, SoundCloud. A 
report in the "Financial Times" says the talks are in the advanced stages. Spotify is the 
leader in the paid music streaming industry with over 40-million paid subscribers.

A Beaver County 911 dispatcher is facing charges after overdosing in her home while her 
children were there. Brittany Trainer was found passed out in her Pulaski Township 
residence earlier this month. She's facing child endangerment charges but because ofthe 
overdose immunity law she will not be charged for the drugs. She has also been suspended 
without pay.

The Worsley's building in Butler is being tom down. The store has been a Main Street 
staple for 87 years, but was condemned in March after a fire. Mayor Tom Donaldson says 
it would have cost millions to rehab the building. Demolition will begin in the next few 
weeks.

Police are continuing to investigate the man found with two homemade bombs at his Bethel 
Township residence. Matt Strohm is in the Armstrong County Jail and is charged with 
possessing weapons of mass destruction. Officials say Strohm threatened to kill himself 
on Sunday and when police an-ived, he was holding a rifle. A search of the home found 
the explosive devices.

A Washington man is awaiting sentencing after pleading guilty to wire fraud and 
conspiracy. Police say Jamie McNamara was running a scam in which he advertised 
tickets to events on Craigslist, had buyers wire him money and then never provided the 
tickets. He could get up to 40 years in prison and a 500-thousand-dollar fine.

There are 14 drinking fountains in Pittsburgh Public Schools with elevated lead levels. 
The district released a report yesterday saying it replaced faucets that tested positive for 



the elevated levels. Filtered water and bottle-filling stations were also placed at the 
schools.

The NTSB is hoping to get vital information about Thursday's commuter train crash from 
an event recorder. Investigators believe the data recorder could give them information 
about the train's speed and braking. One woman was killed and over 100 others hurt when 
the train slammed into the station in Hoboken during Thursday morning's commute.

The Tulsa Police officer charged with manslaughter for killing a black man will appear in 
court today. Officer Betty Shelby is scheduled to be arraigned this morning. The 42year-
old officer is accused of first-degree manslaughter in the shooting death of Terence 
Crutcher two weeks ago.

Officials are trying to decide if charges should be filed against the mother of an infant 
found in a trash can in North Belle Vernon. Paramedics found the baby at the BP station 
Saturday after they were called to the facility for a medical emergency. The baby wasn't 
harmed.

7 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/30/16

The Leechburg High School resource officer is on leave after filing a report about an 
altercation. Roger Kaugman claimed a student tried to hurt others with a weapon made in 
wood shop class. Kaufman is a former police officer and filed criminal charges against 
the student using his old police certification number, which he's not authorized to do. 
Kaufman's report had several discrepancies and they didn't know why he filed the 
charges.

A Keystone Oaks High School teacher is facing charges for allegedly hitting a student, 
Michael Magri is accused ofpunching the victim in the arm with a closed fist and leaving 
a bruise. The contact was not made in anger and may "be more appropriately 
characterized as sophomoric in nature." The school district says Magri is on paid leave.

The White House is rolling out the details of its rules regarding sick leave pay for federal 
contractors. Labor Secretary Thomas Perez says the rule is going to affect more than a 
million workers. Also, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is out with a new 
form aimed at addressing discriminatory pay practices.

With a presidential signature, government funding is extended and a possible shutdown is 
averted. President Obama signed legislation bill extending funding for ten weeks. That 
pushes spending battles beyond November's elections.

Police are continuing to investigate the man found with two homemade bombs at his Bethel 
Township residence. Matt Strohm is in the Armstrong County Jail and is charged with 
possessing weapons of mass destruction. Officials say Strohm threatened to kill himself 



6 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/15/16

on Sunday and when police an-ived, he was holding a rifle. A search of the home found 
the explosive devices.

A Washington man is awaiting sentencing after pleading guilty to wire fraud and 
conspiracy. Police say Jamie McNamara was running a scam in which he advertised 
tickets to events on Craigslist, had buyers wire him money and then never provided the 
tickets. He could get up to 40 years in prison and a 500-thousand-dollar fine.

8 AM PICKLE NEWS 9/30/16

The Leechburg High School resource officer is on leave after filing a report about an 
altercation. Roger Kaugman claimed a student tried to hurt others with a weapon made in 
wood shop class. Kaufman is a former police officer and filed criminal charges against 
the student using his old police certification number, which he's not authorized to do. 
Kaufman's report had several discrepancies and they didn't know why he filed the 
charges.

Cranberry is offering a television recycling program. The event will be held on October 
8th from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the township's public works building. No other electronics 
will be accepted and the collection fee is 60 cents per pound. Go to cranben-
ytownship.org/recycling for more information.

The White House is rolling out the details of its rules regarding sick leave pay for federal 
contractors. Labor Secretary Thomas Perez says the rule is going to affect more than a 
million workers. Also, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is out with a new 
form aimed at addressing discriminatory pay practices.

With a presidential signature, government funding is extended and a possible shutdown is 
averted. President Obama signed legislation bill extending funding for ten weeks. That 
pushes spending battles beyond November's elections.

Police are continuing to investigate the man found with two homemade bombs at his 
Bethel Township residence. Matt Strohm is in the Amstrong County Jail and is charged 
with possessing weapons of mass destruction. Officials say Strohm threatened to kill 
himself on Sunday and when police arrived, he was holding a rifle. A search ofthe home



found the explosive devices.

A Washington man is awaiting sentencing after pleading guilty to wire fraud and 
conspiracy. Police say Jamie McNamara was running a scam in which he advertised 
tickets to events on Craigslist, had buyers wire him money and then never provided 
the tickets. He could get up to 40 years in prison and a 500-thousand-dollar fine.


